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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
The new Ben Franklin More
will open this summer some
time
This ii a Giraffe
Giraffes are tall. They not OD-
ly have long legs but they also
have long necks
iltraffes hove spoos on them
which they inherit form their
parents They also inherit their
long legs and their long necks
frnm their parents.
alrafhe cannot make a sound
because the sounds have to go
se far that by the time the
sound reaches the outside it
hes gone away
Those animals fight each other
with their heads, using the
• head as a battering ram and
their necks as a ding.
Siren's do not like to graze
like a cow because the ground
I, so far way. Instead they eat
leaves from trees which are
eleser to where they are. (The
head we mean, not the feet).
What in odd animal the Gina-
is. He never knows where to
place his necktie.
Oh Well, enough of the Giraffe
said whiplash problems.
Yesterday two nice ladies came
set to see our Martin apart-
= house It it still sittingin the carport. We've got
le see Woodrow Hicks about
petting it up in the correct
Manner.
Sohn Shackelford calls to say
Is come over and see his
Perple Martins. We will
Okr Magnolia tree we got from
Edgar is putting out and new
leaves have unfolded.
Ylka Tulip Poplars are also do-
. led famouaiy
Else utter fury potential in ma-
teN was partially revealed the
weer night when the winds
PIM suddenly to near tcirnadie
eineigth. All we could do was
, jilt to sit there and marvel
a Sae gigantic power involved.
a • Mrs. Willie Suggs
Funeral Today
Three Injured
In Accident
Last Night
Three young men were in-
jured in a two car collision last
night at 9:55 at the intersection
of South 15th and Poplar
Streets, according to the re-
port filed by Sgt. Ed Knight
and Patrolman Billy Wilson of
the Murray Police Department.
Jerald Barnett Stewart, Jr.,
age 19, James Douglas Surv-
ant, age 19, and Larry Lee
Boaz, age 18, all of Princeton,
were those reported injured.
Officials at the Murray-Cal-
loway County Hospital said all
three men were treated in the
emergency room and released.
Stewart had x-rays of the left
wrist and elbow, but no fract-
ures, Survant had an injury to
the left eye and right wrist,
and Boaz had a laceration of
the forehead, according to hos-
pital officials.
Police said Stewart, driving
a 1964 Volkswagen sedan, was
going south on 15th Street and
failed to stop at the stop sign
(Continued on Back Page)
Ockerman Attacks
Peden Commitment
LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI) - -
Foster Ockerman Thursday
night accused former Com-
merce Commissioner Katherine
Peden of making "out-of-state
commitments with undercover
committees."
Ockerman, a former state
legislator from Lexington. and
Miss Peden of Hopkinsville are
among the 12 candidates vying
for the Democratic senatorial
nomination in the May 28 pri-
mary.
Ockerman, in a speech before
the Thoroughbred Kiwanis Club
here, mid Miss Pedee entered
into an arrangement with bus-
thessmen from Clarksville,
Tenn.
-She is committed to the lob-
byists for these businessmen if
they raise $50,000 for her cam-
paign." Ockerman said. He said
the commitment was made at
an April 30 meeting in Hop-
kinsville.
Filed Early Says
Katherine Peden
GILBERTSVILLE. Ky. (UPI)
— Former Commerce Commis-
sioner Katherine Peden Thurs-
day reminded listeners here
that she announced her can-
didacy for the Democratic sen-
atorial nomination before in-
cumbent Republican Sen Thrus-
ton Morton said he would re-
tire
"Once he announced he
would not seek re-election,"
Miss Peden told a lunch here
in her honor, "our race got
pretty crowded." Twelve De-
mocrats seek the nomination.
Miss Peden said, "I resent
the hypocrites who supported
me when they thought Sen.
Morton was going to run, then
became my opponent when be
announced his retirement."
Mrs. Odell' Vance
Odelle Vance
Installed As
B&PIV Head
Mrs. Odelle Vance was m-
etalled as president of the Mur-
ray Business and Professional
Women's Club in a special ser-
vice at the dinner meeting held
Thursday evening at the Mur-
ray Woman's Club House. •
The new president has been
employed by the Southern Bell
Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany for the past twenty years.
She has been active in the
B&PW Club and was chosen as
"Outstanding Woman of the
Year" three years ago. Mrs.
Nance is an active member of
the First Baptist Church.
Other officers installed were
(Continued on Back Page)
Circuit Court
In Slow Session
Calloway Circuit Court will
reconvene here on Wednesday,
May 22, according to an an-
nouncement from the office of
Circuit Court Cleft James Bla-
'back,
Judge James M. Lassiter pre-
sided at the court which open-
ed here on Monday. Two civil
cases have been heard in the
court this week.
The Grand Jury made their
report Wednesday morning and
reported they had returned fif-
teen indictments.
Youth Sunday 4To Be
Held At Spring
Creek Church
The young people of Spring
Creek Baptist Church will be in
charge of all Church activities
for the day on Sunday, May 19
They will be in charge of the
music. teach all Sunday Schoot
classes, lead the Training Un-
ion groups on Sunday night.
and fill the pulpit at both the
morning and evening worship
services.
At the 11.00 . service Allen
Beane, a senior at Murray High,
and Kenny Greer, a 1967 grad-
uate af Calloway County High,
will share the pulpit. At the
7:30 p.m. service Miss Yvette
Watson, a senior at Calloway
County High, will join Allen
Beane in filling the pulpit -
The pastor, John Kedden,
and the y3ung people of Spring
Creek Beptist Church extend
an invitation to all to worship
with them on Youth Sunday
The Church is located 4'4 miles
off the Mayfield Road on the
Penny Road
Exhibit Set Saturday For
Indastrial Arts Students
The First District Indestrial
Arts Assoalation will hold ite
annual exhibit and student pael
ticipation contests in the Ap-
plied Science Building at Mur-
ray State University, on Satur
day, May 18, from 9:00 a.ni
until 3,00 p.m Both the exhib-
it and the participation contests
will be held under the super-
vision and direction of the In-
dustrial Arts staff of Murray
State University.
The projects entered in the
exhibit represent part of the
class work done by the students
enrolled in the various indust-
rial arts programs, throughout
the first district. The projects
will be entered in competition.
A first place -award and second
and third place ribbons will be
presented for the three best
projects entered in each of the
divisions. The different divis-
ions are determined by the age
of the student and the amount
of instruction he has received
in the area he enters. The dif-
ferent -Brans represented in. the
exhibit are metal working, elec-
tricity, electronics, plastics,
various crafts, drafting (archi-
tectural and engineering),
bench woodworking, machine
Funeral services for Mrs Wil-
lie B Suggs, 71, Paducah, who
died Tuesday at Graham
ing Home, were held today at
one p.m at Mundy Funeral
ChJapel, Paducah Rev Theo-
dore Crumby officiated and bur-
ial was in Oak Grove Cemetery.
A native of Kentucky, Mrs.
smogs came to Paducah 60 years
ago from Murray She was a
member of Washingon St Bap-
tist Church and Order of the
goilbtrn Star.
'Elie is survived by three sis-
ters. Mrs. Sarah Richardson and
Mrs. Estelle Scrogging. both of
4 Chicago, and Mrs Anna Cole of
l'aducah. •
Jos Dick. President of tho Sank of Murray, welcome
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Martin back from an all expense paid
trip for the couple to West Palm Beach, Florida. The tWo
made the trip by Eastern Airlines lee
Mr. And Mrs. Chester Martin
•
Enjoy Jet Trip To Florida
---
Mr and Mrs. Chester Martin linew-jet from Nes-twine, 'Ten 
returnedyesterday from a five nessee.
day all expense paid trip to 'The Bank of Murray present-
West Palm Beach Florida They
made the trip' by Eastern Air-
woodvsorking, and graphic sr -
Students enrolled in Industred
+(Continued on Back P'ew
Glen Kelso Aided
By His Neighbors
Friends and neighbors came
to the aid of a Lynn Grove
farmer, Glen Kelso recently.
Mr. Kelso was injured on April
4 and has been hospitalized
since that time.
The following people brought
tractors and equipment and
helped break and disc ground
to prepare for planting; Freddie
Roberts, Gene Rogers, Glen Ro-
gers, 'Andy Morris, Mason Hot-
_sapple, Billy Murdock, Philip
Murdock, Boyce Wilson, Bobby
Kemp, Wallace Rogers, James
Harris, Brown Howard, Glen
Crawford, Donnie Lovins, Wood-
row Tarry, Hugh Arnett, Fleet-
wood Crouch, Gordon Crouch,
J. D. Elkins, Gene Jourdan,
Johnny Williams, Thomas Lee
Armstrong, Jimmy Butterwor-
th, Kenneth Murdock, Alfred
Murdockt 'futile Alderdice, Ro-
bert Roseland, Teddy Rogers,
Cliff Jones, Roger Williams, Ro-
bert Craig, allertle Craig, Ern-
est Kelso, Hardy Kelso, and
Johnny Kelso.
The family said today they
wished to express their sincere
appreciatioo to everyone that
helped in ails, way.
Thornton Yard Is
Named Outstanding
For Month Of May
The yard of Mr. and Mrs,
Will D Thornton, located on
South 16th Street at Henry
Street has been selected as the
"Yard of the Month" for May
by the Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club.
Oak, maple, and hickory trees
are the predominant shaped
varieties on the well "carpeted"—
corner lot which offers a rest-
ful 'setting.
The neat evergreen shrub
planting of broad leaves are
enhanced by the brown toned
brick with black mortar joints
with the same theme being etie
rici: out with.. an attractive
a glade in the back corner of
fence which offers seclusion to. 
MISS RUBY LEE SIMPSONthe yard.
ed with his tile laying business Miss Ruby Simpson To Be -Honored HereMr. Thornton is self employ •
and he and Mrs Thnrnton have
three daughters.
Plans Completed For Blood
Drive Here Next Tuesday
Bill Boyd, Blood Program
Chairman for the Calloway Co-
unty Red Cross, announces that
plans are completed for the
community drive. The blood-
mobile will be at the First
Methodist Church, Tuesday May
21 from 10:00 to 4:00.
Mrs. Curtis Hays is in charge
of scheduling Volunteers, with
the assistance of Mrs. Anne
Roney, R. N. who schedules
student nurses. and Mrs. Effie
Kemp, R. N. Dr. Charles Clark,
Chief of Medical Staff, Murray-
Calloway County Hospital, will
arrange for the presence of a
doctor during all hours in
which blood will be d r a w n.
The R. 0. T. C. will provide
loading and clean-up crews.
Mrs. Claud Miller is the can-
teen chairman.
Over 3000 pledge cards have
been distributed by the Pi Kap-
pa Alpha fraternity to all bus-
inesses in the city. In addition
cards have been placed on
windshields Of cars in the shop-
ping districts and industries.
An "all-out" effort is being
however she is preparing her. made to urge donors to respond
self for the future by attending since the quota of 255 units
Murray State University.
She is majoring in business, 
with an area in business and
may teach school.
Miss Cunningham, the nine-
teen year old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Finney o
1712 Calloway Avenue, is a
graduate of Calloway County
High School and is now a fresh.
man at Murray State Univer-
sity.
She has been busy during
her school career while main-
taining a good average scholas-
tically.
One year she was named in
the top ten as a Calloway Coun-
ty Fair beauty contestant, was
second runner-up and last year
she captured the top prize and
was named Miss Calloway Coun-
ty Fair This year she was third
runner-up in the Miss Ken-
tucky contest at Mayfield She
was Miss Calloway County High
School last year and was 3
varsity cheerleader for two
years there. She is a freshman
cheerleader at MSU this year
in basketball. This year at MSU
she is also a Shield Queen at-
-tendant. 4-
Our Miss Spring likes blue,
and other colors as well She
likes to dance, roller skate,
swim and sew and counts bowl-
ing as one of her favorite
sports
She is a Sigma Sigma Sigma
pledge this year
Like all the Miss Springs be-
fore her, Miss Cunningham is
an above average American
girl, a good thinker, whole-
some and pleasant.
We think a lot of our Miss
Spring and invite you to go
with her through the various
business establishments in Mur-
ray to see what they have to
offer this spring.
Lovely Miss Spring personi-
fies Spring Time with her beau-
ty and personality. You'll enjoy
a tour of Murray stores with
her. Turn through the pages of
section two today and you'll
see what we mean.
JERRY KEY
Funeral For
Jerry Key
Set Tonight
Funeral services for Jerry
Key will be held tonight at 7:30
p.m. in the Chapel of Roth Fun-
eral Home, Paducah. with Rev.
I. J. Scudder of Paducah, assist-
ed by Rev. Tommy Jackson,
Murray, and Rev. Hoyt Owen,
Paducah.
Mr. Key's body will be
brought to the South Pleasant
Grove Methodist Church, in Cal-
loway County, Saturday morn,
ing May 18 and will lie in state
until time for fuleral service
at two p.m
Services will be conducted by
Rev. Tommy Jackson. assisted
by Rev. J Scudder and Rev.
Hoyt Owen of Paducah. Burial
will be in the South Pleasant
Grove Cemetery. The Roth
(Continued on Beck Page)
Beginniog in Juni' the city On Sunday With Dinne Will Retirer;
ed Mr. and Mrs. Martin , with will be 12th and Main Streets.
according to a spokesman of
(Continued on Back Page) the Garden Departmci..
-will be -divined into !Jur _sect
MISS PHYLLIS CUNNINGHAM
.. Ledger and Tkmes Miss Spring-1968
Visit Murray Stores Today
With Miss Spring Of 1968
Lovely, intelligent and petite
does not' adequately describe
Miss Phyllis Cunningham, the
Ledger & Times' Miss Spring
for 1968.. Fresh as a spring
rnoining Miss Cunningham
ceunts among her other accom-
plistments, the winning of sev..
eral prizes for her attractive-
ness and sparkling personality,
Murray High Band
Has Annual Dinner
Members of the Murray High
ochool Bani held their annual
banquet Tuesday night at the
itoliday Inn. Mr. and Mrs. Eli
lexander were honor guests.
Leah Workman, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs Fred Workman,
-"mace. the award as "Beet
Ifnuny Ramer, son
of Rev. and Mrs. Lloyd Ramer,
was named "Most Improved
Musician." Ernie Williams, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Wil-
liams, was named "Most Co-
operative." The National Aries,
Award, given by the Lion's
Club, was awarded Leah Work-
man
Leah Workman, Ernie Wil-
liams, Donna Jones, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Donald Jones;
Mike Johnson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde S. Johnson and Bet-
ty Jo Ward, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Ward, received
awards for their participation
in Quad State Band.
Donna Jones was also recog-
nized as having been selected
to play in the All-State Band,
Phil Shelton, direator, prais-
ed the Board of Education, Su-
perintendent Fred Schultz and
Principal Eli Alexander for
their efforts in helping the
band. "Without the help and
cooperation of all these people,
our band could not have achiev-
ed the success we now enjoy,"
Shelton said.
Rev. Edd Jeffrey To
Preach On Sunday
Rev. Edd Frank. Jeffery will
preach at South Pleasant Grove
M ethodist Church, Sunday
morning, May 19
Rev Jeffery is a senior at
Murray State University, and
enrolled in Perkin School of
Religion at Southern Method-
ist University, Dallas, Texas.
Rev Jeffery will speak on the
Problems that are confronting
the youth of today.
Rev. Edwin J. Diggs will
preach at Seuth Pleasant *rove
Methodist Church. Sunaay even-
ing, May 19. After the sermon
Rev Diggs will conduct the
Fourth Quarterly Conference.
The Pastor. Rev W. T. Jack-
son, urges everyone to atter('
these services.
POTLUCK LUNCHEON
The women of St John's
Episcopal Church will have a
potluck luncheon following the
morning services at the church
on Sunday. The luncheon will
he in honor of Bishop Marmion
of Louisville and those to be
'elanfirmed.
Ions with a winning yard in -
each section. The dividing line 'Mies Ruby Lee Simpson, who mics faculty May 27, will be P.m. Saturday, May 18.
Will retire from the Murray honored with a luncheon at the The luncheon is being given
State- University home econo- Holiday Inn in Murray at 12:30 by the MSU home economics
(Continued on Back Pagel
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must be met if the counte is
to retain total coverage. If the
county does not meet the quota,
however, the individuals who
donate will protect themselves
and their families from emerg-
ency blood needs and will be
assured that they will not have
to pay from $25 to $50 per
pint should they need trans-
fusions
"We would like to have pled-
ge cards returned to the Red
Cross office in order to aid in
scheduling," .said Boad. "But
it is not necessary to have a
specific. appointment. If you are
able to donate but did not fill
out a card, please come to the
church anyway. The Sigma
Dept. of the Woman's Club,
the Lions, the Moose, and the
Kiwanis have assumed the fi-
nancial responsibility for the
drive and the Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red
Cross has made all the neces-
sary arrangements to conduct
the operation. It is now up to
the community to respond."
Top Honor.
Students At
Hazel Named
- The top honor students at
, Hazel Elementary School have
been named for the present
scho -- 1 year. Johnnie Glenn
Stockdale was named Valedict-
orian and Tarea Roach Saluta-
t
Johnnie is tho son of Mr.
and Mrs. James H. Stockdale
Of Hazel Route I. His average
for the past two years is 95.9.
He has been a member of the
Beta Club for two years and
served the club as President
this year.
Johnnie Glenn has partici-
pated in many school activities
He was in the 7th and 8th
grade plays. played basketball
iar the past two seasons, sem
ed as captain of his team last
season. was voted by his team-
mates as the most valuable
player this past season, and at
this time serves as pitcher of-
the softball team. Johnnie has
achieved the honor of being the
outstanding history student of
his class, and has received the
certificate of award for out-
standing work in American
History from the DAR. John-
nie is active in 4-H Club work.
Tarea June Roach is the
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Her-
man Roach of Hazel. Route 1
Her average for the last two
years is 95.4 Tarea serves as
program Committee Leader
for the Beta Club of which she
is a member. She has played
softball for two years and is
a member of the mixed chorus.
She was a participant in the
Calloway County Spelling Bee
last year. Terra attends church
at Green Plains Church of
Christ.
Miss Carol Barrow
Pledges Society
Miss Carol Barrow, daughter
of Mr and Mrs. Floyd Barrow
of Murray, hal been pledged
and initiated into Alpha Lam-
bda Delta, national honorary
society for freshman and so-
phomore Women at Murray
-State University.
The new member will, be a
sophomore at Murray State
next semester with majors in
biology and mathematics.
Miss Barrow is a graduate of
Calloway County High School
where she was active in school
events She was one of the
members of the Beta Five sing-
ing group, who have perform-
ed at a number of public func-
tions
WEATHER REPORT
1.1•Ited Preen Int•rostiesal
By United Press international
Partly cloudy to cloudy with
widely scattered showers today
through Saturday afternoon
High today 74 to 84 Low to
night 56 to 66.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a re
up 0.1, 309, up 1.3;
three gates open
Barkley Lake. 7 a m. 359.5,
up 0.1; below dam 320.8, up
D.5; eight gates open.
Sunrise 5:48, sunset 7:58.
Moon rises 1 12 a re
• ,
.1
as
r.
•
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Quotes From The News
ay UNITED P1588 INTERNATIONAL
HOMINY FALLS, W. Va. -- Joseph Fitzwater, one of
six miners rescued Thursday after being trapped May
6 by a wall of water that broke through from an aban-
doned pit:
-I was a sinner when I went into that mine, but I
came out a Christian."
WASHINGTON -- Mrs Dorothy Franohina, testify-
ing before a Senate committee about $300 her husband
,got from loan sharks arid on which he paid more than
$1,000 in interest before fatally shooting himself.
"These people are worse than animals. They kill and
maim, not to survive but for pleasure They're only brave
and strong when they force themselves on people who
can't fight back "
WASHINGTON --- Rep_. John W. Byrnes,
commenting on the administration's proposed 10 per
cent surcharge tax on the present income tax:
"This baby is dying from lack of nourishment, and
the ,only person .who can nourish it back to heatith la
the resident'11) 
, PARIS — Premier Georges Pompidou, calling on 
zens to refuse to Lake part in demonstrations by diatent
students and workers, Who seized several national land-
marks and industrial concerns:
"Frenchmen and FrenctiWOmen: Whatever be your
social preferencea, you mast refuse anarchy. The gov-
ernment. wi!: do its duty It asks your help."
Bible Thought for Today
THE
FAMILYILF.
LAWYER
Land
Transfers
Jackie Burkeen to Robert L
Crawford and Dellie P. Craw-
ford; lot in Keeneland Subdi-
vision.
Jerry Roberts and Linda Rob-
erts to David Wright and Ka-
therine Wright; lot in Camelot
Subdivision.
Jerry Roberts and Linda Ro-
berts to Douglas M. Fitts and
Judy Fitts; lot in Kingswood
Subdivision.
Jack Beale Kennedy, Gene
Steely, Franklin Rogers, and
Robert Hibbard to Raymond
Crawford, Mildred Crawford.
Donald Crawford, and Bernice
Crawford; ten lots in Camelot
Subdivision.
Edward L. Turner and Merle
June Turner to M Ray Smith
and Sarah Ruth Smith; lot in
Plainview Acres Subdivision.
Charles Caldwell, Estelle
Caldwel, Edward Y. Morgan,
and Lillian A. Morgan; lot in
East Y Manor. Subdivision.
C. C. Workman to Agnes
Stone; nine acres in Calloway
County.
J. Burney Gingles and na
Gingles to Pat Brown Gingles;
property on Old Whit Paschall
Road.
Roy E. Cothran and Lola
Jane Cothran to lla Mae Hub;
lot on North 16th Street.
ha Mae Buie to Roy E. Co-
thran and Lola Jane Cothran;
lot in College Terrace Subdivi-....
sion.
Darrell Mitchell and Peggy
Mitchell to Macon Rickman and
Mydelle Rickman; lot in Keene-
land Subdivision.
Green D. Nall and Charlene ,
Nall to Adolph Anderson and
Opal Anderson of Crandon, Wis-
consin; lot in Pine Bluff Shores
Subdivision.
Jerry Roberts and Linda Ro-
berts to Robert Elkins; lot in
Kingswood Subdivision.
Herman C. Witty and Inez
IL Witty to Ralph 0. Morgan
and Veriene Morgan; property
in Calloway County.
a 1-4ou.  have 10 USC guesswork to 
Glen N. Cunningham and Ed-
figure out what the panics had in 
na Cunningham to Otis Lofton
rind. Then. the binder would lack 
and Maurine Lofton; property
that -meeting of the minds" neir 
on Old Wadesboro Road.
sary to constitute a legal contract 
Earl F. Regan and Virginia
Furthermore, a binder, just like 
Ragan of Denver, Colorado, to
formal insurance policy. may be
cancelled in most states if it was
• obtained hy ,false representations.
In one CatE a motonst. applyingThe earth is the Lord's, and the fullness thereof; for a hinder was asked if he had
the world, and they that dwell therein. —Psalm 24:1.
He owns it all. One day there will be a dag of recital/.
tag.
Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER • TIMES rua
Luther Terrell Cochrum. Sr. age 80. died yesterday
at his home near Bell City
Mayor Holmes Ellis cast his first vote as Major
last night to break a tie vote and to hold open poseribtli-
ties of the city operating a parting lot on the Tremon
Beale property on East. Main Street.
Men in service notes r Capt Prentice H. Farris has
arrived at Raig Air Force Base, Selma. Ala, where he Is
enrolled in the Basic Pilot Instrivtor School. Airman
Paul J Lee has completed the first phase of basic mili-
tary training in the 3705th Basic Military Training
Squadron at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas
Mr and Mrs Owen Westerfield, Hartford announce
the engagement of their daughter, Nancy Carrol, to
Samuel Raymond Crass, von of Mr and Mrs Maurice
F Crass.
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER • TOM FUR
The body of Pvt. James Talmadge Lovett who died
of malaria in North Africa on July 7. 1843, is due to
arrive in Murray at an early date. He was the son of Mr.
Instant Insurance
Step Number One, after you buy
a car, is to buy insurance. But it
might take the insurance company
several days—or even several weeks
—to consider your application. In
the meantime, the company may
give you a "binder" for temporary
protection.
How good is a binder' Does it
really protect you in case of an
accident?
Generally Sptelk1110, ii-sourt will
indeed enforce a binder—even an
oral one talthough that kind is
harder for you to prove). While a
binder lacks most of the details to
be found in a formal insurance
policy. the courts are willing to
read in what is missing—provided
that can be done with reasonable
accuracy.
Consider this case:
A motorist was involved in an
accident shortly after taking out a
binder for "10-10" liability cover-
age. In a court test, this was held
to mean that the man had coverage
of $10.000 for each accident and
510.000 for each injury—because
that is how such a phrase would
ordinarily he understood in the in-
surance busille1S.
On the other hand. your hinder
probably will not stand up in court
if it leaves some essential fact in
real doubt. Omitting the amount
of coverage, or the type. or the
term, could mean that a court
had any traffic violations an the pre-
ceding three years His answer was
'No"
But after he had J collnion. the
insurance company found out that '
his answer should have been "Yes -
In fact. his record showed no less
than five moving violations in the
three-year period.
Result no insurance protectibn.
As the judge put it. his deception
was -material to the risk"—that is,
important enough
company to have
application if it
truth.
Am American Bar
It service Naewre
for the insurance
turned down his
had known the
Aria tatirwt pub-
Bernard
Harold L. Dunn; lot on South
18th Street.
John D. Buttrey and Bea-
trice BuUrey to David H. Ir-
vin; lot in Blood River Subdi-
vision.
Donald Tucker, Pearl T.
Tucker, Bobby G. Grogan, Ve-
rona Grogan. Joe Pat Jame*.
and Lola James to Robert Mao-
rizzi of Stillwater, Okla., Phil-
lip A. Crant and Arlene C.
Crant; lot In Chapel Hill Estates
Subdivision.
Phillip D. Mitchell. Robert 0.
Miller, Galen Thursman, Jr.
Robert Cook, and William E.
Dodson to Phillip D Mitchell
and Jerry R. Roberts. lot on
Poplar Street.
George K. Aaron and Juan-
ita M. Aaron of Vigo County,
Lod., to Louis Zimmerman and
and Mrs Fred Lovett.
Mrs Frank Crass, age 74, died at the Morray Hos-
pital yesterday.
Mr and Mrs Earl Cash of Mayfield announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daught-
er, Peggy Marie, to Richard E Boggess, son of Mr and
Mrs. M V Boggess of Murray
An architect's drawing of the proposed new Church
of Christ is pictured today The new church building
will be built on the prcperty at 7th and Poplar-Streets
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A pap( goes up in -Resurrection City- in Washington. with
the Rev. Ralph Abernathy blue denims, right wielding the
hammer. The shacks are plywood and canvas, to house
3 (WW) participants in Poor People's March on Washington.
Raisins' Zimmerman; two lots
in Pine Bluff Shores Subdivi-
sion.
James Dale Outland and Kay
Ruth Outland to Lawrence D.
Jones and Elfreda F. Jones, lot
on Circarama Drive.
Affidavitt of descent of Wil-
liam C. Kelley, deceased, to De-
borah Kay Kelly.
Evon Orr, individualy. and as
guardian for Deborah Kay Kel-
ley to James Newsome and
Glenda Newsome; 18 acres in
Calloway County.
S. Rex Humphrey of Benton
to Paul E. Gordon and Bobbie
E. Gordon; property in Callo-
way County.
Leonard B. Orr and Louise
Orr to Myrtice Orr Nance, 26
acres on State Line Road.
Annie J. Nance and Vernon
C. Nance to Myrtice Orr Nance
and Coyn C. Nance; 26 acres on
State Line Road.
Hors's a Switch
NEW YORK UPI)—"Down
wall men drivers." yelled a
New York cabbie The switch
became understandable when
you noticed the driver was a
woman--one of the growing
number of professional female
drivers here
Almost 6,000 wrien drive
-taxis, buses and limousines In
the northeast, says the Uniroy-
al Inc.. a firm which recently
spo n so red a programmed
course in dnver safety The
women are reputed to have ex-
ollent safety records.
PIRATES LOOT TOWN
MANILE (UPI) — A band of
GO pirates shot up the small
town of Campo Uno in the sou-
thern Philippines, wounding .
four persons, and systematicalJ
ly looted 14 stores and 120
homes Monday, the Philippine
News Service reported Wednes
day. The agency said the raid-
ers escaped in four speedboats
with about $50,000 in cash and
goods
TAXI intik@
PARIS (UPI) — Paris taxi
drivers went on a 24-hour strike
Wednesday for a second time
in a week to protest elimination
of tough driving examinations.
The drivers, estunated at about
14.000, leas dropping the ex-
ams will make it easier for
others to join their ranks and
cut down on their income.
TOUR U.S.
MANILA (UPL — Mayor An-
tonio Villeeas of Manila, a po-
tential presidential candidate in
the Philippines 1969 election,
will leave Saturday for a two
week tour of the United States,
it was announced Wednesday.
SEER FLOOD
NAPLES Italy (UPI) — A
beer truck overturned in near-
by Castellammare di Stabia
Wednesday, flooding the town
hall square with more than 1,-
300 gallons of the foaming
brew. It took the town fire bri-
gade three hours to wash away
the beer and remove broken
bottles.
-
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Trimming Time
NEW YORK (UPI) — Tone
your body slowly, health ex-
perts suggest. If your most ac-
tive sport during winter wa.,
television watching or driving
the kids to school, don't get in
shape by playing four sets Of
tennis the first warm day.
Before starting to slim down,4
soften this area 
doctor for a checkup. Get diet
the best course is to see your .
become invisible as it softens
of Ain is V° help from him and follow WU ).
Instructions. f.use baby cream. It rube in to
ix-
come 
skoiffn.
when ports of petroleum and chemi-
cals
you swim. 
Texas leads all states in 
Soft Touch
NEW YORK (UPI) — Baby
your bare midriff. Maybe
you've already whittled down
the waist in anticipation of
fashion trends, but how about
the midriff?
Predictions are that by sum-
mer, mid-sections everywhere
will be bared. Beauty experts
say one way to smooth and
mariLLaiLi 1=1.1174"-- 
Broffice Opens - 7:15 • entry Starts at 
Dusk
* T'ONITE thru SATURDAY *
1111311 THE EMU,
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You don t have to be rich to
drive a Chrysler To find out just
how little it does cost. see
.00M,
.t•
College Cleaners
1411 Olive Blvd.
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Truly Fine Cleaning Phone 753-31162
r:
L Murray Loan Co.MONEY HEADQUARTERS506 W. Main Street Phone 753-8621
* TODAY thru SATURDAY *
WINNER OF 5 ACADEMY AWARDS
"IN TIT WAY OF NIGHT.
BEST PICTURE
. BEST ACTOR, Ron Steiger
SI MEIER ROD STEIGER
NONMAN ,(eiS014 R kilMSCH ROOM KA
11111EWAT arm mow&
COM • °stars RIMS Mhos
* LATE SHOW SAT., 11 P.M. *
Eta ANDERSSON UV ULLMANN
flfl 
•'641441-1(N. COMIKI.1104
* SUN. - MON. - TUE. -
The story of a girl called Sara and the key
she gave to a different
man each month.
"StiVer
,rRpr GEpsHvial FT Kr•s, - wo•tnnilille lemomr •Jrwrer • r .7, C._
SANDY DENNIS ANTHONY NEWIEY. THEODORE BIKEL6ukhsiu!TECNINECOt.01r PROM WANNER anos SEVEN ANTI
DeBENNING BARON .• • ..
4"•1•9•011111mmomu 
YOUR CHRYSLER DEALERS
•• -
Come on. Join the big move to Chrysler. You'll feel rich when you drive a big full-
size Chrysler Newport home. You'll be richer too. Like every time you buy regular
gas instead of premium to power the big 383 cubic inch standard V-8. And the
price ...Newport actually costs just a few dollars a month more than comparably
equipped Fords and Chevies. And that's the only thing you'll find in common.
WortuMg beata les
0.beatabia Cars
unb•atabIe deals
c,DAA
aurvionino O. MIMS CHRYSLER
AL. wpm,* C010,00/07011
Taylor Motors, Inc.
403 S. Fourth St.
I.
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Howard Leads
,Team To A Win
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Over Indians Dancers Image Enters
By FRED McMANI!
UPI Sports Writer
Frank Howard is finally mak-
ing a big dent on the Ameri-
*a can League and on sever-
II al alf its fences and grandstand
seas.
The modest giant of the
Waahington Senators had the
"mitt miss" label pinned on
him ever since he came up to
the majors with the Lot
Awies Dodgers in 1960 but
ha( not really lived up to his
polpntial in any one of his se-
ye previous major league cam.
pa ns.
ormally a slow starter, the
6-1 -7, 272-pound Howard has
been' wielding the biggest bat
in the American League this
far jp.d may at last be reaching
the lnaacle predicted for him.
ward, who socked 36 ho-
me, Ian season for his best
- yea in that department, wal-
lop two titantic homers
' Th y night to tie an Amer-
.• ic League record of seven
homll runs in four games and
leathe Senators to a 4-1 vic-
to over the Cleveland In-
dia
I the only other AL action,
Bo n rallied from five runs
beh d to defeat New York 11-
10 d Minnesota nipped Oak-
Francisco beat Houston
w York edged Cincinnati
24, Pittsbu-gh blanked St.
$4 and Chicago blanked
Is lea 1-0 in National
Lea e games. Atlanta at Phil-
add l a was postponed because
of n for the second straight
the season, tops in the majors.
He also upped his league lead
in runs batted in to 28 and his
two hits in three at bats boost-
ed his league leading batting
average to .339.
The Red, Sox trailing 10-5
entering the eighth inning, pulk
ed off one of their typical ral-
lies from last season by scor-
ing six runs in the eighth to
edge the Yankees.
An error by third baseman
Bebby Cox opened the door for
the Boston surge that featured
a two-run double by Joe Foy, a
run-scoring double , by Reggie
Smith two walks, two singles, a
sacrifice fly and a perfectly'
executed squeeze bunt.
John Wyatt pitched the ninth
ing to record his first victory
against two setbacks. Frank
nandez smacked a grand
slam homer for the Yankees
and Roy White added a two-
run shot while Ken Harrelson
'had a three-run homer for Bos-
ton.
Frank Kostro's pinch-hit run-
scoring double and John Rose-
boro's sacrifice fly got the
Twins two runs in the eighth
and enabled them to defeat the
Athletics. The Twins, held to
only two runs over the first
seven innings by Chuck Dob-
son, chased the A's righthand-
et in the eighth when Bob Al-
lison singled and Rich Rollins
walked.
Howard's two homers, both of The Preakness Stakes
night.
which came with Sam Bowens
aboard, measured 450-feet and
470-feet respectively and gave meeting for Saturdaythe big slugger 14 homers for
ttaidds Lose TO
1: Flirates 3 tot
. By JOE GEROEN
UPI Sports Writer lighting a fire under 
tne eats-
y the Torch succeeded in 
burgh Pirates' bats.
-1 Relief pitcher Elroy Face,
key  ironically one of the National
i League's ranking "firemen,"
I led a symbolic mass burning of
Sit down ' the Pirates' impotent bats inthe right field bullpen Wed-nesday, then sat back and wat-,
BIK
'IN ART
ched his witchcraft produce the
On th e job dagesairnedst resulstt Thwurssdacayrdiniglhstthe
The hit-starved Bucs finally
1 pushed across three runs in the
third inning, their first tallies
after 2'7 consecutive scoreless
innings, and Bob Veale nursed
the cushion for a 3-0 victory
with a sparkling 13-strikeout
performance.
"We tried everything else and
nothing worked," said FaCe, the
acknowledged torch man in the
incident which occurred follow-
ing a second consecutive- 1-0 loss
to the Cards. "We thought we'd
get new bats so this was the
best way to get rid of the old
ones"
Score Most Runs
Purged of their past frustra-
tions, the Pirates scored their
most runs in any game in a
week as Natty Alou and Maury
Wills singled in the third and
scored on a triple off the right
field screen by Roberto Cle-
mente. the Nt.'s batting cham-
pion in 1967, who is flailing
a way for from a scorching
pace. Clemente tallied on a sin-
gle by Willie Stargel.
Clemente's bat was reported
salvaged from the conflagra-
tion in which some 25 of 30
sticks were soaked in gasoline
and set ablaze.
"Somebody mentioned let's
burn the bats," commented
Face, "so we did. A sportswrit-
er tried to. light the
match went out so
The gasoline can was handy in
the runway near the bullpen."
The Chicago Cubs edged the
Los Angeles Dodgers 1-0 lin, the
only other N. L. night game
after the San Francisco Giants
defeated the Houston Astros
3-1 and the New York Meta
squeezed past the Cincinnati
Reds 2-1 in day action. Atlanta
at Philadelphia was postponed
by rain.
Boston rallied to beat New
York 11.10, Washington shipped
Cleveland 4-1 and Minnesota
nipped Oakland 4-3 in Ameri-
can League play.
Face's pyrotechnics and the
smoke from Veale's fast ball
enabled the Pirates to singe
the defending world champions
for the first time in Mx meet-
ings this season. Pittsburgh col-
lected eight hits, the same num-
ber allowed by Ve_ale, off Ray
Washburn and Larry Jester.
One Run Game
Ron Santo singled across a
run in the first inning and
Rich Nye scattered six hits as
the Cubs won their eighth one
run game of the year. lion Sut-
ton, who yielded seven hits in
seven innings, absorbed the loss.
...and get it
done faster!
iekrVi
HOMKO
MOW-TRAC
SUPER 30
Mow up to an acre an hour with
a blade speed up to 200 mphl
Trim close to trees and fences,
adjust cutting height while mow-
ing, leave a smooth green carpet
with no tire tracks behind you.
Test drive this great new rider '
today.
• 7 h.p. 4-cycle engine
• 30 in. hig6 lift blade
s 4 speeds forward neutral,
reverse
• Orbit disc power drive
• Foam-cushioned seat cover
•.Takes snow blade accessory
• Tows carts, rollers, spreaders
• Meets A.S A safety standards
b$459.95
Waldrop Saw and
Lock Shop
,. 207'S. 7th St. Ph 753-6233
By RAY AYERS
UPI Sports Writer
BALTIMORE, Md. (uPi — Dan-
:ers Image, given a chance to
avenge his Kentucky Derby dis
ualification when owner Peter
er entered him personaly
Preakness Stakes Thurs-
day,\,was an overwhelming sen
thnetitel favorite today to win
Saturday's running of the $195,-
200 race.
But Calumet Farm's Forward
Pass, second at Churchill Downs
but awarded first place and the
$12,600 winner's purse when
Dancer's Image was set back,
was the "solid horse" with the
betting fraternity.
"Hope Dancer's Image wins
by 50 lengths," said one horse
player at Pimlico where the two
colts will tangle in the richest
running of the Preakness with
Forward Pass listed as the 7-5
favorite and Dancer's Image at
7-2 in the program odds.
Gets Support
That sentiment was reflected
In the thousands of letters and
telegrams Fuller has received
since Dancer's Image was de-
nied his Kentucky Derby vic-
tory because phenylbutazne, an
anti inflamatory pain killer,
showed up in a post race urin-
alysis.
Sympathy for Fuller, and Lou
Forward Pass that was expect-
ed to attract about 40,000 to
Pimlico Saturday.
Fuller not only expects Dan-
•cer's Image to win it but the
Belmont Stakes one June 1 as
well.
"You can, and I hope you
will, quote me emphatically on
this. If the colt wins these next
two races the Preakness and
Belmont he'll be the Trpile
Crown winner and I'll challenge
anyone who says he isn't" he
said.
Sports
on TV
• • • •
Saturday, 'by
1.2:30-1 p. m.—Car and Trate
... Ch. 4.
• • • •
1-4 p m.—Baseball Cin-
cinnati vs. Pittsburgh Ch. 4.
3:304 p. m.—The Outdoor.
• • • •
4-4:45 p. m.—The Protium.
. . Ch. 5.
• • • •
Cavalaris, his trainer who was 
4-5:30 p. m.—Wide World ofheld responsible for the posit-
Spotts . Ch.ive test and suspended for 30 
. 8.
days, continued to grow. Ca-.
%%taxis, also denied "the pri-•
vileges of the grounds" under ROGGENBURK OUT
BOSTON (UN — Pitcher Garrythe ruling issued by the ate- 
was placed on thewards at Churchill Downs after
60-day disabled list by the Bos-e three-day hearing, wanted
Dancer's Image to run.
The trainer and the letters
changed Fuller's mind. He had
been determined not to let
Dancer's Image run unless Ca-
valaris could be with the colt
In the paddock. Now Cavalariis
cannot even be inside the race
track and the job of saddling
the son of Native Degcer for
the Preakneas fell to ob Ca-
sey, manager of Fuller's Run-
nymede farm in New Hamp-
shire
Appeals Suspension
Fuller has appealed the dis-
'qualificetion of Dancer's Image
and the suspension of Cavalarts
by the Churchill Downs stew-
ards to the Kentucky Racing
Commiasion.
But is was the return match
between Dancer's Image and
ton Red Sox Thursday and will
undergo surgery for removal
of a bone spur from his left
elbow. He appeared in four
games without a decision this
season
Roggenburk's departure gave
rise to the speculation tht
.1967 American League
Young Award winner Jim Lon
borg has recovered from a knee
Injury and may be pressed inti
active service shortly
BOUT ARRANGED
LOS ANGELES WE — Hir-
oshi Kobayashi of Japan, the
world junior lightweight cham
pion, agreed Thursday to meet
Mando Ramos of Long Beach,
Calif.. in a 10-round nontitle
bout June 20 at the Olympic
Auditorium
Preakness Field
I PP Horse1, Nodeuble2. Forts ard Pass3. Dancer's Image1. Vlood-Pro
S. Sir Beau
6. Jig Time
I 7. Out Of The Way6. Martins JigS. Ringmaster
, in. Yankee Lad
I
If s..,:lrnie.7.:417r
Welelts—Ali rrrrr, ta• nu
Pm, TIrom-4 -34 em, CDT.
**A-. T•Orelsles-4.4 43 •.m. CO f
., 0 44313-4 X 4 411 • m. CDT,
Jockey
W. McKeeser
I. Vaknzuela
R. Laser',.
Kt Kerte
Rogers
K. Broussard
J. Rota
J. Culmonr
P. Grimm
D. Nelson
Prob.
(kids
20-1
7-5
6-2
3)1-I
15-1
In-I
30-I
S. I
30. I
Is startups. *Moor 5141.350 second 130 Doe
, C113 1044044•1 Si
COI. (13/LAC
TypitaI Met Nicrebvers
NE% Vaitti — Mass confusion MI the hasepaths enabled
ineisinati's Ales Johnson I ri 40 reach first hase on a ground
hall. Johnson hit to Net% 1 ark Mets second-baseman Ken Bos-
well (In, who tagged "iase-runner Pete Hose (II). who prompt-
ly fell down. lioswrIl then fired to (ii st, but Mets fines-
se!' 1101 let the hall (an -owl past hini for an 'error.
sfruttiblefiL
elacxe.z.".0.2...N.u.-..7..etaztAcioek43;
By United Press international
National League
W. L. Pct. GB
St. Louis 20 11 .645 —
San Fran 18 14 .563 2%
Atlanta 17 15 .531 3%
Chicago 17 17 .500 4%
Pitts. 15 15 .500 4%
Cin. 15 17 .469 5%
Phila 14 16 .467 5%
Los Ang 14 16 .467 5%
Houston 13 18 .419 6%
Thursdays Results
New York 2 Cincinnati 1
San Francisco 3 Houston 1
Atlanta at Philadelphia, ppd.,
rain
Pittsburgh 3 St. Louis 0, n
Chicago 1 Los Angeles 0, n
Today's Probable Pitchers
Atlanta, Jarvis 3-3 at New
York Caldwell, 8 p. m.
St. Louis, Gibson 3-2 at Phil-
adelphia, Fryman 3-4, 7:35 p. m.
Cincinnati, Maloney 2-2 at
Pittsburgh, McBean 5-2, 8 p. m.
Chicago, Niekro 5-2 at San
Francisco, McCormick 3-3, 11
p. m.
Houston, Dierker 3-5 at Los
Angeles, Singer 2-5, 11 p. m.
Saturday's Games
Atlanta at New York
St. Louis at Philadelphia N..
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh
Chicago at San Francisco
Houston at Los Angeles, N
American League
W. L. Pct. GB
Detroit 19 11 .633
Cleve. 17 19 .567 2
Balt. 17 19 .567 2
Minn. 17 15 .531 3
Boston 16 15 .516 3%
Oakland _. 15 16 .484 4%
Calif. 15 18 .455 5%
Wash. 14 17 .452 5%
New York 13 19 .406 7
Chicago 11 17 .393 7
Thursday's Results
Minnesota 4 Oakland 3
Washington 4 Cleveland 1, N
Boston 11 New York 10, N
Today's Probable Pitchers
California, Clark 0-2 at Min-
nesota, Kaat 0-1 or Perry 4-3,
9 P. M.
Oakland, Nash 10-3 et Chic-
ago, Horien 2-5, 9 p. m.
Washington, Coleman 2-2 at
Detroit, Sparma 2-3, 8 p. m.
Baltimore, Brabender 2-1 at
Cleveland, Tient 5-2, 7:30 p. m.
New York, Monbouquette 4-2
at Boston, Waslewski 2-3, 7:30
p. m.
Saturday's Games
California at Minnesota
Oakland at Chicago
Washington at Detroit
Baltimore at Cleveland
New York at Boston
TEENIS COMPETITORS
NEW YORK fun — Arthur
Ashe, of Richmond, Va., Clark
Graebner of New York, Robert
Lutz of Los Angeles and Stan
Smith of Pasadena, Calif., were
named to the U. S. Davis Cep
team Thursday for the North
American zone finals against
Mexico May 24 at Berkeley
Calif.
Mexico's four-man squad in-
eludes Rafael Osuna, Marcell°,
Lara, Joaquin Loyo Mayo and
Vicente Zarazua. 
ti)
all'
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Family Altair
In an act of brotherly lot e. Coo coo mai lin. left, helps lack Aladin, right, work on his
is,' In the middle is It. C. Alexander, owner of Jack's car, who called Coo Coo and asked
for help in getting the car to run faster.
Championships of Tennis,
Track, Golf, Are At Stake
Murray State will not be fa-
vored to win a championship
at the OVC's weekend of cham-
pionship meets at Johnson City,,
Tennessee, today and tomorrow,
but the Racer teau..• will be
strong challengers in each.
The three championships to
be determined are tennis, track,
and golf.
The Racer tennis team which
has won the championship two
years in a row was favored for
a third straight until it dropped
two matches to Western Ken-
tucky during the season. Mur-
ray won four singles and one
doubles championships last y
for theii--.conference title
all the winners are back
season. Mark Reznich will
fend his No. 2 singles title,
and Andre Cote his, No. 3.
Larry Niemeyer who won at
No. 4 last season, is playing at
No. 6 this year; and Bill Trutt-
nell, who won at No. 6, is a
reserve on this year's team.
Reznich and Cote won the No.
2 doubles last year.
Although Western will be fa-
vored for the track champion-.
ship, Murray is given a
chance of ending the Hilltop-
pers' four year string of victor-
ies. Murray figures to be tough-
est in the dashes, the sprint re-
lay, the javelin, and the hurd-
les. The Racers should also
pick up points in the shot put.
the discus, the pole-vault, the
long jump, and the mile relay.
Jim Freeman, who has won
three straight 100-yard dashes
In the conference meet, will
be back to defend his title and
he has the best time in the
league this season—a 9.5. The
next two best times also be-
long to Murray—Eddie Hearne
and Larry Coleman both have
9:6's. Freeman, who has won
one 220 and finished second
twice, has the third best leag-
ue time in that event, a 2L5.
He holds the conference record
in both events. Lee Roy Mc-
Ginnis has run a 21.6, 220 for
the Racers.
Although Murray's Tommy
Turner has only the third best
time in the league in the 440-
dash— a 47.3—he figures to
be hard to beat. He was run-
ner-up in the 600-yard dash in
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH . . .
PARKER MOTORS
753-5273 Murray, Ky.
LARGE, VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Bulginess"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED cAn
giRRIS
rf0
1P
FI1
the NCAA Indoor Meet.
Nick Spadafino, twice league
champion in the javelin, again
has the best throw in the con-
ference—a 207.4. His nearest
competitior is teammate John
Boyer, who has thrown 206-1.
Dennis McClelland, another
teammate, has the fourh best
throw at 190.
Hurdler Ed Smith has the
best time in the highs at 14.5
and the fifth best in the 440
intermediates at 56.2, and the
440 relay has the best time in
the league and one of the best
In the nation at 40.6.
Doug Morris is tied with sev-
eral vaulters for the second-
best height at 14-6; Mike Forbes
has the third-best shot put and
Paul Leahy the fourth; and
Steve Reagan the third best
discus throw and Leahy the
fifth. Don Stout has the fourth
best long jump and David Ha-
zelwood the fifth, and Stout has
the fifth best triple jump.
Middle Tennessee is favored
In successfully defend its golf
title but Murray has perhaps
the favorite for 'list in
Ron Acree. Acree . he in-
dividual championship as a
freshman and has finished high
hi his other two tournaments.
He is also defending Kentucky
Open champion. The Racer golf-
ers finished third in last year's
tournament, five strokes back
of Middle Tennessee and two
back of Western.
SUPPORT
GEORGE C.
WALLACE
for PRESIDENT in '68
Committee for George Wallace, Leon PhillIps, Chtn..
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You'll Always Find A-1 Used Cars at Parker
Motors....Drop By Today and See
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701 Main Street Murray, Kentucky Phone 753-5273
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Garaen Tour Made
At Stubblefield
Home By Club
A tour of Mrs. Charlie Stub-
blefield's ins garden was made
by the members of the Nat-
ure's Palette Garden Club when
they met at the Stubblefield
home on Friday, May 10, for
the regular meeting.
Each member brought a plant
to the member and explain the
growth and nature of the plant.,
Many different kinds of plants
were included in the discus- I
sion.
Mrs. Stubblefield. president,
appointed Mrs. 011ie Brown,
S&L Walter Miller, and Mrs.
A. 0. Woods to prepare the
program for next fall.
Delicious refreshments were
served by the hostess to Mes-
dames R. Q. Knight, B. C. Rah . 
ris, L H. Key, Walter Miller, 0. '
C. Wells, A. 0. Woods, Oilie
Brown, and L E. Fisk.
Phone 753-1917 Or 753:47 SOCIAL CALENDAR
"The Reasons Why" furnish the musk for the Farmington
Junior-Senior Baropet and Prom. Picture are (front I to r)
Mike Charlton. I. raig Banks, Roger Tremaine, (back row) David
Jessup, Cincb Greenfield, Jeff Teitloff.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Adams
of Murray Route One are the
parents of a son, Chuck Trevor,
weighing eight pounds eleven
ounces, born on Saturday. May
11, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Hill Adams
and Mr. and Mrs. James Potts.
Great grandparents are Mr. and
Mn. George Marine. Mrs. Lee
Potts, Mrs. Carrie Edwards,
the breakfast held on Saturday, sad mi.a
. ora Adams
May 11, at nine-thirty o'clock .
 . .
in the monung at the Triangle John Henry of 
Murray bes
Inn, been dismissed from Lourdes
The gracious hostesses f o r —nospital, Paducah.
the special occasion were Ken-. • • •
dames John Nanny Earl Nan-
ny, Joe Meador, arid Clifton
Cochran, all aunts of the groom- Mrs. W. A. Erwin
elect.
Miss Mitchell chose them Hostess
 For Meet
from her trousseau a Mrs W A. E
rwin was hostess
and cream knit dress accent. for the meeting of 
the Woman's
uated with gold buttons and a Missionary Society of the Kir
k-
hosteame' gift corsage of greee sey Baptist 
Church held at her
eiguallwas. home.
The honoree's mother, Mrs. "Environ
ment for Missions"
Phil D Mitchell, wore an was the them
e of the program
alai waffle knit sheath with Presented 
with Mrs Mike Skyes
stelleaed trent closing while as the leader
Mrs.. Laster Glenn Nanny, zee- Others pre
sent and taking
ther of the groom-elect, was part in 
the program diecussion
attired in a paisley two piece were Me
sdames Bub Darnell,
assonhae. Their hostesses. rift James Paschall. R, W. Blakely,
MEW were of white earns- He
rman Robertson. Jack Cain.
MEL
The beills-tiect was present.
ad with am Maeado green port-
able Wass at • wedding eft
Isims lbe bissiffees.
(keilehut Se breakfast table
INV a levet, arrangement of
pie ili Mastered with
Bridal Breakfast
Held .-lt Triangle
For Miss Mitchell
Another delightful courtesy
extended to Miss Phyllis Lynne
Mitchell. June 8th bride-elect
of Lester Glenn Nanny. Jr.. was
Sri .
mrs Erwin served refresh- (not attendi
ng) will rtkeive the
menu s at the close of the meet- 
Class President medal
ing
The banquet was followed by
The next meeting will be held 
Prom in the Grand Riven
in the horne-tat 'Err David Bra- 
Rooin of Ken-Bar Inn. The mu-
sk was furnished by "'The Rea-
sons Why" of Murray.
"The Reasons Why" is com-
posed of Craig Banks. bass gui-
tat: Roger Trernaine, trumpet;
HEATH OVERBOARD Cindy Greenfield. vocalist, Mike
Charlton. guitar, Jeff Teithiff,
PERSONALS
David Brasher. kackie Treas.
d Jim We-
_________s er on Thursday. June 6. at
a &dor Aids pink frosted 1 eig
ht p m Members note
wow. SW place cards were I change in time
In fasiM of silver wedding
bells.
Covers were laid for twenty
asst_. all of whom were !elms BROADSTA1RS En land drums and David Jessup or-
The Reasons Why
Bands Featured At
Farmington Event
The Farmington High School
Junior-Senior Banquet was held
Saturday evening May 11 at
Ken-Bar Inn.
The Invocation was given by
Richard Adams, a member of
the Farmington faculty. Walter
Shupe, vice-president of the
Junior class was the Master of
Ceremonies. Dale Harrison, jun-
ior president and Cindy Fuqua,
senior vice-president gave
speeches pertaining to the ban-
quet theme of "Moonlight and
Roses."
Jimmy Wiggins, Principal of
Fancy Farm High School was
the featured speaker of the
evening.
Miss Charlotte Chapman as-
sisted by Walter Shupe was in
charge of introducing the sen-
iors and the presentation of
achievement medals
Those receiving medals were:
-Dwaine Arnett, All around .boy;
Cindy Fuqua, Salutatorian;
Donald Gregory. Sportsman-
ship: Patricia Harrison. Vale
dictonan, Mendith Jones, Cit.
irenship: Jerry Miller, School
Spirit. Marianne Piper, All a-
round girl. Rita Wright Cheer-
leader. Edwin Durbin, Clan
Treasurer, Rita Durbin, Chor-
us. Ronald Gregory, Physical
F.clucation. and Brenda Morris
lilas of the couple. Among
One attending were Mrs. Ro-
&IIIM Thurman, Murray, Mrs.
alikon Mitchell, Memphis,'
Tenn., grandmothers of Was
Mitchell, and Mrs. John Sturdl-
vent. Paris. Tenn., grandmother
of the grcom-elect.
(UPI) — Edward Heath, leader gan.
of the sippositton Conservative
Party, was thrown into t h e
English %simnel Sunday whew
his sallbillat overturned in a
squall Men In another boat
hauled him out, uninsured, wet
but grinning.
FlICZIA7171; WORSHIP
AND REJOICE...
14011,1111 FLEAS 4 T 0110TE
• 1111411111 tac -*testiest- ie.
t.atissm
now. zd Olemer, pester
beady Illebsei  10 00 a.m.
Mamas arasehip H:1110 Lea
Tsang Prrepla  11:410 pm.
!vaunt Wesel*  7 :as p.m.
JSMOVAMY WIYNZSpiZR
IP/ Sart b Fseeta Street-
NMI W. Lames, Wanner
Watchtower Stogy
Biwa **tut* stmear 3:00 p.m.
Sunday   4:05
Bible Study Taaellay :. :ea p.m.
latr7
1:30 pm.
Service lidsefibig
Thurnday 30 p.m.
sz•asira DAY ADVSISTIST
CIFESCM
aft And Illyassaare
Fred L. 1/011issa4 paean
Sabbath School  1 00 pm.
Worship fliery 1:00 p.m.
NEW P50T10117141
CittlICII OF TI1111.111T
Jerry M. Cesare*. mtalatar 1
Illbb Study
1$106ay 10:1111 PAN - 7:30 pm
_Wednesday  7:S• p.m
Wiasibip
81111111S1 11 :Seam - 7:10 p.m.
iI4. JOISh• •Pist•FAL
C MEILEN
11104e Mats Street
Rev Hebert earea•U
Seaday School 10 15 a m
Warship Ferric* Sunday 7.30 am.
and 11.15 am.
For Information call 753-111106, ?SS-
DOSSES METHODIST
Car SCIT
Deane F. Wnratley. oases,
First and Third Sundays '
Sunday School 11:11 a.m.
Morning Servtor 11:04 a.m,
Second and Fourth sunders:
Sunday School . 10:01 Alum.
Met hod ist Youth
Fellowship 4 16 PTA
Worship Ben Ice 7 00 p.m.
LINN 011101/11
NICTINODIST ( NUNCIO
D••• Mr F. Wheatley, WOW
First and Third Sunday.
Woruhip Seri ice S 46 a.M.
Sunda, School 10 46 am
Second ar1 For, r• I, Pundit
p.
Sunday School 10 00
Worship Serrries 11 :4141
C4111LEM CAMP 01110END
IlnITHODIST CNVILC111
Rev. Agri, Larearg. pram
Firm Sosallay: - •
emadair School .... 111:011 am
Illossoa Suaaar
Ileaday School .... 101111
Worship Service .... Ii :1111 am
Third amaaar
Buoesur Sr++ '0410
Pant h Sunday
Worship &mi.-. 545p m
Sunday School 10:411 am
WY? illoadar 705 p.m
and and 4th Sundays)
its a Pentair
CMURCII CHRIsT
Drs. nag Leallienst. Wale"
Sunday
Itihi.arhodi  PAO.
Worship Hoer . . . Is .40 am.
Evening WiediIp   III DAIL
Wednesday
Mklareek 111116. Study' 7:11 PAW
PEEPER 0/9111100
Joboaos Roolloy. prislor
Paw Nuncio y
Sunday Reboot ... 40.00
Irecond Sunday
Sentiy School'
Worship Acrvias .. 11:11
T1 ',I Sunday
+-day School .... 11,11
You +A Sunday
"sit1. S.-cries 1:45
aw,day School
wit w calicoes
hr rusts?
Da•la Sala. malaimar
PHA* eis ars . . . . 10:00
Worship a reasmaier' 
Evening SI ,r1M114   ?
WedneedAY
131ble Clarissa . 7:1111
AM,
am
• In
ot.m
ALM
•.171
▪ 1,11
P.m
pm
ELM 0111.0T11
BAPTIST CilitatrIll
Wye. A. rannee, penny
Sunday School is-ns sm.
Training Union 11-110 'pm.
Worship 11'00 a m and 7 SI pm
011odhesmiap 00 p.m
?Wit TWEIS4'111 OF altaril
CRUM? Or LATTEM.DAT
PA liSr TO
31,-.ing held in the sr1+0. Mime,
• • •
Graves Home Scene
Of Maryleona Frost
Circle Meeting
The Maryleona Frost Circle
of the Woman's Society of
Christian Service, of the First
Methodist Church met in the
home of Mrs. ',Wien Graves on
Tuesday, May 14, at nine-thirty
o'clock in the morning
Mrs Graves expressed sym-
pathy to the family of Mrs.
Flora Alice Shaver Mathis fol-
lowing her death She was 100
years old and a shutin mem-
am
ber of the circle.
Reports were made of the
general meeting by Mrs. Graves
who announced the high school
senior breakfast and the pray-
er retreat at Lambuth Mrs.
Lloyd Ramer reported on the
meeting she attended with her
husband at Dallas, Texas, when
the two churches were united.
Mrs Graves. reported on the
significance of the special mem-
berships and where the $25 is
used. The 'circle gave two spec-
iii with the announce-
ment tieing made by Mrs. N P
Hutton and Mrs. John Winter
of the selections committee.
The two honored for this
were Mrs. B. C Allbntten and
Mrs. James Diuguid.
'A pledge service was pre-
sented by Mesdames Graves,
Dwight Crisp, Nell Eaton, B
C. Allbntten, and James Frank
with members joining in the
responsive reading Dedication
of gifts was. made after the
pledges were ,placed on the al-
tar.
Sixteen members and one
guest, Mrs Jack Kelley, were
present.
The next meeting will b e
held with Mrs. N P Hutson on
Jane 11 with.. Mrs Eaton and
Mrs. G C Ashcraft giving the
program
• • •
ransylvania College, Lex-
Mgton, is the- oldest college
west of the Alleghenies On its
campus is Morrison," one
of the most famous architect-
ural landmarks in Kentucky.
Friday, May 17
The 1968 Girls Auxiliary Cor-
onation exercises of the First
Baptist Church will be held at
the church at seven p.m Mn.
Bill Clark Thomas, missionary
to Malaysia, will be special
guest. A reception will follow
the cornation.
• • •
Saturday, May 18
The Murray Squar-A-Naders
will have a dance at eight p.m.
at the Fine Arts building. Gil
Logel of Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
will be guest caller.
• • •
Monday, May 20
The Women of St. John's
Episcopal Church will meet at
the home of Mrs. Robert Mabry,
1512 Kirkwood, at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
The Murray Woman's Club
will have its general meeting
and installation of officers at
the club house at six p.m. •
• • •
The Faith Doran Circle of the
First Methodist Church WSCS
will have its luncheon at the
Holiday Inn at 11:45 a.m. Mem-
bers note change in date to
Monday
• • •
Tuesday, May 21
The Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the Holiday Inn
at 10:30 am. Members note
change of meeting place.
• • •
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or-
der of the Rainbow for Girls Mrs. J M. Linn 
was hostess
will meet at the Masonic Hall for the May meetin
g of the
McReyonlds Home
Scene Of Meeting
The home of Mrs. Autry Mc-
Reynolds was the scene of the
meeting of the South Pleasant
Grove Homemakers Club held
on Monday, May 13, at one
o'clock in the afternoon.
Mrs. Dan Billington present-
ed the very interesting and in-
formative lesson on "Kentucky
Authors".
The president, Mrs. Dennis
Boyd. presided. Mrs. McRey-
nolds gave the devotion follow-
ed with prayer by Mrs. Ellis
Paschall.
Eight members answered the
roll call with their favorite
Bible verse. Mrs. Billington led
the group hi a game with Mrs.
Edward Russell winning the
prize. Mrs. Paschall led the
group in singing.
During the social hour re-
freshments were served by the
hostess.
Other members present, not
previously mentioned, were
Mrs. Clifton Jones, Mrs. Sadie
cochrum, and Mrs. Robbie Mc-
Cuiston. Three children present
were Jennifer Billington. Kay
and Carla Russell.
The next meeting will be
held Monday. June 10, at one
p.m at the home of Mrs. Ed-
ward Russell.
• • •
at seven p.m. Miss Betsy Riley
will be installed as worthy ad-
visor
• • •
The Christian Women's Fel-
lowship of the First Christian
Church is scheduled to meet at
the church at 9:30 a.m.
• • •
The Kirksey 1112amantary
School PTA will meet at the
school at 1:30 p.m. Special
guests will be the mothers of
first grade for the fall of 1968.
• • •
• • •
Wednesday, May 22
The ladies day luncheon will
be served at noon at the Cal-
loway County Country Club.
Hostesses are Mesdames James
C Hart, chairman, H E. Chris
man, Glen Hodges. Bill Hine,
Thomas Plogancamp, Williom
Harvey, Bill Holt, Henry Hat-
ton. and J B Wilson
• • •
Family Page
Shorts
Hewer (7) System
NORTH BROOK, III (UPI)
—When a motorist thinks of
running a stop sign, the
thought of getting caught and
getting convicted is apt to
make him hit the brake.
That's according tio a report
at the second annual traffic
sat et y research symposium
here Caught and convicted
thoughts, according to experts
reporting have a lot to do with
effectiveness of traffic laws
Termite Time
NEW YORK • UPI • — Step-
ped on anything lately" Its
the time of year for termites.
That's the reason for the ques-
Uon
Dr Ralph E Heal. execuUve
secretary of the National Pest
Co nt rol Association, says
spring's the Ume to watch for
such mites. He says you
shouldn't panic If you see one
or more The bugs won't make
off with your rafters over-
night But if you see one or
more, call the exterminator.
The Better Business Bureau
near you can give you the
name of a reliable one
food for Thought
KANSAS CITY. Mo 'UPI)
—Worrying about shrinking
dollars' Maybe you ought to
add fillings
A report In the journal of
the American Academy of
General Practice gives food to
the thought, saying: moderate
heat, the temperature of nor-
mal hot foods, eventually will
reduce the size of molecules
In silver dental fillings Makes
fillings. In some cases, shrink
-enough to fall out
Up Is the Trend
CHICAGO UPI • -- Wanted:
a drug to control the pain in
the pocketbook when a per-
son's assigned by disease or
accident to the hospital
The American Hospital As-
sociation (AHA r says. In case
you wonder why, that the cost
of • day's care rose to an aver-
age of $5404 last year That's
up 154 per cent over,the pre-
vious year Hospital economists
see the up trend continuing
this year -and the year after
and after
In the courthouse yard at
Richmond is a huge stone on
which Squire Boone scratchcd
a message to his brother Dan-
iel when 'they became separat-
ed during their 1770 explore-
hob of Kentucky •
Mrs. J.
Hostess
M. Linn Is
For Meet
Arts and Crafts Club held at
her home on South Fourteenth
Street.
A special review of the high-
lights of the club's activities
since its organization was pre-
sented by Mrs. C. B. Ford who
presided in the absence of the
president, Mrs. Howard Guth-
rie.
Three new members of the
club are Mrs. Pauline Speegle,
Mrs A. M. Thomas, and Mn.
V. 0 Shelton.
Several of the members
•
111
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Three Initiated At Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Meeting Held Tuesday Evening
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
9rder of the Eastern Star held
its regular meeting at the Ma-
sonic Hall on Tuesday, May 14,
at seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening.
Mrs. Janice Nesbitt, worthy
patron, assisted by William
Moffett, worthy patron, presid-
ed at the meeting which was
opened with prayer by Howard
McNeely, chaplain.
The flag of the United States
was presented by the marshall,
Mary Louise Baker, and alleg-
iance given. Nell Robbins, sec-
retary, read the minutes.
Mrs. Olene Portis, deputy
-grand matron of District 22,
was introduced and escorted to
the east where she was welcom-
ed by the members. Also in-
troduced was Judith Jackson,
grand representative to Ala-
bama.
• Three candidates, Ruth Mof-
fett, Freda Gibson, and Patri-
cia McMinn, were initiated in-
to the order with the worthy
patron giving the impressive
obligation.
Assisting in the initiation
were Janice Nesbitt, worthy
matron. Euldene Robinson, as-
sociate matron, 'Norman Klapp,
associate patron pro-tern, Vicki
Baker, conductress, Alma Mc-
Neely, associate conductress,
Nell Robbins, secretary, Belva
Dill, treasurer, Howard McNee-
ly, chaplain, Mary Louise Bak-
er, marshall, Gwen Grossman,
organist, and Judith Jackson,
warder pro-tern.
The star points were Robbie
Wilson, Adah, Marion Elkins,
Ruth, Jean Weeks, Esther, Gus-
sic Geurin, and Martha, Bren-
da Newberry, Elects Ira Kemp
served as sentinel.
During the social hour
cheesecake and coffee were
served from a white covered
table centered with an arrange-
ment of irises and peonies with
'Euldene Robinson and Nettie
Klapp as hostesses. They were
assisted by Thelma Parker and
The First Baptist church brought special hanowork they fraternity, and Kappa Pi, an Daisy 
Kemp.
WMS will hold its general meet making to the meeting iii- honora
ry art fraternity. Others attending 
were Mr.
ing at the church at 9:31) am. luding a quilt by Miss Cappie The wedd
ing will take place and Mrs Joe Rains, 
Clara Hen-
'Beale, an afghan by Mrs Helen at the Seventh and College rich Chapter 
424, Paducah;
Church of Christ in Mayfield, Thelma Beale, past
 worthy mat-
at four-thirty o'clock in the af- roil of Hardin 227, 
Edsel Beale,
ternoon on Saturday, July 13. past worthy patron of 
Hardin
All friends and relatives are in- , 227, Olene Portia of ,
 Ilardin
v ,ed. I 227: Polly Hendrickson. 
sen-
Lassiter. and an apron by Mrs.
Ada Farmer
Mrs. Linn served strawberry
Shortcake and coffee to the six-
teen members present.
Mary Gail Cochran
To Be Married To
Richard B. Johnson
Miss Mary Gall Cochran
Mr and Mrs. John E. Coch-
ran. Mayfield, announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter,
Mary Gail, to Richard Barry
Johnson, son of Mr and Mrs.
l'Buren Dale Johnson, Lone Oak,and grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Tar Taylor of Almo
The bride-elect is a 1964 gra-
duate of Mayfield High School
and will graduate in May from
Murray State University where
she is majoring in English and
Elementary Education. She is
a member of Sigma Sigma Sig-
ma social sorority and the As-
sociation for Childhood Educa-
tion.
The groom-elect Is a 1964
graduate of Lone Oak High
School and will graduate in
May from Murray State Univ-
ersity where he is majoring in
art education He is a mem-
ber of Pi Kappa Alpha social
tinel. Charles 
Hendrickson,
Kate Richardson and Mary Bel
l
Walker, both past matrons, all
of Benton 305.
Other Murray members pre
sent were Clover Cotham, 
Net- 4
tie Klapp, Thelma Parker, 
R.
H. Robbins, Thelma McDougal
,
Era Walton, Daisy Kemp, 
Mar-
elle Kingins, Maudie, 
Arm—
strong, Zella Watkins, Abbie
Williams. Mildred Williams,
Niva Parker, George Wil
liams,
and Mr. and Mrs. Quinton 
Gib-
son.
The next meeting will be
held on Tuesday, June 11, at
7:30 p.m at the Masonic Hall.
• • •
Hie ins-sun While resi-
dents of State College. Pa.,
and city officials argue about
removal of trees on heavily-
traveled US, Highway 322
In the town, one unidentified
young woman sips coffee as
Me makes sure her tree
won't come down.
Ford
Dealers'
See • the-
light Sale
Ford XL Fastback. Luxurious
big Ford. Sale price includes
air conditioning, 302-cu. in.
Challenger V-8, high-performance
rear axle, tinted glass. This
beauty also has retractable
headlamp doors, all-vinyl
upholstery, much more. 420
Ford XL Fastback
1-4
See the light...see your local Ford Dealer Lij
Parker Motors, Inc.
Phone 753-5273 !Mucky
4
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PAGE FIVE
WEST MURZAY (HURCZ
OF CHRIST •South I ilk A Belida: DriveLed* Meier. evangelUt
Bible Study  10:00 am.Worship Service  10:60 am.Evening Worship  4:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship  7:00 p.m.
COLLICIR PRZSBYTERIAN
CEVRCR
; 11th • Mete Streets
Henry McKean's, minister
Church School ... .. 9:30 am
Divine Worship . 10 .45 e..m
Presbyterian Youth
Fellowship  000 p.m
Westminster Fellowship for
University Students 4.30 p.m
SOUTH PLEASANT °SOTS
METHODIST CHURCE
W. T. Jeeksten„ minister
Sunday School .. 946 am
• Morning Worship . 10:46 a.m.
Ir. & Sr. Fellowship 6:00 p.m.
Evenhig Worship  7:30 p.m.
CRESTNUT ST. TABERNACLE
(Pemteeostel Cbureh et Gel)
1, • c root.
Roy. Joke W. DeWsier
Sunday School ... 10:00
Worship Service  11:00
Evening Service  7:30
Wedneeday Prayer Meeting 7:30
Friday PTPA  7 ta0
a. IT
a.m.
p.m.
p.m
p.m.
°RACY/ BAPTIST CEURCE
South Ninth Street
Bre. L. D. Wiliese, pesber
unday School  3:46 amorning Worship
Training Union
Evening Worship
Prayer Meeting
  10:46 am.
 830 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
MANTIS'S CHAPEL
KETRODIST CHURCH
Be.. Johann Lesley. peeler
Oilman School .  10:00 am.Worship Servkie  11:00 am.Sunday Night Service
Senior and Jr. MTF  4.00 p.m.Sunday Night Worship Service
Every 2nd 5 4th Sunday 7.:00 p.m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Main atreet at 10th
T. A. Timelier, pagers
DIAL-A-DIVOTION 763-4811
Sunday School  3:40 a.m.
Morning Worship  10 .50 am.
'Training Union,
6.00 p.m.
(Apr.-Aug.) 4 SO p.m
Evening Worship:
(ilept.-Mar.)  6.00 p.m.
(Apr.-Aim)  7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Each Wednesday  7 30 p.m.
LIBIRTY CUMBZRLA3113
PRESSETZBIAN
Siebert R. Beteg, pewees
Sunday School  10:00 am.
Preaching  11:00 am.
SCOTTS IIISOTI BAPTIST CHURCH
Sew. Lees Pettish, peeing:
Sunday School  10:00 am.
Worship Service  
Training Union  
Eves, in g Worship  
Wedneeday Service
10:00 am.
II :30 p.m.
7.30 pm.
 7.10 p.m
Ited,y leareing. S.C. Seel. Peel Wayne
Gerrhena Training Calera Dbreettre.
• ST. LBO C•TBOLIC CHURCH
401 N 12th Street
ft... Kerlin Mattingly. peeler
Sunday Mamma 8 ain.,11 am and
4:30 p.m.
Holyday and First Friday:
8:30 am. and 800 p.m.
NONTESIDII BAPTIST carcacn
illesedelpli Allen peeler
Jerry Graham. Sunday School Sept.
Sunday School . . 10.00 am
Worship Beryl°,  11:00 am.
Evening Service  7 :00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting Wed,  700 p.M.
Sunday Evening Sueiging   4:30 p.m.
POPLAR SPRINGS BAPTIST
CHURCH
Route - Pottertowe
Ern Olierlee Chtembise, peeler
Sunday School  1000 am
Morning Worship  11 00 am
Training Union  7 00 p.m
Evening Worship  8.30 pm.
Wed. Prayer Meeting  7:041 p..IM
PLEASANT CUMBERLAND
PSZIIIITTBRIAN 0111171.CH
Morning Worship  11:00 a.m.
Sender Night Senior  7:00 p.m.
Worship aortic& at 11:00 each Breta and third Sunday
LIZZEBY BAPTIST CHURCH
ler. David ilmehem enelher
Sunday School 10:00 am
Morning Worship  11 00 am.
Training Union  II - 30 pin.
Evicting Worship  7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night .  6:10 p.m
MERSEY METHODIST CHUZOR
Ern A. E. Megsed pester
Sunday School  10:90 aim.
Horning Worship  11:00 am.
cmpthe Worship  7 :00 p.m.
I. Teeth Tallowahtp 6:30 p.m.
Wed. Prayer Meeting  7:00 p.m
CRABBY CORNEA NAPT1/110
CRIIRCE
Lessen Wililegmen Wafts
Sunday Seicrel  11:00 a.m.
Worship Ilervio•  11.00 am
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 1:00
Training Union ....... 11:no p.
Even trig Worship  1:18 p.m.
IMMANY/AL LOT11111SAN 0191711011
Rev. issehen M. pastes
Sunday School  9:16 am
Worship Service  10:38 am
* 
ORKIN PLAIN CEVECE
Or CHRIST
Dean Ormiehrield. dm:Wee
Sunday Bible Study   10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship  10:41 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:110 p.m
Wed Bible Study .. . 7:80 p.m.
•
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
investment in Your Future
Hat Ni 11‘. 1!
PLACIDITY
"Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace, whose mind is stayed on
thee. Because he trusteth in thee." Isaiah 26:3
"The peace of God, which passeth all understanding, shall keep
your hearts and minds through Christ Jesus." Phillipians 4:7
God has never promised life without trouble nor progress without
striving. He has, however, promised that amid the tumult and strife
He would give us an inner peace if we let Him live in our hearts.
Learn about this unusual peace offered to all freely.
ti Mir
Gil
The Church is God's appointed agency in this
world for spreading the knowledge of His love
for man and ofil4is demand for mon to respond
to that love by loving his neighbor Without
this grounding in the love of God, no govern-
ment or society or way of life will long
persevere and the freedoms which we hold so
dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even
from a selfish point of view, one should support
the Church for the sake of the welfare of him-
self and his family. Beyond that, however,
every person should uphold and participate in
the Church because it tells the truth about
man s life, death and destiny, the truth which
alone will set him free to live as a child of
God.
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William IL Pergine. greeem
Send*? School  9 30 e.m
Worship Hour 
livening 'orrice  
Chi Rho r.n...sato
cry Feliewship
13:30 e.m
7.00 pm
6:10 p.m
6 00 pm
Ilien's Fellowship .. third Wednesday
cwr Oen. Meet third Tuesday
reassess VALIWT CHURCH
OW111111P
Marrim-Pottartown Road
Lore, Lyles, mheissee
Bible Study  10:00 an
liktritlag Worship  1100 a in
OAR OZOVN CUMBERLAND
PILESBYTIRIAN CHURCH
Sec. MS Seed. soseeer
Sunday School 0000 a.m.
Morning W.:wanly 11:00 am.
Fish's Worship V !OS pm
LOCUST 'GROVE
Curzon OF THE BA 
KIrksey, Kentucky
Sealers &abbess.. embabower
Sunday School .. 10.00 a.m.
Morning Worship . 11.00 a.m.
Runde,: Night Service . 7 00 p.m
This church page is being sponsored by the following business firms and interested persons:
HUTSON CHEMICAL CO., Inc.
"For All Your Fertiliser Needs"
Murray, Ky. Phone 753-1933
MURRAY LIVESTOCK COMPANY
SALE EVERY Tc.,ESDAY AT 1 P.M.
Billy Morgan - Max Whitford - Joe Stewart
South 2nd Street Phone 753-5334
CORVETTE LANES, INC.
Sewilng At It. Best — Fine root
1415 Main Street Phone 753-2203
OWENS FOOD MARKET
The Best In-Gboice Steaks
"We Specialise in Hot Pit Barbecue-
1409 Main St Phone 753-4682
STOKES TRACTOR & IMP. CO
Massey Ferguson — Sales Swedes
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT ASS'N
Serving Farm Families Since 1938
I Industrial Road Phone 753-2924
CAPRI THEATRE
Located on Chestnut Street
PALACE DRIVE-IN
Five Polnta Phone 753-7093
KENTUCKY LAKE LODGE REST.
FRESH KENTUCKY LAKE FISH DINNERS
Open 7 Days a Week from 5 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Aurora Rd on Hwy. 68 Phone 474-2259
CAIN & TAYLOR GULF SERVICE
Used Cars — Minor Repaws
"We Give Treasure Chest Stamps"
Day 753-5882 Night 753-3548
rpriNWZridas.
"It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Sycamore at 12th - Call-1n Orders 753-7101
A FRIEND`'
20itve
After Church Try Our Sunday Buffet
11:30 am. - 2 p.m.
US. Hwy. 641 South Phone 753-5088
WARD & ELKINS
RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
409 Maple Street Phone 753-1713
MURRAY WHOLESALE
GROCERY CO.
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"For where your treasure is, there will your heart be also
UNION GROVE CHURCH
OF CERISE
Jerry lomiles•••• , nalatister
Iunda/ School  10:00 am
Wordily POOVIDI  10:60 am
Evening Service  6:110 p.m
Mid-Week 131141e esses:
weetatonas  1:00 p.m.
ILMILANTYNL MISSION ART
BAPTIST CHURCH
Barnett Avenue - Murray. KY.
Bre. Themes Fortner. peeler
Sunday School  10:00 am
Morning Worship  11:00 ant
Training Union  II:30 p.m
Evening Worship  730 p.m
Wedneedar lewES
Prayer 5.1-vise  7:00 p.m.
WEST FORE BAPTIST CHURCH
&sr. Hayward Reberiawmater
Sunday _School  10:00 am.
Morning Worship  11:00 am.
Training Union  6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship  8:30 p.m.
Prayer Service
Wednesday  7:30 p.m.
WATICAN CHAPEL
L.M.R. ONIISCH
SIM Ware Mulberry Street
Sunday School   9:46
Worship Service ... 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship .......7:00
Wednesday
Teacher Training 0:30 p.m
Prayer Service  7:61 larrir
A.C.E. League  8:00 p.m
1131ST ASSEMBLY 0) 000 CHURCH
Doyle M. Webb. pewter
Seeth 15th sell Glendale Reed
1000 a.m.
11:50 am.
7:30
MIS Week Service  7:30 pm.
Sunday School
Worship Service 
Sunday night
FLINT barrier Lavaca
Jebesen. pastor
Sunday School . 10:00 am
Ken Miller, Bunt
Morning Worship . 11:00 am
Training Union  6.30 p.m
Mike Turner. Director
Evening Worship  7:80 p.m
Wed. Service  7:00 p.m
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. C. Chase. Paseo,
&rainy School  9:30 am.
Morning Worship  10:46 am
Training Union  II:00 p.m.
!Cron. Worship (Brow:1mM) 6:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:31 p.m.
WEST KY. RURAL ELECTRIC
CO-OPERATIVE CORP.
Phone 753-5012
INDOOR COMFORT CENTEIt' -
Division of Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating - Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
8th at Chestnut Phone 753-4832
5 P9INTS WELDING SERVICE
Harold Vaughn - Owner
templete Shop and Friable Welding Service
• ' Septic Tanks - Tow Truck, I,
Mayfield Hlehway Montt 753-4529
SPRING CRUZ BAPTIST CHURCH
Bey. Jelts awiva.s. pastor
Sunday School' .... 1000 am.
Morning Worship 11:00 am.
Wing Union 7:00 p.131.Ins Worship 800 p.m.
Wed. Services  7.30 pm
SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
MI Height geese.
Sunday School  10 • 00 am
Morning Worship  11:00 am
Training Union  7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship  7:60 p.m
Prayer Service  7:00 p.m.
PINKING SPRINGS BAPTIST
CRUNCH
Lir. John Pippin, pester
Sunday School .... 10:00 am
Morning Worship  11:00 am
Training Union .......8:30 p.m
EveningWorship   7:30 pm.
Wedneeday Night . ... 7:00 p.m
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Fifth Led Maple Street
Rey. Lloyd it. Ramer. pastor
t•,,Itrr' r 9 45 am.
Morning Worship 8.46 and
10:10 am.
Jr. & Sr. Fellowship 410 p.m
Evening Worship .. 7 :00 p.m
tTNEVESSITY CEVIIICH OF CHRIII7
104 North 16th Street
Ingle Miller, 'minister
9.30 am.
10:30 am.
6:00 p.m
7.00 p.m.
Bible Study 
Morning Worship 
Evening Worship 
Mid-Week 
Thursday (College Student
Devotional)  :16 p.m
Max H. Churchill Funeral Home
"THE PRIEDLY FUNERAL HOME"
24 Hr. Ambulance Service—Oxygen EquiPed
311 N 4th Street Phone 753-4612
CARROLL TIRE SERVICE
YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER
1105 Pogue - e Blk East of 8 12th Phone 753-1418
DON SOUDER SHOP for MEN
1304 Chestnut St. Phone 753-6817
BELK'S of MURRAY
West Side Sauarr
Hale Lock Shop & Office Furniture
Filing Cabinets - Desks - Adding Machines'
and Typewriters
Five Points Phone 753-5980
HOLIDAY RESTAURANT
Aurora. Ky. Phone 474-221:8
— OPEN ALL YEAR - I A.M. to 9 PM
FEATURING
FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH and BAR-B-Q RIBS
THE HITCHING POST
NEE THE OLD COUNTRY STORE
Mile West of Rental', State Park
Aurora Rd - Rt. 1. Hardin Phone 474-211110
HAZEL LUMBER COMPANY
"WE TREAT YOU 11 THE YEARIX
Hazel, Kentucky Phone 492-8121
CHRISMAN POPCORN CO.
GROWERS — PROCESSORS — PAOLO'S
Rocket Center Phone 753-1722
BOONE'S INCORPORATED
The Cleaner Thai'', Interested In Yee
PASCHALL 7RUCk LINES
Dolly Service to Memphis and St. Loeb
Phone 753-1717
HOLCOMB CHEVROLET INC.
"WHERE SALES & SERVICE GO TOGIMIES"
South 12th Street ._ Phone 753-2617
EZELL BEAUTY SCHOOL
Beauty Services To All ut School Prices
"WE BUILD SUCCESSFUL CAREERS"
406 No. 4th Street Phone 753-4723
SUSIE'S CAFE
National Hotel Building
TRENHOLM'S DRIVE-IN
Benny Penny Chicken - Pieta - swig/teal
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
12th & Chestnut Phone 753-2997
KENTUCKY LAKEOIL COMPANY
JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
New Concord Phone 753-1323
CLIFFORD'S GULF SERVICE
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY
— We Give Sidi Green Stamps —
Me Points Phone 753-9091
FACTORY OUTLET STORES
QUALITY APPAREL FOR MEN
AT LOW, LOWZRICES
Murray - Mayfield - P ucah - Fulton
S.
•
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saciasus EYE viEw bebb) Kiln K r 1.3.4 r 16. sits on her,.horse
Princess to get a good view of Sen. Robert Kennedy, visit-
ing the Keiser farm near Lafayette as he nears the end of
his presidential campaign in Indiana
1/4
Sports Parade
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK WI — Batboys
aren't generally asked for their
autographs
But one was at Shea Stadium
Tuesday and it changed the
enure course of his life.
Joey Fitzgerald. the Mete
18-year-old batboy, fulfilled the
dream of his young life and
immediately became a profes-
tonal when he signed his
name. directry above his fa-
ther, on an official yellow-col-
ored contract that made him
a member of the Meta' Marion,
Va., farm club in the App.-
lacian League.
The signing was done right
there ui the Mete dugout but
Joey didn't permit the ceremo-
ny to interfere with his work.
He kept lugging bats tor the
Meta in their 1-0 victory over
the Phillies and will continue
at the job until be reports for
spring tripling with Marion at
St Petersburg, Fla . on June 10.
Case of Nerves
"I guess I was a little ISOM
nervous than usual," confessed
the 51 oot 11, 155-ponnd pitcher
from Jamaica, N. Y., following
the game
U Joey was, it never diowed.
He never dropped a single bat
in the performance of his du-
ties.
Joey found himself more of
a celebrity than any of the Meta
when a circle of newsmen sur-
rounded him and pumped him
with questions before the game
began.
"How long have you been
batboy?" they asked him.
"All last year and this year,
be said in a voice so thin that
It sounded as if it might have
been soprano only a few weeks
ibeek.
Any of the Mets help you
I with your pitching"
"Yes Dick Selma, Tom Sea-
ver, Dan Frisella and Je'l-ry
Grote."
"How much will you be get-
ting paid at Marion"
"Gee, I dunno."
It turned out tob be $500 a
month, the same amount Seaver
got with Jacksonville of the
International League 'when ha
was there in 1966.
Leap itiewee
Joey will be a long way from
the majors when be's with Mar-
ion but even if he works, his
way back to the` parent Metz
eventually, he won't be the on-
ly ex-batboy to have reached
the big leagues Jim Lefebvre
of the. Dodgers, Jim MemU of
the Twins and Rene Lachemaan
of the Athletics all were bat-
boys at one time and there
i have been others who have
'made it before them
1
The kid pitcher is somewhat
on the frail side and bites his
Tpa Lkaaaa a TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Sliminess Ala Asked
For Summer Jobs
ST. LOUIS (UPI)—A radio
station has asked businessmen
to help find jobs for idle youth
during the hot summer
months.
Station KATZ has organized
a "summer Job caravan" to
visit the city's high schools to
tell students of employment
opportunities. Mark Olds, the
station's vice president, de-
scribes the community service
program as "an' effort to find
jobs for teen-agers, to keep
them constructively occupied
during the summer vacation "
Farm Costs Up
BAKERSFIELD', Calif.
(UPI —The price of goods and
services used in farm produc-
tion has increased significant-
ly every year since 1950 The
Kern County Crop Informa-
tion Service says production
expenses now take more than
$2 out of every $3 of farm in-
come
Gas in Industry
NEW YORK 1UP1f —The
same gas flame that cooks youi
food and heats your home has
about 28.000 uses in Industry,
according to the Gas Appli-
ance Manufacturers Associa-
tion.
The industrial roles of gas
ranges from "cabbages" to
kilns "Cabbages" are com-
pressed bales of metal scrap
that are fed to powerful gas-
fired furnaces for re-process-
ing. Kilns of many varieties,
such as for fashioning bricks.
also are gas-fired.
•
Eggs Hatch Profits
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (UPI)
—The egg industry has given
the Southeast an economic
boost in rural &eras. Auburn
University spedalists report
Teri years ago, six south-
eastern states — Georgia, Ala-
bama Mississippi. Florida and
the Carolinas. produced 33 per
cent of the eggs needed by
their own consumers and im-
ported, the rest In 1966 the
six states produced 20 per cent
of the entire nation's needs.
• Today, they satisfy all their
own needs and export 50 per
cent.
nails but he knows his way a-
round.
On the flaps of his baseball
shoes where each player usual-
ly prInts his name or nickname,
Joey lettered in the word
"Horse," on each flap.
Someone asked him why and
the Mets' newest find revealed
he liked horses and enjoyed
visiting the Aqueduct race
track.
"I do all right there, too,"
Joey declared.
No matter what, he'll never
come up with the parlay he had
Tuesday
When's the last time a Mets'
batboy ever signed a contract
in the dugout and then watch-
ed the team win a ball game
the same day?
NOTICE
WE HAVE IN STOCK. . .
• 60 NEW CARS AND TRUCKS -a
- MANY ARE SAVINGS EXPLO EQUIPPED •
TO SAVE YOU MONEY
These cars have logo to make room for
merchandise arriving daily.* 
SO IF YOU  THINK EVEN YOU WANT A NEW
CAR OR TRUCK YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO GO
HOLCOMB
CHEVROLET INC.
##****,
The Best Prices In Town:
5: 20/c G.M.A.L.. Financing -, •  t.
. Clyde Steele • ̂ Donald 
WnlYnn • J If Nis • Jcsse \If Kinney
iDeok
No 'Open Arms'
for Rock Head
By Abigail Van Buren
t 541 14. Champs 1nnow.14  Y Mows Sven., 'al
DEAR ABBY: Here are the facts 1 have a 23-year-old son
who went with a very pushy girl off and on all thru college. She
kept pressuring him to marry her, but he said he wanted to
graduate from college first. Just for spite, in her senior year
she married somebody else.
She hasn't been married 3 months, and already she's after
my son again She wrote, saying she still loves him, made a
mistake ani is "considering" divorcing her husband. She meets
my son on week-ends and tells her husband she is going
"hcme" to visit her parents.
What do you think of a girl who continues to live with her
husband and sneaks around with her old boy friend? Am I being
narrowminded in refusing to accept this girl with open arms
when my son brings her to my home?
She has no shame. She writes love messages to him on
postcards' My son says he mav not marry her after all, but he
is not about to turn down a good thing' What is your advice?
HIS MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: I don't think you're being "narrow-
minded," nor do I blame you for not accepting this girl with
open arms. She should use the rocks in her head to fill ap the
boles in your son's.
DEAR ABBY: While preparing for my wedding, a problem
came up concerning my bridesmaids
A friend of my mother asked Mums if her daughter could
be a bridesmaid. Mums didn't know what to say, so she said
yes
Abby, I have known this girl all my life, but is not yet
14, and the bridesmaids i want are between 18 20 Besides,
this girl is not a particularly close friend of mine
Now what do I do' The time is getting short.
STUCK IN TORONTO
DEAR S'TUCK: Unless you can prevail spat your mother
pe tell her friend that she- answered before having consulted
yew and therefore was net aware that all the bridesmaids had
bees selected, you are indeed stock. Since "Mums" got you
into it, I think it's up to "Adams" to get you out of it.
DEAR ABBY I have a small baby She is our first and she
is beautiful, but I get no credit for her beauty whatsoever.
According to my mother-in-law our baby got all her beauty
from my husband
It's true, the baby does look more like my husband that she
does me, but every time someone mentions what beautiful eyes
she has, my mother-m.1as says, "Yes, they're just like
Ronnie's " And the same about his smile, his nose, and his '
dimples
This is getting on my nerves something terrible because '
I was taught to respect my elders, so I can't say anything to
contradict, her, but it bothers me just the same How can I
handle this, Abby? DA UG HTE R- IN-LA W
DEAR DAUGHTER: Don't contradict her Wks she says
the baby leeks jest like Resale. say. "She certainly does. She
has his featares and MY fixtures."
DEAR ABBY When I read the letter from the woman
whose neighbor named her dog "Lester,' which was the name
of the man next door, I had to write:
Nearly 15 years ago, my father and I were living together •
alone, having just lost my mother about 6 months before
One evening Dad heard someone calling "Junior, Junior "
Since that is his nickname, he Went to investigate, and
discovered a neighbor woman calling her cocker spaniel.
Well, it couldn't have earned. out better because she was
attractive, single, and very nicin:A year and a half later my
father married this woman.
Of course this woman had atut)ed. her dog "Junior" before
she met my father, but she cdikin't heOe.made a wiser choice
She has been a wonderhd. wtie io. Dad, and a wonderful
"mother" to me, doggone • • JUNIOR'S. DAUGHTER
t_PRIDAY — MAY 17 1ed8 
Me glee ibef of Neolor Nell yose mode by Berl Warns of !be Norm !left wimp
shy don The imam and clouds cooperated to help make this a spectacular picture.
WATCHING THE WEATHER FROM SPACE—Weather
taken day or night by the Nimbus experimental
satellite (top, artist's drawing are-stored on the RCA mag-
netic tape recorder flower' for.tramenission to Earth from
490 miles out It is hoped the advanced experiments aboard
the Nimbus ultimately will lead to reliable long-range
weather forecasting
pictures
weather
Cook's Jewelry
its'ev,:es 500 MAIN STREET Diamond RingsArtearyed
Ecuador has 22 mountain
peaks over 14.000 feet high.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCEI
SERVICES
Farmer Ave at N. 17th St.
Murray, Kentucky
Sunday at 11:00 am. and
Wednesday at 11:00 p.m.
— ALL WELCOME —
The Bible Speaks to You
Station WNBS - 1340 KC
Sunday at 8:15 a.m.
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SUES-FOR $9 MILLION !ors Nan Wood stanes by the famous
"American Gothic" painting in her Riverside, Calif. home
She pc.0.4 fin the farmer's wife for her brother, Grant Wood
She Is suing Playboy, Look and t.tie Johnny Carron show for
$9 million over publeihed (aricatures of the painting which
claims held her up to -ridicule and tilaeioce "
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THE _ MADEMOISELLE SHOP,mg.INC.
VOLENZ YOUNG -::- MARIE LAS SITER 4s is,
Murray, Kenhieky
• • 9 0% lova (Lioun • (Women
SUPERIOR
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
— FREE —
PICA-Up and DELIVERY
Phone 753-1613
Murray, Sy.XS No 4th Street
Harmon Whitnell
STILZDytpjOIL
Bulk Distributor
I145 Pogue Arians mime 7U-4613
MR
SMARTIN UP WITH MARTIN
MARTIN
OIL PRODUCTS
Ii
CARROLLVOLKSIVAM
INCORPORATED 
WHOM
Your VW
Dealer
TOMMY CARROLL
Thesa• 713-181M
NO Chestnut Street Murray. Ey
AY HOME & AUTO
"FISHERMAN'S HEADQUARTERS"
,••• Zenith TV. *0 SP.MIRE Goods
ELLIS
POPC01111 COMM
POPCORN PROCESSORS
& FERTILIZERS
753-5451
12th a CHESTNUT
Phone 753-2571
Chestnut Street Murray, Ky.
v• USED CARS
to' MINOR REPAIRS
* Phone 753-5882 *
CAIN & TAYLOR
GULF SERVICE
sib and Main Streets
Murray, Rentachi
VER.BLE TAYLOR • C. IL CAIN, IL
LIBERTY
Super Market
Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market
We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway Murray, Kentucky
4th & POPLAR rtioNE 753-1372 Stli a POPLAR
Remember — TAYLOR MOTORS
"WEST KENTUCKY'S TR ANSPORTATION CENTER"
COMPLETE CHRYSLER CORP. LINE DEPENDABLE U
SED CARS
HUTSON CHEMICA
L
CO , INC
"PROMPT. EFFICIENT SERVICE 18 OUR
MAJOR BUSINESS"
I Call Any Thne 1753-1933 
rhlizer
Your Preecriptlian Carefully • Accurately Filled
Located W Railroad Avenue
WARD - ELKINS
Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
We Have All Makes of Guns
WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!
Vernon Anderson brought home a fine turkey during the hunt that was
on in the Land Between the Lakes a few weeks ago.
He came by and one of the photographers from the Ledger and Times
took his picture, but due to many factors we have just now got the film
developed and printed, so even if it is a little late, Vernon, here is your
picture.
Vernon shot the bird with a shotgun, by just sitting and waiting for one
to come by. This was one of only six that was killed in the first two weeks
of the three weekend hunt by about 1100 hunters that registered at the of-
fice.
unting is Fun Filled
Sport for 16 Million
Call it the oldest instinct
▪ atavistic, the dictionaries say
Label It Man against Nature
— survival of the fittest. Color
it autumn; chalk It up to frost
on the pumpkin
But, whatever the name, or
the inspiration, to over 16 mil-
lion Americans each fall, hunt-
ing assumes the role of more
than Just another sport.
What is it that urges_ak man
to take to the woods, the fields,
the marshes with gun and dog,
to give up his warm bed to face
the frosty morn, hunkered in
a duck blind or trudging the
side hills, always searching,
searching? The quest's answer
continues to elude absolute
definition to any save the
hunter himself for he feels
rather than examines it
Hunting is, of course, one of
' the few tradinonal sports that
still tie us, in an active par-
ticilAtion sense, to,our pion-
eering forefathers cif an ear-
lier, more romantic age It's
also a fine way of getting out-
doors, close to nature, closer
perhaps than by any other
means.
In a sense, too. it's a study —
consciously or subconsciously
- of the obvious and the sub-
tle things of which some ves-
tige of modern man still yearns
to belong
Yet, citing all that hunting
Is, it's perhaps most of all .
fun. Such fun used to be strict-
ly part of the males' domain.
But no longer. Today, more
than a million women hunt,
and each year the number
grows.
Nor does the hunting urge
bow to boundaries Urban and
suburban dwellers vie with
ruralites in enthusiasm. And
such programs as Winchester-
Western's "Father and Son
Hunting Seminars" have help-
ed turn many a metropolitan
dad and youngster duo's gun-
ning dreams into joyful reality
Despite public hunting land
shrinkage, no one need forego
the outdoor recreational pleas-
ures of hunting
Thanks to commercial hunt-
ing preserves, even the metro-
politanite can get a crack at
matching wits and skill with
hard-flying pheasants, quail,
chukar partridges and mal-
lards during a season that runs
for six months in most states
Big game hunting also is of-
fered at many preserves, where
all the thrills of stalking tro-
phy animals are duplicated
within a short drive of the big
city.
With so many others enjoy-
ing hunting, there must be
something to it. Why not try it
yourself this fall?
0411•80.041 1110.011 1MMONPIPOPIPIIPIPIVIIPIMPOPIPIPOPOPOPIPPIPIPOPIIMIO
Just_ about all fishermen take something along to
drink on those hot sumer days that they spend on the
take or river Sometimes it is water or soft drinks, or for
some people beer. Now most of the time these drinks
come in cans
We all know that we shouldn't throw the cans away
and litter up our beautiful country side, but how many
know the dangers of throwing away the little tab that
comes off the top when we open the can.
Fisheries workers in several states are reporting an
increasing number of cases in which post mortem ex-
amination of belly-up fish reveal one or more can tabs
Oi their innards.
The tabs flutter down in the water with the flash
and simmer of a disabled or dying minnow.
In fact you could attach a hook and weight to one
of the tabs and make a successful bait of it, or cut the
finger ring off and fashion the tab into a very effective
spinner.
So pies- fishermen, whatever you drink, take ALL
your trash back home with you and dispose of it through
standard channels.
• • •
ELECTIONS AROUND THE AREA
Fairdealing Sportsmen elected John R Morgan, pres-
ident; Scottie Henson, vice-president; Oran Henson,
secretary, and Gerald Wiles, treasurer.,
West Kentucky Coonhunters Association elected Lex_
ry McKenzie, president; Clyde Downey, vice-president;
Albert L. Margts, secretary, and Herman BrUce, treasurer.
Caldwell County Sportsman Club elected Durward
Martin as their president; Jeese Stephenson, vice-presi-
dent; Richard Patterson, secretary, and Douglas Milli-
ken, treasurer.
And here in Calloway County the Oalloway Conser-
vation Club elected Herman Moss president; Al Blum,
vice-president; Gilbert Searfos, secretary, and L. D.
Flora, treasurer.
• • •
Bow and arrow hunting is fast becoming a popular
sport in this area as well as across the nation. Here are
a few tips that Dr. A. L. Heist passed on to his readers of
his column "Archer's Corner" in the "Kentucky Happy
Hunting Ground" magazine.
If you are going to hunt with the bow, don't wait
until the day before hunting season starts to purchase
your archery tackle. Get it nem/ and start to practice.
You might, see a deer and might get a shot, but you
must be able to hit what you shoot at.
It is recommended that the weight of a hunting bow
for a man should have at least a 45 pound pull. It is not
necessary to have a bow above a 80 pound pull. Don't
get under-bowed and most important don't get over-
bowed
The killing power of an arrow is mostly due to Its
ability to cause internal hemorrhages through the cut-
ting of blood vessels. A dull ariow could push' past it. A bel and Elizabeth ,and two sons, Nick'. Rob and David.
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Outwitting game on its own terms, on its own home ground. make.
hunting the sport that appeals to more than lb million knierican.
each fall. Add in the rompanion.hip of family Or friend., good dog
work, shooting skill, • crisp autumn day and a return to nature,
and hunting becomes One 10 the most popular outdoor .ports.
BIG C AT( H - Jewel McReynolds of !Aar Mute is pictured
holding a 30 pound Blue Channel Catfish he caught Friday night
on the Tennessee River. McReynolds caught the fish on a snag-
ging reel with a 150 pound test line, he said.
(Staff photo by Joe Hayden)
bow hunter should eads sharpened to a
razor edge and keep theni in this condition A very im-
portant item is that an arrowhead is not sufficiently
sharp when received from the manufacturer or dealer.
Sharpen those new arro*heads.
There is not much said about
I would like to stress the safety
because we do not like to see any
of hunting.
1 Safety to other hunters, to oneself, to pedestrians,
and to property must be uppermost in the bowhunter's
mind at all times.
2. Keep your hunting
when actually shooting.
, 3. Keep far enough away from your hunting com-
panion to avoid injury from the arrowhead in the event
he stumbles or falls on rough terrain.
4. A good hUnter must be a good cdhservationist, a
good archer and above all, a good sportsman.
5. Endeavor to correct any unsafe act you may wit-
ness by a thoughtless, uninformed or unsportsmanlike
hunter.
6. When hunting in the gun season wear hunting
clothes of safe, apprOved colors.
7. Check locally all legal requirements and rules of
the area in which you are hunting
8. Be aware of accompanying or nearby hunter's ac-
tion* locations and movements in the hunting area.
'W-Indlude, if' possible, map, compass and first aid
kit in your hunting supplies.
REMEMBER: It's not the "bacon" you bring home
that makes you a hunter, but how you got it.
• • •
The Twin Lakes Coonhunters Club has two big week-
ends coining up starting tomorrow night with a Buddy
Hunt.
The next day, Sunday, they will have the whole bit,
including a swim, drag racing, and a treeing contest.
The following weekend they have a warm-up sched-
uled for Friday night, May 24, and a W.K.C. Hunt on
Sunday
Ted Atkins and Neal York took their dogs out last
Saturday night and treed one Coon.
• • •
Nick Smith of near Hardin snagged a thirty pound
Blue Channel Catfish Saturday near Eggner's Ferry
Bridge.
Smith has been fishing all these years and has
caught a lot of fish, but this is the first time, it is
thought, that he rai caught a -whopper" such a.s this.
The Hardin man is employed in the shipping depart-
ment of the Murray Division of the Tappan Company
where he has worked for about twenty years. He, his
Wife, the former Mary Nell Cornwell, reside on the
Union Hill Church Road. They have two daughters, Lsa-
safety in bowhunting.
rules for bowhunting,
accident in any phase
arrow in your quiver except
aft
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THE LEDGER A TIMES — MURRAY.
20th Annual Em my Awardscv cApAEos: Noel Hannon
To Be Televised Sunday
PAGE EIGHT
• Sy JACK Gamest
NEW YORK '17t —
which recently lent its facilities
for broadcasting the annual a-
wards of the movies and the
theater, gives its own an _inn-
ing Saturday when NBC devotes
90 minutes to the announce
ment of the 20th annual Em.
my awards of the National A-
cademy of Television Arts and
Sciences.
Point" starring Sidney Poitier
and Bobby Darin.
The CBS Red Skelton show
..-episat is one on which Cyril
liitchard and Jane Powell are
guests.
"Murder for Infinity" is re-
run on ABC's "N. Y. P. D." A
sculptor wanted for murder
contacts a television newscast-
er.
"a3SdocuRezZy has a one-
Sunday boar "Hunger in more of him.
America", originally scheduled Rex Harnson's sun thinks that prospect Is
N Y Gov. Nelson A. Rocke- for April 73 and preempted. A
feller is scheduled for ABC's
"Lcsues and Answers".
The Chicago-Toronto game
will be the North American
Soccer League Telecast on
CBS.
ABC will telecast play on fi-
nal holes of the Colonial Na-
tion Invitational Golf Tourna-
ment in Fort Worth, Texas.
NBC's "Animal Secrets" of-
fers "The Critical Time," a
program originally scheduled
for April 7 and postponed. The
development of personality and
intelligence in the first five
years of life.
Comedienne Joan Rivers and
• the Fifth' Coimension recording
group headline Ed Sullivag's
CBS hour.
"The ABC Sunday Night Mo-
vie" screens "The New Interns"
starring George Segal and la-
ger Stevens.
Television's 20th annual Em-
my awards will be revealed as
NBC in ceremonies originating
in Hollywood and New York.
Frank Sinatra is master of cere-
monies on the West Coast and
Dick Van Dyke officiates in
Neil, York. "The High Chip.
Astral- is preempted. :
Monday
NBC's "Rowan and Martin's
Laugh-In" repeats a show head-
lined by Larry Storch, Connie
Stevens and The Temptations.
ABC preempts "The Big Val-
ley" for "In The Name of God,"
another in the "Saga of West-
ern Man" series It duds with
the work of modern taiesismr-
ies around the world_
Carol Burnett's repeat
CBS is a show starring Lucille
Bail. Tim Conway and vocalist
Gloria Loring
After two weeks of vacation
Johnny Carson returns to nsa
NBC s "Tonight" show.
Tussdre
NBC's "Jerry Lewis bear re-
peats a show featuring Canis
Stevens and Dick Shawn.
NBC's "Tuesday Night at the
Movies" screens "Pie
FOE. CORRECT
TIME sod
TEMPERA1URE
DAY OR Nit-4i
1AL 753).-6363
PEON LS BANK
MurrAi. thy/duchy
s
KIINTOCKY
Series O.K., But Noel to Stick to Specials
Sy Mat HELMER
LADEN with a weak leacang lady, so-so
scripts and a number of Intanglible flaws, -The
Girl from U.N.C.L.E." no longer is around and
some churls among us will say thank heavens.
One solid chunk of talent was left in the
residue, however; Noel Harrison made his name
and personality familiar to TViewers. He's
guested a lot on the major programs. he just
did the NBC special -Where the Girls Are" and
it's odds-on that we'll be :seeing a good deal
just fine—tut he has no plans to go into anoth-
er aeries.
-They're good," he says, "and 'The Girl from
U.N.C.L.E.' was very helpful to my career —
Weekwaday and my pocketbook. But it's extremely hard to
ABC preempts "The Aveng-1 grow in a series. There's not enough time in a
ers" to repeat "Sharks," doc-, week to do new things, to try to d
evelop
umentary in its series, 'Th yourself."
Undersea World of JAN • • •
Cousteau." SO. FOR THE MOMENT, he plans to confine
ABC preempts the usual mo.1 himself to whatever specials pop up. The 
recent
vie to repeat its special videci NBC show, he feels, was -my first real c
hance
drama, John Steinbeck's "01 to do some of the things I want to do."
Mice and Men," starring George As "a performer who thoroughly enjo
ys his
segat and Nicol withammoo. work,- Noel has definite ideas about the uses
! of television. He doesn't think programs should
Tragedy of a stupid giant and
his smart little pal trying to
settle down in the depression
years.
Charlie Weaver, Lee Hazel
wood and Phyllis McGuire
guests on NBC's "Kraft M
Hall" summer series.
"The Don DeLuise Show" o
CBS has as guests corn
Pat Henry and singer J u d
Branch.
Thursday
The NBC "Ironaide" re-run
is "Bac.kfire" in which a pro
football star would sacrifice his
career for his criminal brother.
"The CBS Thursday Night
Mosias- screens 'The
!sir starring Glenn Ford and
MB Sommer.
The Dean Martin Reprise on
NBC features George Burns,
lathe Albert, Florence Header-
.= and Janie Gee.
Friday
NBC preempts "Tanen" for
a special called 'The Big Little;
World of Roman Vishniac." The;
ilientiot demonstrates his tech!
in photographing micro-4_and San Francisco's hungry I.
organisms. Harrison soon was guesting on such =-
ABCs -Off To See the WS portant TV shows as Ed Sullivan, Mike Douglas,
ape screens -.The meneseg,- Mery Griffin and the 'Tonight" program—but
• 1111•Irie about an aerial citrus
Mt with George Hamilton.
The "Star Trek" repeat on
NBC is "Catspaw." A sorceress
puts a curse on Captain Eht
and crew in an effort to oolle
pel them to help restore her
dying race.
"The CBS Friday Night Mo-
vier" screens "Under Capri-
corn" starring Ingrid Bergman
and Joseph Cotten
"Tomorrow's World: A new
era in Medicine" is a special on
NBC reporting on present and
; probable future developments
in medical areas other than me
gery
Saterdsy
The nationally televised ma-
jor league baseball game on
NBC involves Boston and Rio-
'besot& The Boston and Lime
sota areas will see the Chicago
Whitt Sox-N. Y. Yankees gams.
study of the approximately 10
million AlSieriCitts suffering
from severe malnutrition.
copy one another. -A copy can never be better
than, or even as good as, the original," he says.
He also is against labeling a program as a such-
and-such kind of show.
"Label-tying is for other epople." he says. "I
don't think you can just put things in bags and
tie labels to them and there they are, unchang-
ing forever.
"Furthermore, you don't have to lay things
out for today's crowd. You don't have to ex-
plain everything. I think a show is better if
you don't know what to expect all the time."
• • •
INTERVIEWERS talking with Harrison
can't, almost of course, get away from asking
him about Rex' effect on his career. He says
candidly that fcr one thing, "it's unlikely for
anyone who grows up in an artistic environment
mot-Ingo into the arts." As for the ultimate Im-
pact, he adds. "I had to work twice as hard to
succeed at what I set cut to accomplish in my
own life in my own way."
The blond-haired, amiable Noel, who looks
like a slighter edition of his famous father, has
an unusual background for a TV star. In 1952,
he was adept enough to make the British skiing
team in the Olympics. At night in ski lodges.
around the hot toddies and fireplaces, he used
to play the guitar and sing, for kicks—which
led to his doing the same thing in British and
American saloons such as Chicago's Mr. Kelly's
Many talents has Mr Harrison. In 1952,
he was a British Olympic skiing ace.
if was a small movie role in MGM's -Where the
Spies Are" that won him the role of Mark Slate
in -The Girl from UNCLE."
A candid soul, he's free to admit that "being
ing in the right place at the right time can play
an important part in furthering a career."
Translation: it helps to be lucky.
For all his skiing and guitaring, however.
Noel has had his eye on acting and performing
for a long, long ume. In his youth, for instance.
he studied with the Ipswich Repertory Co. in
London. -It was always rily idea to become an
actor." he says.
• • •
HE HAS the professional's outlook on TV and
movies; he doesn't scorn them as the outlet of
the actor who has sold his soul. "The personal
satisfaction and rewards of having the largest
possible audience are obvious," he says. His old
man has had the same attitude for some years
now, having sold his soul only to George Ber-
nard Shaw,
"The Best In Service . . . Best of Gasoline" traps
641 SUPER SHELL SERVICE
Across from Jerry's Restaurant - Phone 753-9131
Max McCulates • We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
WALLIS DRUG
Phone 751-1272
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
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'66 CADILLAC Sedan DeVrne. Power and air.
'63 CADILLAC Coupe DeVille Power and air.
'62 CADILLAC 62 Sedan. Power and an
'65.01LDS SS 4-Door. Power and air. Brand new
tirei!
IS OLDS N Lazwry.Sedan. Power and Sir.
63 OLDS IS Holiday Sedan. Power and air.
it OLDS se 4-Door. Double power.
se
'59 OLDS N 4-Door. Double power
'59 OLDS 88 2-Door. Double power.
'6,1 BUICK Invicta 4-Door Hardtop. Double poweP.
'61 CHRYSLER Staratora 4-Door. Double power.
NICE SELECTION Of NM CARS
BARfiagPVICES!!
Sanders-Pu om
MOTOR SALES
1406 Main 'Street ' none 753-5315
AA
1,1
• __se
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The entire 90 minute of
"ABC's Wide World of Sports,"
will be devoted to the Rugby
League cup final in London
NBC. 'Saturday Night at
the Movies" screens "The List
of Adrian Messenger" starring
George C Scott and Dam Wya-
tt".
"The Hollywood Paisos"
run on ABC features Steve
Lawrence, Eydie Goma This
Conway, Corbett Monica ma
Stony and Claire.
In the repeated "Manske
episode on CBS the detective
agrees to help an old flame
seek grounds for divorce Ned
is accused of murdering big
husband.
Murray Livestock
Market Report
MURRAY, Ky — Tues., May
14, 1968 Murray Livestock Auc-
tion).
CATTLE: 254; cm..vm 15;
SHEEP. 18, Slaughter cows
35 to 50-4 lower, slaughter bulls
50 to 75e lower, daughter cal-
ves and vealers 50 to 75e high-
er, feeder Mean and heifers
steady to weak.
SLAUGHTER COWS Utility
$17.00-18.50, individual up to
$19.25; Cutter $15 75-17.00:
Canner $135015.75.
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility
to good over 1200 lb $31.75-
32.50; Cutter 9001200 lb.
S20.00-21.75.
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
VILALERS: Choice 290-400 lb.
$15,152800. Mixed Good and
Choice $23 O02525 Choice
vealers 190-230 lb 133 00-35.00;
Nixed Good and Choice $31.75-
33.00. Good, 3000-31.75; Stand-
ard S28.00-30.00.
TEEDERS: STEERS: Choice
550750 lb $25.25-27.50; Mixed
Good and Choice $24.00-26.25;
Good $22.25-24.00; Standard
$19.50-22.25, Choice 300-500 lb.
S28.0029.50, Mixed Good and
Choice $38.5028.00; Good $25.-
00-28.50; Standard $23.0025.00.
HEWERS Choice 500-700 0d
$22,25-25 00, Mixed Good and
Choice $22.002325 Good
.Good $20.25-22.00. Standard
$19.00-22.00. Choice 300-500 lb
g2350.24.75; Mixed Good and
'Choice $22.0023.50, Good $21.-
50-22130, Standard $19 00-21.50.
srocg COWS. Choice Cow and
Calf Pair $210.00-225.00.
SHEEP: Small lot Mixed Good
and Choice spring lambs $28.50.
CONSERVATIVES MOST
STOCKHOLM (UPI) — Con-
servative party officials from
Britain. Sweden. West Germa-
ny, Finland, Denmark, Iceland,
Norway, Austria and Luxem-
bourg ended a conference Sun-
day and announced their joint
resistance to Communist ag-
gression in the world and their
desire for merging Western
Europe's two trade blocs.
 .11••••=•...
WSM-PI W1AC-TV WSIX TV WOCIUTV
Chasms, 4 Channel 5 Cliaenel 8 Chinnel 2
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DOWN CONCORD
WAY
by Estella spicsisna
May 9, 1963
Another Mothers' Day. A time
to wear a red rose or a white;
and how I wish that those who
can still wear the red realized
in time how fortunate they are.
Mothers and Mothers' Day
have changed. Yet I like to
believe that modern mothers
with modern conveniences have
the same, wise, self-sacrificing,
Inspiring, undying, love for
their offspring that did the
tired, overworked, yet very
patient mother of old.
Now Mothers' Day is adver-
tised as a day for expensive
gifts and remembrances.
Such little mothers as mine
made every day Mothers' Day
by bending over wash tubs, sew-
ing machines, hot cook stoves,
scrubbing bare floors, patch-
ing, doctoring, toiling without
recompense, only with the hope
that they were paving the way
for a better tomorrow for their
children.
How wise they were as they
burned the midnight oil help-
ing with lessons, sending us to
school when we were needed at
home, listening patiently as we
practiced scales on the old or-
gan, walking with us to Sunday
School over miles of dustry
country roads, bearing all
things, believing all things, ho-
ping all things, enduring all
things.
And today, though they rest
from their labors, we reap from
their sacrifices.
May all Mothers realize their
responsibility these days.
We are so glad that Gilbert
Parks, with the contributions
sent in to !Dines Store by loved
ones, keeps the Concord Ceme-
tery a lovely resting place, as
Is the Macedonia Cemetery and
others we have seen. They show
that someone cares.
Schools will be closing in
June and we hope the well
earned vacation will be enjoy-
able.
Our sympthy is extended to
Tommy Nance, a sixth grader.
who was accidentally hit by a
ball bat and lost some front
teeth. Such accidents should
prevent others.
MINERS MISSING
8 4,1 11; Porter Wider":4 Welleser Shr. LAMM 'nor.,
RIBA!, Japan (UPI) — A
cavein caught 31 coal miners
underground Sunday night. Po-
lice said 12 scrambled to safe
ty. six were brought out injur-
ed and 13 men were listed as
mine where fallen timber was
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News
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Semis
JAKARTA (UPI) — Emperor
Haile Selassie of Ethiopia flew
to Australia today after a week-
long state visit to Indonesia
during which a local security
-guard accidently fired his gun
into the African leader's plane,
damaging it slightly.
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Neighboring Kentucky a n d
Barkley Lakes contain a total
of 222,700 surface acres of wat-
er.
More than 150 miles of ex-
plored corridors in Mammoth
Cave are open for tours.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS 3-Negates
4-Rodents
5-leverage
rigM
7 Weird
9-Fuss
10-Title of respect
11-One, no matter
wh. h
17-Pronoun
19-Parent
(collect.)
22-Label
24-Paid notice
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is a Good
Place to do- Business
Because PCA is a
Complete Credit Service!
That means you need only look to PCA for all
your short and intermediate-term credit needs—
no matter what they are. Through such carefully
structured loans as OPERATING LOANS,
BUDGETED LOANS, LIVESTOCK AND
POULTRY LOANS and INTERMEDIATE-TERM
LOANS—PCA can provide you with the credit tools
to do the job best—whatever it is.
In addition, you have the advantage of constitation
with specialists in both credit and farming
who will help you save money by joint planning
to keep interest costs lowl This is one big reason
why PCA IS A GOOD PLACE TO DO BUS1NESSI
Keys Keel
PRODUCTION
CREDIT ASSOCIATION
306 N. 4th Pb. 753-5602
•
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As early as 1802, a- cruel; rota ore found in tg region' $
near' Clay qty. produced iron visible
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stone furnace on Red River, Ruins of
YOU GET MORE
2 FOR YOUR
AMERICAN
DOLLAR
RAMBLER AMERICAN...ONLY
U.S. CAR AT IMPORT PRICES
THE PRICE IS RIGHT DOWN THERE WITH
THE SMALLER IMPORTS .
and you'll get a lot more car for the money! Look
over the Rambler Americans at Cain & Treas
Motor Sales. See "Skip" Keel.
AMERICAN
MOTORS1
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l'AGE NINE
Bo; Sell, NV,
#10". Rent Fne
TP/R01/6W THE
  .luiger Sewing Medium snop,
1301 Main. Open 5 nights a
week 'till 8:00 p. m. M-18-C
FOR BALM
8 a 35' AMERICAN
sonditioner. Phone
trailer, air- STRAWBERRIES; pick your
753-7353. own for 201 a quart. Bring your
May-30 P' own containers, 2 miles south
of Sedalia on Highway 381.
C 3-point 5 ft Cutter withavrSry gear box, stump jumper,
selid tail wheel, $325.00 Also
IOW 5' pull-type models, used
nielt-up and pull-type models.
Vinson Tractor Co. Phone 733-
4892. June-8-C
NEW AND USED tires. Tractor
flats repaired. Speedy service.1
Vinson Tractor Co, Phone 753-
4092. June-8-C
till'
rs in-laws coming. She
dn't fluster-cleaned the car-
pets with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1. Big K.
M-18-C
MODERN 4-BEDROOM home,,
$3900, carpet, panelled 1% •
e acres on blacktop, 10 minutes
to Murray. Jim Robinson, 3
es, on Pottertown Road.
Id-30-P
Cabin Cruiser, carpeted,
trailer, moter, only $850.00, 3
miles on Pottertown Road.
M-20-P
2000 YARD assortment of fab-
rics. Closing out at 150 a yard.
Phone 328-8543, Jessie Jones.
TFC
USED GAS cook stove. Call 753-
5838. M-17-C
SIAMESE KITTENS ready for
graduation, $15. Seal, chocolate,
blue, and lilac point. Also stud
service available, 514 Broad,
Phone 753-7770. M-17-C
THREE-BEDROOM block house.
One mile south of Wiswell on
Highway 783. On large lot. Con-
tact Mrs. Leon Hall, 753-2809.
M-18-C
DROP LEAF maple table and
four chairs, maple arm match-
ing couch and chair. Folding
bed with foam mattress. Eight
day Sunburst clock. Call 753-
3073, night. M-18-C
HONDA 305 Scrambler, 1967
Model. 3,000 miles. Set of cat-
tle racks to fit short wide Chev-
rolet John C. Steele. Call 753-
2875. 51-20-P
A CHROME dinette aet with
4 chairs, yellow; Call 753-7260.
• 
HOMES
As Low as '475.00 Down
86.27 Monthly (plus taxes & ins.)
Johnson Bros. Construction Co., Inc.
Story Avenue at 12th Street
Telephone 753-6787
 •
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1.961 RAMBLER Wagon, mech-
anically perfect, new brakes,
new battery, first $100 takes it.
Contact Room 217, National Ho-
tel. M-20-C
AKC REGISTERED Dachshund
puppies. Nine weeks old, $35.00.
Call 753-7845. 51-20-C
14 FT. CHEROKEE Boat with
20 h. p. Johnson motor and
Paris Line trailer. Also 1987
Chevrolet pick-up truck. Call
Sherrill Outland, 753-3786
weekends or after 6 p. m.
11-20-C
5 YEAR-OLD Pony mare 40
Inches tall with 2 month old
filly colt. Call 753-6714 after
4:30. 11-20-C
FORD COMBINE with grain
bin, good condition. Ford %-
ton truck, 1951, good tires, runs
good. J. D. Story, phone 40E-
8636. 11-18-P
BLUE insr Chinchilla. Them
animals are registered animals.
Will sell for less than equip-
ment. Can be financed. F o r
more information, call 4364334.
H-14-18-C
_
BARGAIN AT Panorama Shores.
Two-bedroom A-frame, com-
pletely furnished, joining T.
V. A. 375 Contour line, price
$6300.00.
EIGHT ACRES, well. PurnP In-
stalled. Small stables and sep-
tic tank, all fenced, 7% miles
from Murray on blacktop road,
Price, $3,800.00.
THREE-BEDROOM brick, car-
port, built-in oven and range,
large kitchen and den combine
tion, wall-to-wall carpet, two
full ceramic tile baths. Central
heat and air-conditioning on
Catalina. Price $21.500.00.
CALL FREEMAN JOHNSON.
Realtor, Southside Shopping
High E)ccitement All the Way
AS GOOD AS GOLD
By Edward Wymark
fermi the Cenrard-kleCsas. Ise_ soma. 0 12112.
Seward Wymark. Distributed try Wag leaturas
CHAPTER 27 cant fact in life, more powerful
r•SANE was even smoother
•••-• now "You see Vandervell
came to the conclusion you
might be reliable because you
were pot averse to a little dan-
ger You need money pretty
badly don't you? You have an characteristic freezing smile
jVerdraft of £790 at your bank 'Hut I apologize. I am. talking
eiere." round the point. I once read
"You've certainly done your Economics at Princeton. In fact.
homework." it was there that I discovered
"Routine. Verreker. However that the strength and rate of
Vandervell left it to me to exchange of the dollar in the
decide whether to approach you. international market is not com-
As for the two hundred pounds parable to that of gold and nar-
I paid into your bank. I could I cotics: of the two, I prefer oar-
of course have stopped payment !entica."
I looked at his excessively
good looks, smooth black hair
and Marcella shirt, and decided
he would have walked away
with an Oscar if he'd played
Dorian Gray
"How can I be sure that you
won't throw me as a sop to the
police at some stage?" I said
cautiously.
"You can't, of course," he
said, "but why should we do
I that? There's a lot of money in-
volved in this business, and a
!successful canter is an immense
asset. Our chain extends right
round the world, to the Far
East, America and Europe."
He examined his nails. Like
an executive in Unilever or I.C.I.
he began to outline his business
to describe the outlook for the
Coming year, to impress his
shareholders.
"I operate entirely in .England
and Europe, arid tie in with dis-
tribution in Beirut for supplying
the Arab market. We also de-'
liver to the United States, but
they rely to a large extent on et
ttranipacifie supply, via Hono=
!lulu and San Francisco. The
!Customs may break the chain
at any place, but we are self-
!sealing in this way. Our car-
riers are prevented from know-
•ing anything more than what
you've discovered, in fact just
the hare bones of an idea, de-
rived from the initial contact.
That is. of course, the moat dif-
; (iron part. finding suitable car-
tiers. The "unconscious" carrier
method has its dieedvanteges.
What happened to you might
happen any time, as we realize,
so we only take that sort of
chance with people who might
become regular carriers, thus
lessening the risk of their going
to the police,
"We always make sure, of
course, as I have said, that there
are added incentives to co-op-
eration Even with unconscious
carriers there are safeguards.
For instance, in your case, the
obvious one was Camilla Van-
dervell. but I'll come to her
later." •
I flinched at the mention of
if necessary when I met you
and discovered you already
new the nature of our bust-
iess. I had to make up my mind
whether to dispose of you, or
whether it was safe to use you
as Vandervell suggested. Now
I've made it up, and of course
you'll have to accept."
He was sitting on the desk,
the gun beside him, and a ciga-
rette in his hand. With the com-
bination of two hands, he sym-
bolically enumerated his points.
Vine because if you went to thelice you'd lose your job, how-
ever much 'Queen's Evidence'
you produced. Two because you
run the risk of a sentence your-
self. Three you can't do any-
thing • else but fly aeroplanes,
can 'you? And what sort Of job
could you get after a stretch in
Peritonville? Finally, you can't
give us away because you don't
know enough about us. •
"You know Nicholas Vander-
., veil is an agent in Hong Kong,
and that I am the London con-
nection. But you will never see
me again after tonight because
'we won't be meeting agai n.
There is no evidence that Van-
dervell gave you the valies. The
hall porter at your hotel in Hong
Kong will verify the fact that
they arrived by hand delivered
s
hy an ordinary errand boy
incidentally the sort of pick up
that will be arranged in the fu-
ture."
I reflected that Vandervell
must keep Crane informed on
every small point and admired
the co-ordination. 'I skid. "I see
you've been on the telephone."
Crane made a deprecating
gesture. -Perhaps. The point is
you have no proof of my exist-
ence or Vandervell's connection
tat all. The only thing you can
count on. in fact is the possi-
bility of ending in prison your-
self. as I've already pointed out.
Well, does it all add up. Ver-
reker ?"
:Nes." I said. "it sounds quite
convincing. especially the mon-
He began to ,drritwT. now,
-Quite. 1.-have always held that
economics are the most signif, Carnilla'a name. I'd been trying
Freer ill, res:ird-McCann In, hovel r Conyrieht. 1187
than guns and religion and Ide-
ology. After all, economics en-
tirely determine our cireurn-
stances and our circumstances
dictate our beliefs."
He paused and smiled, the
Center 753Inal. 111-18-C
LOVELY two-bedroom brick
borne with kitchen, den, hall-
way of knotty pine, large liv-
ing room with fireplace. Priced
to sell. Five miles north on
Highway 641. Owner leaving
state. Call 753-1530. M-18-P
1967 MONARCH trailer, 17 x
38', furnished. Walnut interior,
all electric, carpeted through-
out. Shady Oaks Trailer Park,
Let 26. 14-22-C
COMPLETELY equipped mov-
ing van. Phone 753-7271.
MOBILE HOME: 8' a 35' Su-
preme, good condition; carpet-
ed, one bedroom. Ideal for lake.
Call 753-8004. 31-18-C
1966 WINSTON mobile home,
12' a 51', two-bedroom, extra
nice. Phone 753-8447. M-17-C
NEAT AND attractive 3-bed-
room brick in Meadowlane Sub-
division. Ceramic bath, family
area and kitchen with built-in
range Concrete driveway and
big beautiful trees on a fenced
in back lawn. $15,250.00.
AN IMMACULATE 3-bedroom
brick located in an area of
many fine homes. This outstand-
ing home has numerous extra
features. An inviting foyer, ex-
tra large family room with fire-
place, book cases, and sliding
glass doors onto the patio. A
fully equipped and well de-
signed kitchen Indirect light-
ing throughout the house and
3 full bedrooms. A quality built
home and the floor plan pro-
vides the ultimate in privacy.
A 2-BEDROOM frame located
Ion the edge of town on a large
commercially zoned lot A good
plice to live or an excellent
to keep her out of it. It was bad
enough already without involv-
ing her. I looked at my watch
It was eight o'clock.
Crane said, "Now, in order to
minimize the risk we change
routes, carriers, methods and so
on, frequently. You may not be
required to carry for months on
end, and then again you might
have to do two trips running."
"That means the income may
be non-existent."
"We ensure against that by
paying a retainer of 11.500 •
year. Satisfactory?"
I nodded and nervously won-
dered what else I was going to
learn about this strange corn-
merCe.
"You'd better take the ad-
dress of my bank," I said slyly,
"the Zurich one I mean."
"Oh. Yes." he said. "The Un-
ion Suisse and the name was
Claude 'Kennel. I remember
quite well."
I thought he remembered re-
markably well.
"You will receive instructions
by telephone and no personal
contact will ever be made, is
that clear? Of course, you will
be meeting Vandervell again,
that is unavoidable, especially
since he is going to be your
brother-in-law." He laughed.
"Look," I said, "We'll leave
Camilla out of this. Anyway," I
growled, "how is it you know
her 7"
"Only by looking over her flat
in Markham Square this after-
noon."
"Why did you do that?"
"In the hope of getting a
little background material on
you. I found only one of your
letters. But that showed quite
clearly that you wouldn't like
anything to happen to Miss Van-
dervell."
"She's Nicholas's sister, so
you won't hurt her. You could-
n't risk that."
"Couldn't we? Nicholas can
always be replaced if he gets
squeamish." He put his hand
-.inside his pocket and handed me
a photograph. I leant forward
and took it, and I felt sick. The
picture was of a woman. There
Wasn't anything particularly
Identifiable about her face, be-
cause she'd been horribly cut up
by a razor. Perhaps Janet Yin*
had looked like that, I threw it
on the floor.
As he bent to pick it up, I
saw something move behind the
French window in the darkness
beyond it. It might have been
the pink man. Or someone else
I think I must have turned
white. Anyway I felt an if I had,,
and Crane giggled. "Pretty isn't
it? I did it with a rusty razor."..
it
A window Is • patUous
place•
I To Be Continued
Wymarti.
Tortioreeno
'location iur a business building
or office.
WITHIN easy walking distance
of down-town, an unusually
nice brick with 2-bedrooms,
spacious family room with fire-
place, carpeting, central heat
and air-conditioning and 2
baths A full basement and ga-
rage
TUCKER REALTY k INS CO.,
502 Maple Street, Murray, Ken-
tucky, Phone 753-4342; Donald
R. dc Pearl T. Tucker, Home
Phone 753-5020; Bobby Grogan,
Home Phone 753-4078. H-1TC
HELP WiLNTID
COLLEGE STUDENT wants
part-time work. Call Mike Pag-
liaro 7517490. Can work full
time, Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday, week of May 20.
M-16-P
WANTED: Full time carpenter,
experienced. Call 753-8260.
M-20-C
WANTED: Full time summer
employment with local build-
ing contractor. Call 753-8260.
Id-30-C
LADIES. Millions are viewing
"Avon Calling" on TV. Show
and you will sell! We'll train
you to earn the amount of
money you want. Write: Mrs.
Evelyn L. Brown, Avon UT
Dist. 440, Shady Grove Road,
Marion, Hy. 42084. H-51-18-C
FRIDAY - MAY 17, 1968
FOR RENT
BLEEPING ROOMS, 1 block
from college, summer semester
and fall semester for boys.
Call 753-8425 days; 753-5962
-nights.
TWO-BEDROOM, 10' x 50' house
trailer on private lot, IA mile
out of city limits. Call 753-
6766 or 753-1682. 11-17-C
TWO-BEDROOM apartment. Ex-
tra nice. Air-conditioned, kit-
chen furnished, carpet and car-
port. Located in Whitnell
Estates. No children or pets.
$90.00. Call 753-6513 after 7:00
pm. TFC
THREE-ROOM duplex, unfur-
nished apartment. See at 503
Olive or call 753-1246. 18-1
CAMPING TRAILERS for sale
or rental, now taking reserva-
tions. Complete stock white
Dover dinnerware. Complete
your setting now. Clifford' Gulf,
Five Points, Phone 7334091.
11-20-C
SERVICES OFFERED
MAINTENANCE Unlimited Jan-
itor Service, Commercial, In-
dustrial, Residential, 493-84116
M-33-C
PERMANENT HAIR Removal.
Newest electronic short wave
method. Call for an appoint-
ment. Gerald Fitts, Registered
Electologist. Phone 753-4386.
11-17-C
LOST & FOUND
LOST: Brown and tan Siamese
male cat wearing a yellow col-
lar with bells. Very gentle. An-
swers to the name of Mr. Whisk'
era. Small childe pet. A reward
Is offered. Call 753-31359, 753-
5064 or 753-6410. Mrs. Claude
Miller, Martins Chapel Road.
....TWO-BEDROOM trailer, 2%
; miles from college Family
Call 753-1353 hd-18-P
THEY WON'T LEAVE
ON THEIR OWN
TERMITES
Go right on eating if you
Ignore them. The answer.
Kelly's Peet Cantrell
Locally owned and operat-
ed for 20 years. We can be
reached 24 hours a day.
-IF IT'S A PEST CALL LIS •
Miens 7534914
Member Chamber of
Commerce and Builders
Association. LCP- 195
Located 140 Se. 1311t IL
H-13-C
TWO-BEDROOM, air-condition-
ed trailer on shady lot. Call
489-3623. M-20-C
NOTICE
--
sizerRoLux SALES k Ser
vice. Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
li. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
KY- H-May-24-C
REWARD. $50.00, for informa-
tion leading to the return of
the Indian relic collection stol
en from Brandon Bros. Used
Cars, So. 12th St. on Saturday
night. Call Howard Brandon,
753-5960 or 753-4383. M-18-C
CITY OF MURRAY business
and vechile licenses are due
A 10% penalty will be added
to all delinquent licenses June
1st. M 25-C
Sleep Aid
NEW YORK (UPI)-"Early
to bed and early to rise," is
harder than ever for the
youngsters of the house in
summer. A fine antidote: dec-
orative room-darkening win-
dow shades. Pulled down, they
black out the sunshine out-
doors and help Junior go off to
sleep on schedule, daylight or
not.
GOING soe ecicgy-Campaign manager for Nelson Rocke-
feller is Robert R. Douglass (left) and campaign chaiiman
is J. Irwin Miller (right). Douglass. 36, is Rockefeller's
counsel in Albany, N.Y. Miller, 59, is chairman of Cum-
mins Engine in Columbus. Ind.
Peanuts*
IF I WERE SOMETHING AND SHE
WERE NOTHING, I COULD TA,Lx 10
HER OR IF SHE WERE SOlmETHING
AND I WERE s06,ten4IN6, THEN
COULD TALK 10 HER._
OR IF SHE WERE NOTHING AND
I WERE NOTHING, _THEN I ALSO
COut_D TAu: TO HER -BUT SHE'S
SOME-MING AND I'm NOTHING
50 I CAN'T TALK 10 HER...
by Charles M. Schulz
FOR A NOTHING, CHARuE8ROWN,,
qOU'RE REALLY GOMETHiNG!
Nancy
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Abbe 'N Slats
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Lil' Abner
HOW DO YOU ACHIEVE
THE ILLUSION OF TOTAL
COLLAPSE THAT'S MADE
YOU A GREATER
TV STAR
THAN ED
SULLIVAN "P •
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by R. Van Buren
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(Continued From Pee, 1)
Funeral Home will have charge
of arrangements.
Pallbearers will be Tommy
Key, James Dale Erwin, Gary
Cooper, Robert Hill, Steve
Knott, Max Parks. Eddie Work-
man, and Ronald Burkeen.
Mr Key is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Corns Key of Paducah,
besides his parents he leaves
else brother. 2nd Lt Danny
*Ay of U.S Army. grandpar-
:Opts Mr and Mrs. Orie Kee,
'Mosel Route One, and Mr. and
21rs. Emmett Erwin. Murray
jtoute Four, and a host of other
*datives and friends of Callo-
way County.
The young man was an em-
ploye of CTS of Paducah and a
Ibident at Paducah Junior Col-
lege where he was a member
of Zeta Delta fraternity.
He was a 1965 graduate of
Paducah Tilginnan High School
where he was drum major two
years and led the band in the
Mardi Gras in New Orleans in
1965. Key was a member of
St. Luke Methodist Church and
of The DeMolay, junior chapter
el the Masons.
Key was a former student of
:Murray High School. He was1
z*owned late Wednesday after-
es ii the Ohio River at Pa-
:dwell while on an outing with
Mends. His body was recover
ed Thursday morning by the
-Paducah Civil Defense and the
Kentucky State Water Control
Agency. The Murray Rescue
Squad had been asked to Mi-
dst in the recovery of t h•
body and were arriving in Pa-
ducah when the body was
found.
McCracken Counts Deputy
Coroner John Moore said he
would write a verdict of accid-
ental drowning and that an in-
quest will be held at a later
este.
Buenos Aires was founded byPedro de Mendoza In 1536
•
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"Skip" Keel Now
At Cain eg Tress
Kennet% "Skip Keel
Kenneth "Skip" Keel has jo-
ined the sales force at Cain &
Tress, local American Motors
dealer.
"Skip" has been a car sales-
man in Murray for the past
five years
He and his wife Joyce have
two children, Donnie, age II,
and Danny. age 8. The couple
lives at 404 South Tenth Street
here in Murray.
Skip invites all his friends to
stop in. and see him in his new
position at Cain & Treas.
THREE INJURED. .
(Continued From Page I)
at Poplar Street and hit the
1960 Dodge going west on Pop-
lar Street
The Dodge was drive=
George Quincy Adams of
One, Lynn Grove, who was re-
ported not injured in the col-
lision
Damage to the Volkswagen
was on the front and on the
Dodge on the right front, ac-
cording to the police report.
Thursday at 5:15 pm. a col-
lision occurred on North leth
Street by the Ed West Grocery
parking lot, according to the
report filed by Sgt_ Max Mor-
ris and Patrolman Earl Stalls.
Robert N Hughes of Par-
year. Temi. driving a 19113
Chevrolet van, was going south
on lath Street pulling up to
the four way stop sign whim
'William L. Stewart, Route Two,
Water Valley. driving a 1903
Chevrolet two door, hacked out
of the Ed West parking lot in-
to the right aide ad the Hughes
vow inearding le diese se-
prat.
Damage to the flues ens
was on the right front side and
the Stewart car on the left
rear fender and bumper.
Leesi
itearesesest*.•
a.rralii. ay
141-tiel
Lmereem
Invest your savings with
Harmony Loon in their Deben.
hare Plan. Earn 7%. Interest
paki semi-annually, under state
banking department supervi-
sion.
-1.4moisoiL.. C.4).44(114.-
seaW0MOSOLM4 STWOUWWWPWWF,
Available to Kentik.iry Resi-
dents only. The offering of the
securities is made only by the
prospectus.
4.4.444
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'JET TRIP . . .
(Ceatiessied From Paw I)
the all expense paid trip be-
cause of his "continued loyal
service to the banking institu-
tion for the past 46 years".
Before leaving on the trip
Mr. Martin said "Chester is
going on his second honey-
moon"
While in Florida they were
guests at the Holiday Inn. They
visited many points of interest
in this section of the country
including the Flagler House,
Worth Avenue, orange groves,
orchid gardens, and the beach
area along the Atlantic ocean.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Martin
nid this was the "finest ex-
perience" of their life.
While in Florida Miss Mar-
garet Graves and Mr. and Mrs.
Pogue Outland, former Mur-
rayans. were helpful in seeing
that the Martins enjoyed their
visit.
They were welcomed back to
Murray yesterday afternoon by
a host of friends who gathered
at the corner of Fourth and
Main streets at 3:30 p. m. A
city police patrol car met the
Martin car at the city limits on
the New Concord road and es-
corted them to the Bank of , woman $ Club To
Murray
Freeman Willoughby, and Wes-
ley Elkins
Cram, age 65, died Wednes-
day about six p.m. after being
stricken with a heart attack at
his home at 1664 Ryan Ave
nue, Murray, where he and bis
wife had just moved two weeks
ago after his retirement from
, • position
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
,Iva Smith Crass, and one bro-
ther, Dewey Crass of Murray
Route Five.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home was in charge of the as
rangements.
ODELLE VANCE .
(Continued From Pave I)
Mrs. Margaret Mae Waldrop,
vice-president; Mrs. Madelle
Talent, recording secretary;
Mrs. Nadine Turner, corres
' ponding secretary; Mn. Verline
Esell, treasurer.
Mrs. Rubye Pool and Mrs.
Leine Thurman, past presi-
dents of the club, installed the
officers in a special installa-
tion ceremony using various
colors of flowers to bring out
the duties and responsibilities,
of the officers.
Kiss Doris Rowland, retir-
ing president, presented Mrs.
Vance with the president's pin
and the gavel The new presi-
dent gave an acceptance speech
and presented Mies Rowland'
with her club pin and past
president's pin from the club
In her acceptance speech
Mrs. Vance read a quotation
from Edward Everett Hale:
"rm only one, but still I am
one. I cannot do everything;
but still I can do something;
and because 1 cannot do every.
thing I will not refuse to do
the something I can do."
Retiring officers are Miss
Rowland, Mrs. Vance, vice-pres-
ident. and Mrs. Lucille trhur.
men, recording secretary.
The club collect was given
as the invocation by Mrs. Mari-
lyn Herndon Mrs. Faye Farris
was a new member transfer-
ring from the Hopkinsville club.
In charge of the arrange-
ments for the meeting last
night were Mesdames Opal
Nicks, chairman, Madelle Tal-
ent, Marilyn Herndon, Revs
Shelton, and Marian Bailey
SAKE SALE
The Welcome Wagon New
comers Club will have a bake
sale in front of Belk's on the
west side of the court square
on Saturday. May 18. starting
at eight a m.
4
Coupon Books
known as
GOLDEN CHECKS
will not be honored at any of the"
following businesses:
GENO'S
TRENHOLMS
WILEYS
5 POINTS ASHLAND
Thank You for Your Cooperation
Get acquainted
Special
Save $8.00 on
American
Tourister's
Weekender
now $2495
reg. $32.95
MANI
ono este
21" Weekenders for
amen and women
flise's mar castes is start vow ma.swum er leasetras Isenstee sap.se seat maw Ors the wet
lath seciesee alaberts sere 8:14=Maw elssi
=waist son sos errata TAN Nest
dowse ass assissma maw
seers le serscess sesta
Furches
Hold General Meet
The Murray Woman's Club
will hold its general meeting at
the Flub house on Monday, May
20, at six p.m.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry, past pre
sident- of the Kentucky Feder-
ation of Women's Club, will in-
stall the officers who are as
follows:
Mrs. Don Keller, president;
Mrs. „fames H. Garrison, first
vice-president; Mrs. Don Hun-
ter. second vice-president; Mrs.
A G. Wilson, recording mere-
tary, Mrs. Don Tucker, cone-
sponding secretary; Mrs. Per-
dons Outland, treasurer.
The retiring president, Mrs.
David J Gowans, will preside.
Other retiring officers are Mrs.
Henry McKenzie, first vice-pre-
sident; Mrs. Keller, second
vice-president; Mrs 0. B. Boone
Jr„ corresponding secretary.
Hostesses for the meeting
will be the Zeta, Home, and
Theta departments. Reservat-
ions for the dinner shoal be
made immediately.
President Andrew Johnson
married at the youngest age, 11
years
James Lee Crow* miss simpsoNRites Held Today ! . • •
(Continued From Page 1)
Funeral services for James
ILee cniss, retired sou comp MSU home economics
vationist, were held today at graduates, and friends of Miss
three p.m. at the chapel of the ';unPaen•
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home When Miss Simpson retires
with Rev. John Huffman of at the end of the semester, it
Mayfield and Rev. In Singletoe will mark the end of • 22-year
of Glasgiow officiating. period in which she has been
Active pallbearers were Was I a Part of the Murray State
ten Holt, Howard Linebaugh, home economics program.
Mack Watts, Ralph Bagwell, She came to the Murray cam-
Boyd Champion, and Vandal] , us in 1946 and was chairman
Wrather. .,f the home economics depart-
The honorary pallbearers are 1ment until 1966. The past two
Raymond Alexander, J. D. Wall, years she has been a professor
Osro Wall, Glenmore Knee on the staff.
Born in Lineville, Ala., she
tamed her B.S. degree in home
economics at Alabama College
in Montevallo, Ala., and her
MS. in home economics educa-
tion at Iowa State University the International Cooperation
in Ames, Iowa. She has corn- Administration to set up
home economics teachers pro-
gram.
pleted the coursework for the
doctor's degree at Ohio State
University.
Prior to coining to Murray,
she taught home economics at
Sylacauga High School in Ala-
bama, and was a teacher train-
er at Alabama College, assistant
state supervisor in home eco-
nomics in Pdabama, and a sup-
ervisor of teacher education at
Texas State College for Wo-
men, Denton, Texas.
While she was chairman at
Murray, the department in-
creased from three on the fac-
ulty to 12 and there were about
550 home economic students to
graduate from MSU.
She was also instrumental in
planning Iwo moves of the de-
partment on campus. The boas
cc department was originally
set tip on the third floor of
Wilson Hall. It was first mov-
ed to the science building and
from there to its present loca-
tion, the applied science build-
ing.
Miss Simpson is active in
beth professional and civic or-
ganizsUons. She is a member of
Omicron Nu and Kappa Oini-
Mope
Aecoratisof
CONTRAST
has much to du v. 1th achiev-
ing individuality And diatinc-
uveness in borne furmatungs
as the harmony of the vari-
ous elements
Time MILS when there was
more of a tenedency to fea-
ture living
room seta with
e very thing
metching The
design and
finish was the
mine for every
table, as well
as for the via-
Ible framing
on chairs and
sofa Chairs and sofa alio
matched, not only in style
but in identical fabrics
While this kind of total
harmony can be pleasing, it's
like having an orchestra
made up entirely of string
Instruments That too can be
pleasing, but full orchestra-
tion comes with introducing
other Instruments
Wise decorators today sug-
gest greater variety in your
furnishings& Its not neces-
sary to have wood tables all
in the same color and finish
-many smart tables are now
being made with two different
finishes in the same unit.
Periods can also be mixed A
traditional piece can be ex-
tremely effective in a modern
room Even where several
prIods are blended, the room
can achieve unity through
the harmony of cukirs and
textures in carpeting. wall-
paper, paint draperies, and
f urni t 1.1 re fabrics
Whether yuu're kX4Ine tot
a ffm- mdivid lull piece or
furruture that will live hap-
pily together In your entire
home wilt be happy to
help you Como' in WAD
•
•ITE:UORS
Northside Shopping
Center
Phone 753-1474
OPEN TRUltenitY AND-
FRIDAY NIGHTS T.
UNTIL UN •
cron rm, honorary nome cc'
nomics fraternities; Delta Kapa Gamma, a society for women
teachers; the American Home
Economics Association; the
American Association of Uni-
versity Women; and the Mur-
ray Woman's Club. She has al-
so served as president of the
Kentucky Home Economics As-
sociation.
At various times in her ca-
reer, Miss Simpson has served
as consultant to home econo-
mics workshops at the Univer-
sity of Colorado, Rutgers Uni-
versity, and 'Louisana State
University. In addition she has
worked with personnel from
the other state universities in
Kentucky on special research
projects in home economics.
The highilght of her career
came in 1954 when she was
asked to go to Turkey under
FRIDAY — ItAY 17,1968_
conoruction Is underway by Southern en the Ph&Into of telephone conduit •Iong Olive Street from 7th te 4thStreets. The conduit, costing approximately $15000, willhouse a 1100 palr hilisplsono cable to be used In the elimina-tion of present serial cables on Main and 4th Streets.
. .son was in Turkey, a school was EXHIBIT SET
set up to train Turkish girls as
home economists and home eco- , (Continued From Page I)
nomics teachers,
nesign at Murray State Uni-Most of the girls went back
to their provinces and worked
in capacities similar to extens-
ion agents or county agents in
Kentucky. Others went on to
become instructors in the home given for the various areas re-
economics programs at the presented in the exhibit The
Turkish university in Ankara. tests will be constructed. ad.
Miss Simpson plans to travel ministered and graded by the
Mur-
ray State University A student
Industrial Arts faculty of 
may take a test in any area he
chooses, as long as he stays in
the group that has received
equal amounts of instruction in
that area. Here again, a first
place award and second and
third place ribbons will be gi-
ven to the three students work-
ing the highest score in each
of group classifications.
edMMisanits:restltreYnailmedire7:or:rammer7gtaPeCtahlitiSajtratir-;- 
The
ee economics education de-
exhibit serves a two-fold
in home economics;
and 
partment at Sou
Anna Carol Fults, head of theDr. University.
thern Illinois
During the year Miss Strop-
and see Europe and parts of
Aida after she retires. Heading
her list of places to visit are
the university at Anakar, Izmir,
and other towns in Turkey
where she worked in 1964.
Among those scheduled to
attend die Saturday luncheon
are Miss Mary Lois Williams,
Frankfort, state director of
home economics education;
versity will be the judges of
the exhibit
The student participation
contests consist of written tests
purpose The first being to re-
cognize and reward outstand-
ing students for their efforts
and abilities The secondreil
make available an oppo
for the public to see what is be-
ing accomplished in the In
dustrial Arts program in their
own school systems as well as.
in other systems.
The projects exhibited at
Murray State University on May
18 will represent' many hour'
of labor put iorth by the in-
dustrial arts students in t
first district area. The pu
is extended a special invi
tion to attend the exhibit.
RIDE SUNDAY
The Wranglers Riding Club
will ride Sunday afternoon at
2 o'clock Ribbons will be
given in all events. The public
is welcome
1
The Hartford, Conn., Cour-
ant, founded in 1764, is the
3Idest U. 8 newspaper in con-
tinuous publication
Specially Built For Bilkers
Full Year Guarantee
Dales, awed elipiaw las ceased.
STURDY STEEL HANDLE-
lb" TUBING-CHROME
PLATED.
BAFFLED
DECK DESIGN
EASY GLIDE BAIL BEARING
WHEELS.
MODEL IHDP4228 22'
V, H. P. 4 cycle Briggs & Stratton engine
Impulse Starter
Single throttle control
Sturdy slip slot height adiustments.
a• le Ball baaring wheels - White wall, with traction springs
7 8- tube steel handle - Chrome plated
Austempered steel blade - Die-chromated
Special reinforcement on deck corners for added strength
and rigidity
Special heavy duty hub with unique shear pin design to prove,
crank shaft damage
ASA safety decal
CHROME PLATED FRONT
PLATE (ADJUSTABLE) FOR
CUTTING HIGH GRASS AND
WFEDS
• 5 year crankshaft guarantee
36i M.P. 'RIGGS & STRATTON
a CYCLE ENGINE WITH EASY
WIND VAPUtSE STARTER.
FLIP ACTION HEIGHT AD
JUSTmENTS-NO TOOLS
REQUIRED /
REINFORCED CORNERS GIVES
ADDED STRENGTH AND
RIGIDITY TO DECK.
We Service-We Trade-We Rent
BILBREr $•
Car& Home Supply...2,.MainStreet IS 753,c56.17' EASY
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PAGE TWO
Fashionable Girls
Prepare for Spring
Little girls are emerging this spring with a fashion code all
their own. They prefer the Granny, Western and geometric
looks that their mothers and older sisters do. But these trends
have ,been adapted to suit the tastes and figures of little girls.
Coat4 dresses and dress and coat costumes with sophisti-
kated, uncluttered styling give girls a refined, lady-like look.
Spring coats are an important fashion item this spring, thanks
to a comparatively early Easter.
"Grammy" Has Her Day
The geometric, sculptured look so popular with big girls is
a favorite of little ones, too. The no-waistline and lov. waistline
styling and short, short skirts make these styles naturally be-
coming to "the' younger woman."
Granny is having her day with long and short versions of
the granny gown, beruffied and betrimmed with eyelet lace.
The long granny is still "what to wear" when lounging, play-
ing or sleeping. but it has been replaced by the shorter granny
for street wear Two old new
sleeve styles returned with the
granny gown, the lantern and
leg of mutton sleeve.
The -grannies" are popular
because, although they look
alike, each has its own special
style, in everything from coun-
try calicos and ginghams to
paisley. piques and pindot cot-
ton They can be styled with
smocked yokes, high waists
and no waists
England has returned to the
Colonies with a new fashion
conception for little girls—the
London or Piccadilly look. It
Includes empire waists and
overblouse looks, ruffles and
lacy trims and unusual com-
binations of soft heather and
pastels and eggshell shades_
"%port.%ear %mu,.
Spring's sportswear styles
for little girls are amusing and
playful The Western, Califor-
nia and surfer looks are the
"In" styles.
Girls love cowboy pants. in-
cluding hip-hugger, stovepipe
and garrison styles in denims'
and stretch fabrics.
-California Girls" have mi-
grated all over with bell bot-
tom pants, rib ticklers. ruffled
and granny look blouses in
wild, riotous con-rast colors
and the ever-popular nautical
cQl
46ii•••• coats appear with a
proper fashion look of classic,
well - bred simplicity. Along
with these come Morn and big
sister s favorite fun coats;
adapted for the younger set,
vinyl rainwear. belted coats
and side closing styles
Coat and costume styles
complete the fashion scheme
begun by dresses with the
4.1
44
45
45
45
41
modified "A" ranking first in
line. Double breasted styles
and the perennial sailor coat
are expected to run a close
second in girls' fashion prefer-
ences.
The coat fabric theme for
little girls is as varied as their
mothers', with plaids, checks
and geometries, including the
newest window-pane look
making the "most favorite
list."
ail sow '1",apitee nirel% dotted,
',eked nod amocked are little "itirt•
at play, %hen the ear a dotted
swim, hail play •hift with matching
kerchief. By Carter.
MISS SPRING
WOKS AT
TIRES
ti 11111111111
41
41
41
41
41
44
44
44
44
44
41
Ii
45
FRED CARROLL SHOWS MISS
41+ SPRING THE NEW "FAT MAX" TEE
44
45 FROM
44 IMP1
NIROYAL
44
45
45
f TIRE SERVICE
f
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Crisp, Airy
Looks Seen
In Fabrics
Open, meshy weaves, crisp
men's wear type fabrics and
floaty sheers are leading the
way to a beautiful spring.
Breezy, open weaves ate as
provocative as a lace fan,
whether they're made of cot-
ton, linen, silk, rayon or blends
of these and other natural and
synthetic yarns. Their texture
Is lightly defined through the
use of thick and thin yarns in
numerous combinations.
The gentle surface interest
that reflects spring's lady-like
look is seen in lacy tweeds,
gauzy textures, reembroidered
knits and boucles. ropy wools,
tine grained worsteds, finely
striped and nubby lenoa, cro-
cheted patterns, fishnet and
mesh effects.
Take t,entle Ways
Handloom effects with the
old fashioned charm of an airy
antimacassar are made by the
random spinning of crocheted.
knitted and leno weave fabrics.
Spring's firm-faced flattened
fabrics have learned a gentle
way to be smooth but don't
hold fast to the ruler-smooth
principle.
The surface interest of these
clean-lined fabrics is a result
of the teamwork of unusual
color combinations and varied
thicknesses of yarns in twill,
tweed, gabardine, ottoman and
pique weaves
Rugged tweeds have been
refined and some have an
Inseparable check or stripe.
Piques are in square, diamond
and scalloped patterns,, while
plaids have traditional, win-
dowpane, tartan, check and
abstract looks.
Fabrics for spring have tex-
ture but the weight scaled
down for balmy day comfort.
Smooth knits, silks and cot-
tons, fiat textured tapestry
and silk are the preferences.
In.. Frothier kl ,.d
Along with the subtle texture
of spring fabrics come elegant
puckered looks, including little
ovals on crepe or worsted
pique. )acquard. embroidered
and claque strips of diamonds.
arm rectangles of smooth and
pettipoint matelasse. and
stripe and lattice work ribbon
weaves
Flat-surfaced or slightly tex-
tured weaves of cotton, wool.
or silk show mite-sized to large
checks, tweeds, latticeworks,
herringbones. mosaic tiles and
florals
In a frothier mood for spring
are wispy sheers that 'have
barely-present checks, dark-
ened prints. whirling flowers
and geometric and abstract
plaids floatina on them Even
soberly elastic plaids and
stripes have been placed on
opaque sheers to give them a
watercolor effect
Delicate sheen come in a
flurry of fabrics including
voiles. organdies, crepes. ba-
tistes. silk chiffons. lawn and
gauzy blends of cotton and
polyester
Sportswear makes use of
cotton duck, voile, broadcloth,
seersucker, lawn and pique
Freshness,
Fun Appear
In Leather
sa. After a long chilly winter,
Al leather apparel brings fashion
pr freshness and fun to spring-
at time wardrobes.
Ready to slither through the
13. new season is a superb collec-
ts_ tion of leather jackets, coats,
vff- suits, dresses and separates,
reports Leather Industries of
America The lines have spar-
*,kle and life, the leathers
tin smooth, grained, suede, ern-
'," bossed --are supple but strong,
as easily worked into a fluid
Ai'. series of garments that will
appeal to every woman.
di.: Two and three-piece leather
"a" suits are available in casual
and dress styles Blazer and
ts_ norfolk jackets with matching
IT skirts sport a Jaunty air -_
gi, and ditto Courreges-y suits in
'a r suede or smooth leather witht
important seam detailing and
short-short skirts
1T. For a softer spring look,
there are pale suede ,ints with
delicate dressmaker detailing,
IT leather tunic ensembles, and
12. new very feminine leather
*J- Suits curving in gently at the
I+ waist
• Also suit-able are distinctive
7" Combinations of leather-with-
* silk and leather-with-tweed
A leather coat may be cut
to cling lightly to the l;oody or
j. plummet straight down In the
softest suedes and creamiest
Ifs grained leathers, these elegant
coats are seen in short and
shorter-still lengths,
Styling details of importance
are quilting, saddle-Stitching,
side closings, neckline treat-
tan ment. and piping or binding
▪ of contrasting leather texture
is or colorSpring '66 salutes the Smash-
ing leather dress Simple but
dramatic is a slim stalk ot
smooth or suede leather with
above-the-knee hemline,
a. slashed or straight-across
rY" neckline, and immaculate lin-
ear construction Low I dr no,
Al pockets, dropped waist, tiny
IF set-in sleeves are all part of
gat this leather look Perfect sc-
..- companiment is a contrasting;
* leather coat. pluS matching
leather boots
Springtime and any 'time.
+ separates and leather go to-gether And lo, the leather
'7' jacket leads all the rest. It's
at ease 1,%ith skirts. •dresses,
iumpers long pants, shorts
•
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PHYLLIS CUNNINGHAM, OUR MISS SPRING OF 1968 IS SHOWN HERE
LOOKING AT ONE OF THE MANY NEW MUSTANG'S AT. . .
•
101 MAIN ST
PARKER
FORD
PARKER MOTORS INC
THE SWITCH IS ON TO MUSTANG!
153-5213
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AGE THREE
PHYLLIS CUNNINGHAM,
MISS WRING 1968
BUYS A TICKET FROM
THE CASHIER AT THE BEAUTIFUL I
CAPRI THEATRE :
I
The fuel filter on the outboard motor fuel left over the winter can Coate
should be cleaned before the season. gummy deposits in the fuel tank.
Also check spark plugs and spark Empty the tank and check the feel
plug wires iPhoto =1312 filter node Photo =1313!
If it wasn't done lost fall, drain the A damoged propollir can be the
lower gear case and refill with lubri- cause of poor engine performance
cant recommended by the monufac. and possible serious motor damage.
twin (Photo =13141 (Photo =1315;
That more or less fabled disease, spring fever, and its
allied germ, the boating bug, is about to come out of hiber-
nation. Outboard skippers throughout the country are be-
ginning to get symptoms of the disease and realize that it
is time to get the old kicker ready for another season of
duty.
It's really a rather simple procedure, especially if you
were a good boatman last fall and winterized that outboard
motor the way you should have. At least that's the word
from Bill Spaeth. manager of engineering for Evinrude
Motors.
Spaeth says all that is needed to get things going is a basic
tool kit, your ownee.a manual, and a little.basic know-how. If
you have an owner's manual, it is a valuable source of infor-
mation on all facets of keeping your motor in shape. ,
I
BOATMEN END HIBERNATION
•
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t's Outboard Tune-Up Time
Actually, if your motor was 
,
given a tune-up late last 4ca-
son, you have little to do. Give
• it a good visual check tor loose
screws or damaged or worn
parts. Pull the motor over
slowly with the starter, rope
to be sure that the powerhead
,is unobstructed. Check the
_ coolant pump operation by
running the motor at half
throttle, and observe for dis-
charge of water from the
water outlet after the motor
has warmed up.
But chances are, you were
like a vast majority of out-
boarders, and flgured last
summer that you wouldn't do
anything until after, the sea-
son. iIents a that case. Spaethrec-d 
simple check list:
„Spark plugs that are fouled
or .worn should be cleaned or
replaced. Bad plugs can cause
poor performance and hard
starting.
A good visual inspection
should be made of all electri-
cal wiring and spark plua con-
nectors. Electrician's tape can
be used to repair cracked or
worn areas. Obviously bad
Wiring should be replaced.
The -entire fuel system may
be cleaned to assure that there
is no residue of gummy de-
posits left from fuel used last
season. The fuel bowl on the
carburetor, the fuel filter and
the fuel tank should all get
attention. Acetone or lacquer
thinner will remove deposits.
If there was fuel left in the
tank last fall, it should hay*
been emptied. If it was not,
empty this spring and replace
,vith new, clean fuel.
The owner's manual indi-
cates that there are a few
places on your outboard-that
require lubrication. Follow di-
rections as outlined in the
manual.
Like changing oil on your
automobile, the oil in the low-
er unit of your outboard
should be changed- .if it
wasn't done last fall. If there
any .ig,n of water in the
lower unit oil, it indicates a
leak that could lead to serious
problems. Consult a marine
dealer if this condition is.pres-
ent U. the hibriessa recom-
mended by the manufacturer
ti refill the lower unit.
SPRING HAS
Miss Spring looks at one of the beautiful new
STARCRAFT Camping Trailers on display at
Murray Sport & Marine.
Why don't you stop by and look them over?
9...9. • •0••••••7^.15 -ven • .49••••91-•-•9••••r;••,,,(2,a2.-i.
Now Starting Rental Service
Per
•
•
THE SHOE TREE
MISS PHYLLIS CUNNINGHAM
MISS SPRING 1968
IS SHOWN AT THE SHOE TREE TRYING ON SOME
OF THE MANY BEAUTIFUL FAMOUS NAME BRAND
SHOES. SHE IS ASSISTED BY JANE LOVETT
L THE SHOE TREE
f ) f —
SHOPPING CENTER
ARRIVED
••••• •
4n111
•
Miss Spring takes a ride in a 1%8
GLASTRON boat, on beautiful Kentucky Lake.
This beautiful GLASTRON boat is equtped with
a 100 H.P. EVINRUDE motor.
That's our buddy , Byron Sykes , at the wfieel.
Miss Spring demonstrates the light weight of
EVINRUDE'S new 1/2 hp motor.
This motor, called the 'MATE', is so light ,
(only 18 lbs. ) that even petite Miss Spring
lifts it easily.
4
Check with MURRAY SPORT & MARINE for a complete selection of marine & camp trailer equipment, parts & service.
x STARCRAFT BOATS x EVINRUDE MOTORS x GLASTRON BOATS x RIVIERA CRUISER BOATS
x STARCRAFT CAMPERS a x EVINRUDE BOATS x WATERHOUSE HOUSEBOATS
MURRAY SPORT MARINE
North Fourth Street Murray, Ky. Phone 153-1400
,,,,,,,,,,9•••9•09,45.-.19.,05.6..".eg^..0.- •e")... 09.•••9"••0.•42̂  •••7" •-dt. 49' •.•IP 47' 9 "9"......7"'9. 
.0" ••••,"•,,,.5".5.-- 5' .5..0" .5.
•
•
-•-•••
'14101WENENIESEIPIEK.NEN/Er
.
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Dress Shirts Featuring,'Shaping up' for a Man's Spring Cool Fabrics, Durable Press
Moderate shaping. lightweight Fabric's distinguish .pring suits i.red
sport e.. Thic two-button suit us polyester and wool blend features
L. doped lapels., side sents. slanted pocket flaps The plaid sport coat
lbas Sae-stitch lapel, pocket edge-a. By Michaels-Stern
New Suit Stylings
Show Old Favorites
An old favorite, the double-breasted suit, is hitting the come-
back trail to fashion this spring. Largely ignored by the masses
for more than fifteen years, the figure-flattering double-
bressteds — following in the wake of the very popular double-
breasted blazers — are corning back in updated versions that
are bound to find favor with fellows looking for a change
without resorting to the bizarre.
The new double-breasted suits have been slimmed-down in
keeping with current styling, have been given Just a bit of
waist shape and are furnished with deep side vents Iless fre-
quently center vents to provide easy access to one's trouser
pockets.
"Contoured Look" Gains Popularity
Shaped suits or the "Contoured Look" as some call them,
become more popular in both the natural shoulder Traditional
models and 'the forward-pitch-shoulder Contemporary styles.
Both categories offer a choice of either side or center vents
and some of the ',Forward Fashion- Contemporaries are made
without vents as well as without pocket flaps and breast pock-
ets to accent their lean. trim "uncluttered" look.
Colors in Traditional suits range from medium to dark with
the exception of some gabardine-type tans and some "whis-
key," pewter and clays in the lighter shades. Of course, the
washable and ,wash-wear cords. poplins and seersuckers are
light colored, too.
Stripes and neat self-patterned effects balanced by com-
pound mixtures are extremely important this spring
Designed to Show "More Shirt"
In the Contemporary suits, models are dominated by one-
and two-button styles. The newer two-button models have a
lower placement of the top button which Is now in closer line
with the waist_ The Forward Fashion look also places more
emphasis on the 'look of more shirt," given 'by the use of
lower collars and a more open scoop at the coat front.
L-shape lapels, clover-leafs and semi-clover-leafs are pop-
ular. So are some triple-stitched lapels that have been bor-
rowed from Contemporary sport coats.
Blue, teal, green, burgundy, bronze and black are among
the top Contemporary colors this season These appear fre-
quently in both silk and silk-like fabrics and in iridescents
that are a bit toned-down from last year's flashers
Another cloth that is due to find many admirers is the
medium to dark ground decorated with fine "shots" of a
lighter shade.
Felts Borrow Casual Look
For Shape, Details, Style
Men's hats for spring-sum-
mer 1986 are crammed with
comfort and loaded with style.
The new lightweight spring
felts place strong emphasis on
medium tones to complement
the prevailing colors in suits
and topcoats.
Grays, olive-tans, blued
grays, olive blends and subtle
mixtures — many with unique
band styling — are among the
season's best.
Many new felts for business-
wear borrow liberally from
casual models In both shape
and detailing Another feature
of some feather-weight felts is
the ability to be rolled-up and
stowed in either pocket or suit-
case.
In the off-duty hats there is
a cloth hat explosion Solid
colors, stripes, plaids, checks.
paisley prints and floral prints
are ready to top off some of
the best looking sports and
leisurewear outfits of the year.
In addition to the wide array
of colors and patterns, there
are telescope shapes, bucket
models, pinch-fronts, center-
creases, round-top "Campo-
bellos" and reversible "tulip"
shapes
As the season progresses and
the weather gets warmer,
broad-brimmed straw plant-
ers' hats will appear on the
scene, The big generously pro-
MISS SPRING SHOPS AT
THE IVY SHOP
In photo above, MISS SPRING is being shown a
handsome Van Heusen sport shirt .
You, like Miss Spriig, will find it a pleasure is
shop for top flite, brand name, men's wear at
The IVY Shop.
Factory Outlet
and
THE IVY SHOP
Murray, Ky.
touch for cloth casuals is light'
iridescent coloring. dress hat 'hap
ing. -Belt loop" replaces the tradi.
iional star bow. By Knox.
I:lassie felt for -In town" i. ssiolated
lie the addition of a forward pitch
to the crown, and feature. light
weight. colors. Ii. Kowa.
portioned brims can be ronea
to the wearer's taste and in
addition to offering shade,
they are flattering to all faces.
Among the new planters
there are some with burlap
crowns and straw brims, open
weave raffles and fancy weaves
in panamas, coconuts and
palm straws.
Straws for business and
dress-up wear find panamas.
milans, coconuts and palms
worn in natural and dyed col-
ors_
This year. featherweight ba-
lms are due for a comeback,
as are the durable and hand-
some leghorns. the latter dis-
tinguishable by their hand-
some golden color
Die-hard traditionalists will,
of course sport their sennit
"sailors" it least a few days
each week.
Straw awns in fashion importance,
in hat. .uch a• this one, sentilaied
kr coolne.s. and trimmed with a
wWle Madr•• hand. By Dobbs.
oiler alyier,„ prromnwnl p•-•7- -tar
in spring'. shins. This  in toils.
...ler roman fabric. ha. 'perm! reil•
Ian. louvre) reel. By Malkin.. in
441,1m...A (Abair.
pima. %Hi lilt H
The granny print variety of
fabrics is as plentiful as flow-
ers in June with bunches of
baby blossoms the most popu-
1ar. calicos, einghams, stripet,
dots ahd tiny daisy and posy
iritits alsorin the running
Dress shirts are going feath-
er-weight for spring and sum-
mer this year. Lightweight
oxfords, Voiles, lenos, batistes
and a great assortment of
basketweaves provide warm
weather comfort in fine style.
Many of the new shirts carry
v.ide-stance stripes, some on
white grounds, others on col-
ors. There are also a host of
classic checks including box
checks, tattersals and minia-
ture gun club checks.
Permanent press shirts, sci-
entifically treated cottons and
blends of man-made fibers
with cotton, that can be
washed without ironing and
that retain a freshly pressed
look throughout the steamiest
days, are another feature of
the season.
There are also some new tex-
tured weaves, some with a
wicker-like look, others with
stubs for wear with business
suits.
Color is another headline
feature in this season's dress
shirts. Warmer tones of yellow,
peach and revived pinks now
back-up the always popular
blues which are now in deeper
tones as well as the pale
shades.
An excellent assortment of
collar styles rounds out the
dress shirt story for spring and
summer. Buttondowns with
varying degrees of flare, mod-
erate and wide spread collars,
tabs, pin-tabs, pin-round and
pin-or-not styles. All of these
styles can be had with either
long- or half-sleeves.
Sport shirts sail into the
warm weather season with
further emphasis on the nau-
tical look, updated Henley
shirts, velours in patterns as
well as new models, a swarm
of new knit shirts and color
Battik . mad and arty,
mak. delightful ilast • wear, tug-
ge.is ihr Jr%trIn. Industrs none&
arr. flower pin in green enamel
Is, knelt! orange renter
runs wild in big floral prints
Another idea that is going
great guns in sport shirts is
the competition stripe bor-
rowed from sport cars. Used
on sport shirts either horizon-
tally or vertically, the compe-
tition stripes show up in woven
as well as knit shirts.
The big floral prints have
made their way from Hawaii
via California where they are
a favorite of the surfers.
The new nautical look is
more authentic from a sailors
point of view than its earlier
versions. Big, flapped pockets,
sensible collars, laced throats
and pullover as well as coat
styles take the new salty
shirts out of the landlubber
class.
Pretty Gloves Complete
Neu' Spring Outfits
Whether the ensemble is
casual or dressy, gloves pro-
vide the finishing touch of
elegance for spring.
The season's collection at
leather gloves makes use Of
supple yet long-wearing kid. T
suede, pigskin, capeskin and
doeskin.
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Where else could Miss Spring have so many Exciting
Colors From Which To Choose Than At Hughes
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IN THE SPRING A YOUNG MAN'S FANCY
TURNS TO THOUGHTS OF LOVE
and his srmtheart will love the beautiful
selection of Diamonds at Furches !
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Miss Spring admires the great selection of Keepsake Diamond
Rings at Furches
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Costume Is
, Pretty News
For Spring
Douliling up is the Log fashion new- for ..itr Urn-, the i.ostume look
center, on slim, checked coat with set.in slec%es. large patch porlvets.
Beadier banding on coat coordinate, with simple. heather sheath dressbeneath Suggested I., National Hoard. I oat and Suit Industry.
Fashion Swings In
With Carefree Air
Young. Carefree. Soft. Swinging. Spring fashion is all these
things, and many • more — and the fabrics and colors are. just
as varied as the silhouettes.
With so great a diversity of newsworthy fashions. The selec-
tion and composition of a spring wardrobe might at first seem
to be rather too complicated Actually, head-to-toe coordina-
gawal...11P.O.̂
SPRING IS HERE
tion of fashions becomes easier than c‘,.er, thanks to spring's
biggest trend   the costume.
Creating Spring's "Best-Dressed" Look
• Putting together a "best-dressed "look gets a big boost from
the increased availability of costumes. Whether the basic fash-
ion is a dress, a coat or a suit, this spring it's most likely to
be accompanied by other important fashions.
The dress takes a coat or jacket; the coat covers a dress
or a suit; the suit may appear in two, three or four parts —
plus, in many cases, a coat. This year's earlier Easter gives
the edge to coats as costume components, with the thought
that parading may call for the warmth of a coat.
Dresses Take to Ease-in-Motion
Costume coordination for spring is far from conventional.
While there are plenty of traditional combinations such as the
checked coat that reverses to solid color, and covers a match-
ing solid color dress, there are just as .:.any costumes that
artfully mix contrasting colors and patterns.
In costumes, "separate" dresses, suits and sportswea.., two
silhouettes stand out. One is the look of soft mobility, perhaps
best exemplified by spring's many easy dresses. From "covered
up" smock styles to halter-topped swingers, dresses are dis-
tinguished for their suppleness, their ease-in-motion. And fab-
rics enhance the limber look.
Western Look Has Strong Influence
A second silhouette is the geometric look, which continues
in importance but takes on a softer air for spring. Welt seam-
ing, precise tailoring, crisp fabrics and bold use of contrast
colors are. some of the notable features here.
For sportswear, the "poor boy" look initiated by the ribbed,
long-line sweater prevails both in sweaters and dresses. Pants
step forth as a leading fashion, with shapes ranging from stove-
pipe-slim to dashing bell-bottoms.
The strongest influence on sports and casual wear, though,
is the Western look. Cowboy shirts, buckskin jackets, hip-rider
jeans and sassy,gkirts are some of the components.
Maternity Wear
Spans Seasons
Young mothers-to-be are
also young fashionables. For
spring, designers of maternity
wear develop this thesis in
terms of tunic tops and skinny
pants for at -home hours,
smock styleand jumper-look
dresses for casual or dressy
occasions, and tunic suits for
everywhere, including the
Easter parade.
.. Since spring is a time when
many expectants will want
their wardrobes to span the
seasons, from late winter on
into summer, lightweight
wools and bonded jerseys are
favored fabrics. Pastels and
brights color these transition-
minded fashions
Ruffles, fringe, embroidery
express the soft, feminine look
in maternity fashions, while
welt seaming and bold color
contrasts are employed to car-
ry out the geometric fashion.
theme Colors and patterns
are happily uninhibited
MISS SPRING TRIES OUT A RIDING LAWN
MOWER AT SHIRLEY'S
SHIRLEY
<L;
GARDEN CENTER
Alive with. up,ov•n noololit!, thi•
suit OM 111111. ruck into spring • oil
a box-pleated skirt beneath a don
ble•hreardril. neath tailored piek.t
FAlita Ks s -Ilan•l on
Prints, Pattet•iis
Mark Young Look
New foundatfons have a
sculptured look, even in the
hand, and on the body, they
do indeed sculpt a fine figure
For the young (in years and
in fashion outlook I there are
"natural" brassieres, powertiet
briefs and maillot-type corse-
lets in all manner of prints
and patterns, from polka dots
and petals to elastic metallics.
Colors of the new founda-
tions are mostly soft, shading
from lemon and lime to tur-
quoise and coral, and includ-
ing skin tones and a wonderful
blue that is lighter and bright-
er than navy
Dressing Up For
Social Season
The springtime social sea-
son sees merry misses looking
their dress-up best in pretty
pumps of glossy smooth or
patent leather. Fashion fea-
tures include vamp cut-outs,
sweetheart throatlines, and
straps of all types,-- ankle,
asymmetric. T.
Even at a party, boys may be
boisterous — but their shoes
won't show it. New leather
dress footwear, soled In flexi-
ibsletrliemather, is as tough as it
Colors Spark
New Stockings
Successfully established as a
fashion basic, textured stock-
ings splash into spring with a
new emphasis on color
Textures. while varied, trend
to the airy, open look, with
crochet and fishnet weaves in
the lead. Popcorn patterns.
sheer wales and lacy ribs de-
fine the trend.
In a more fanciful mood are
daisy and butterfly patterns.
and Op art dots.
The real news, though, is
color Whitened and lightened
shades predominate for over-
the-knee, dressier hose Pas-
tels show their influence
strongly.
Spring stockings appear in
such shades as pale lime or
peach, light blue. mauve pink.
platinum, oyster. mint, pale
lemon, coral. One line features
pale colors matched to make-
up tints
Over-the-knee or knee-high
casuals, in slightly heavier
textures, branch out into
brighter pastels and bolder
colors. Here, heather tones
make news, with stockings
hued to match spring's sweat-
er shades.
Panty hose get more atten-
tion, with practically every
stocking manufacturer offer-
ing some version of this two-
in-one fashion
1
‘relliterint all. -ham d suit has
litEr 0411 14 sib Mliii
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arc duplicated MI shirt. llllll
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Opeti.,air1 knit shows up here in a
seven-eighths length cardigan coat
Hy Joyce !•portsm ear, in SEI
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• A SPRING AFTERNOON
LEACH'S MUSIC
PRESENTS
MISS SPRING 1968
MISS PHYLLIS CUNNINGHAM
MISS SPRING LOOKS OVER THE LARGE SELECTION
OF STEREOS AND ALBUMS AT
LEACH'S MUSIC 81 T.V.
DIXIELAND CENTER MURRAY,KY.
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New Styles AreYoung Specialt
Fashion happenings start with the young set. Junior fashions
for spring prove this once agaib, As trend-setting styles, colors
and color combinations swing out into — and ahead of — the
season's news.
The mood is movement, in easy little dresses, active sports-
wear. supple suits. Coats, simple in shape, take a colorful ap-
proach, often with light or bright lapels in contrast to dark-
ened neutrals.
"Let's Try Something Meteor
English influence on young fashion is still strong, but no
longer exclusively Mod. An experimental approach "let's
try something different- - characterizes the -styling. Shapes
take a swinging line, and details such as cut-out sleeves pro-
side a youthful, interesting, fashionable accent.
Skirt length's still tend to be
a bit shorter — a little ahead
of over-all fashion trends.
Naturally, young figures can
dare a little more than their
elders.
Colors are equally daring.
Bold blocks of color, a la Mon-
drian, are freshly interpreted
for spring, while Op art stripes
and dots go on a dizzying whirl
in the new young fashions.
Lowered Line TAXI-. to jewelry
Smocks, baby dresses, shifts
and T-shirt styles dress iun-
tors for spring. Long bodices.
bloused or slim, meet kicky
skirts, flared, flounced or
pleated The low-waisted styles
make a great, background for
the yards and yards of ropes.
popular as fashion jewelry and
an especial hit with. the fash-
ionable young set.
Granny looks, originated by
California teen -agers. con-
tinue into spring in around-
the-clock interpretations. The
"granny" is shortened for day-
time wear, but goes full length
for sleeping and lounging
And the granny influence is
notable in contrast - colored
yokes, ruffles. tucking, lace
trims. important sleeves and
sashes Ginghams and ca'icoes
are "granny fabric" effects_
Western Gain
Since granny might have
been a frontier woman, inter-
est in Western styles is a natu-
ral outgrowth of current young Take Cfashion trends. Cowboy shirts.
buckskin jackets and hip-rider •
Ipants reveal the Western look n r as— but are not always limited
to just one "theme Western
tops may mix with bell bottom In a gradual shift of empha- really lovely new portrait bras-
or stovepipe pants both sis from the -little nothings" sieres with cups angled from
more than double the fashion
-- coats to cover other dresses:
dresses to go it alone or with
other jackets or coats.
The coat costume appeals to
the young set in two ways — a
lively-colored dress covered by
a very basic, classic coat, or a
simple shift dress topped by
"something different" in the
way of costs
New this spring as part of
coat-dress enembles are tap-
estry coats with side closings,
ruffled necklines and cuffs. An-
other swingy coat style takes
a plaid collar and bow — and
a dress to match the plaid.
Pants Suits Please
When the occasion calls for
a coat and dress, or a suit.
young set members will be
right there, and rightly dress-
ed. However, they will be the
first to recognize it when
something new is in order.
For that reason, junior lines
include -- along with conven-
Harbinger of spring is this checked
suit with its newer. shorter jacket.
Ian of pleats encircling the skirt.
and it•  minion blouse showing
at the neck Ks Mant'Selle
The soung are smart itt their sums,
lines. the pastel Argyle plaid
turtleneck, matching boar coordi-
nating with a solid skin. By Junior
CaperN in Stretch Fabrics.
tional dresses, costumes and
suits — plenty of pants suits lines stretch below the waist-
and culotte dresses line, to stay down over girdle
A crepe culotte dress foe or pantie girdle; and if they
juniors takes bright bands of are strapless, they 'most often
color zip up the front.
 One welcome new fashion
feature is the side dip in bras-
sieres a V-effect under the
arms that accommodates deep
armholes -- and another is the
narrow back band that per-
mits a dress to dip low in back
without revealing the bra un-
dearneath
For plunging and otherwise
open necklines, there are some
Foundations
ontrol
hion
portant in the spring fashion so prevalent in foundation col-
picture or. a cowboy shirt lections during the past couple-- 
of seasons, the newest bras-might take a pea jacket and
_ metes.. girdles and, corseletsbell bottom pants as corn
generally are more positive inpanions
With their penchant for try- their control
ins any fashion that might But the control is achieved
be fun and flattering. junfoit Siltfitly, with lace and tricot
don't, hesitate to take over add the sheerest of elastics in
some of the stylk that their a range of pretty pastels
elders are favoring ---. for in- The new bandeaux have
stance, the coat and dress rounded mos, often under-
costume wired for uplift Sometimes
They need a lot of variety the underwiring even curves
in their wardrobes, and want a upwards, to bare the midriff
• lot of fashion for their money . for cut-away fashions.
The result is that the *Oat- For the midriff that requires
dress is becoming a big junior wnoothIng. not baring, there
favorite, since it's a two-for- are many new three-quarter
one-price value. and -•ffers and lone line styles The long
r
ADC 111- • • • 4bra.:- • •
a deep center cut into wide-
curving straps.
Pantie girdles continue to
range from brief to long leg-
ged, with the prettiest of the
new styles banded in lace so
one docsn't mind the founda-
tion's being revealed by a hik-
ing hemline. Dressmaker hem-
lines at leg and waistline make
for smoother at, and. in sizing
there is a new dimension —
thigh proportion
In at least one collection,
leg sections are proportioned
to A.:B. C thighs; in other col-
lections. the thighs! stretch is
acconsinodated by triangular
inserts
High-rising girdles and pan-
tie girdles frequently are of
• •
MISS PHYLLIS CUNNINGHAM
MISS SPRING 1968
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patterned elastics, and are in
lush tones that make them
appear far less controlling
than they really are
Brogues Are
Boys' Choice
Boys greet spring in a range
of handsome leather shoe
styles — including the latest
in boots, brogues, oxfords and
slip-ons Generally, all show
more conservative lines than
the pointed-toe look of foot-
wear forme?ly favored by the
younger male.
Lightweight leathers have
made the beefy brogue a year-
round choice for both school
and dress wear, popular In
spring as well as fall.
To further facilitate his
Comfort, porous leather !Minks
help keep feet cool and dry.
Perforations and pinking,
extended leather soles, long
wing-tips and four or five-eye-
let ties add heartiness to this
very manly-looking boys' shoe,
while the pared-down weight
of the leather keeps it light
afoot
Moccasins meet the youne
man's standards in looks and
performance Getting the big-
gest play is the hand-sewn
glove leather moc, a classic in
class and out
Hand-sewns of heavily
trained leather have a nice
"broguey" air that many moc-
casin-ites like for a change of
pace Some of the spring ox-
fords also borrow a fashion
touch or two from the brogue.
Scanning seasonal styles,
young boys step out In brawny
boots and bare-ish sandals
Sturdy ankle - high leather
chukkas appear for early
spring school and play, while
warm summer-like days see
the vanguard of the new hot-
weather look at ground level:
rugged leather sandals with a
hand-crafted appearance, for
after-school casual wear,
Textures, Shapes
Lead for Spring
In Girls' Shoes
Leathers play it smart, rug-
ged and light afoot, in little
girls' shoes for spring And
young fashionables can spar-
kle through the season in col-
orful oxfords, pumps and slip-
ons. most of which display the
new broadened toe
Textures most on view at
school, home and play are
likely to be smooth, grained,
patent brushed, suede, waxed
and embossed leathers
Although the long-favored
saddle shoe is still In evidence,
the ghillie-tie is growing in
popularity by leaps and bounds
land those youngsters surely
can leap and bound ,
Latest ghillies put the fash-
ion stress on Instep openings,
tasseled ties and two-color or
two-leather matings.
A new snoe look for Use
young miss is the "nanny" ox-
ford. laced up the front and
Usually tipped in a contrasting
leather
Straps and slings decorate a
collection of pumps, sling-ons
and sandals This opened-up
look in Anal] fry footwear
stems directly from women's
shoe lines, where it has now
been a style factor for several
seasons
Some steeps display a row
of stitching or cut-outs, some
are shirred, others close with
a decorative button or huckle.
Moccasins have the same
fashion appeal for moppets as
older misses - and the
ime grown-up styling. Hand-
'itching, buckles, kitties and
Asserties appear in girls' new
.,,oerasine of embossed, waxed,
rained and glove leather),
Leather soles (Met, flexile I it y
old firm support
Daisies Do Tell
They're Favored
For Wallpaper
Daisies are telling a home
fashion story for spring. When
it comes to daisies in wallpaper
patterns, there have rarely
*en so many different kinds
and color combinations.
• Here's a rundown on part of
the wide variety available.
A modern interpretation of
daisies called "Loves Me Not"
has a geometric feeling and
comes in two color combina-
tions — orange, yellow and
green, or blue and green.
Another wallpaper pattern,
"Daisy Drifts," suggests tiny
bouquets in an over-all pat-
tern and in three color coin-
Testuced stockings display white
raised puffs, emphasised by pastels
or black. Photo, National Associa-
tion of Hosiery Manufacturers.
For spring beauty and spring trasel
is a portable hair dryer, in conven-
ient arryina rase. Dryer shown also
has a nail drying feature. By Gen-
eral Electric Housewares,
blnations ipink and silver,
mustard and silver, blue and
gold.
Like daisies, ticking stripes
are popular in wallpaper pat-
terns, and "Peppermint Dai-
sies" combines the two. Here,
striped daisies appear in un-
dulating horizontal stripes up-
on the ticking ground.
Prefer a checked back-
ground? Look for the "Ging-
ham Daisy," in white with
black, yellow, pink or blue. A
'pain "Gingham" fabric with-
out the daisies is available in
matching colors.
The wallpaper pattern for
-Daisy Quilt" is adapted from
an early copperplate chintz.
Lively colors include blue and
green, pink and green, orange
and brown or gold and blue.
"Holiday Daisy" has a dainty
•
look, in yellow, blue or pink.
"Daisy Dell" features random
daisy bunches and comes with
an attractively matched
screen printed chintz.
"Fleurs Volantes" also has a
matching fabrit. As the name
imolies there is a "French,
•
A SPRING AFFERNQGS
S
look" to this soft floral wall-
paper pattern
Current fashion for flocks is
reflected in a wallpaper pat-
tern with a tone-on-tone
flocked daisy in geometric
squares Red, green, cream and
white are the color choicest
THE PUCE
Southside Shopping Center
CONGRATULATES
Miss Spring of 1968
esiPsePoPesiffswestalossePssePtellPoOPeetwillessePeseesineseediseigivedsswessersoll!seessolleteseesPeelesserNaP.i.s.......-
Phyllis Cunningham, Miss Spring 1968 is shown above
with Mr. Hunt Smock as he explains the history of
the various Confederate Flags on display in the shop.
Why don't you stop by CSA Antiques and look around?,
1 Dixieland Center —Chestnut -St— Murray, Ky.C. S. A. ANTIQUES
MISS SPRING OF 1968
MEETS THE VOLKSWAGEN
MISS SPRING of 1968, Miss PHYLLIS CUNNINGHAM,
Tries out a new 1968 VW Karman—Ghia.
CARROLL
VOLKSWAGEN INC.
800 CHESTNUT STREET MURRAY, KENTUCKY PHONE 153-8850
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Ermine it back., in.JI bia, little way! Note this gently Pal.. elegance denotes the newest mink look. 1:a4uallyfitted, loagerthan-waist-length jacket in white ermine • trim, tailored and close to the body is the way it fits.for thous special Spring evenings. by day, black et. Pictured here is a double-breasted jacket with notchedmine is she fur. Hy Fauta.ia Furs; suggested by New collar detailing, thrre-quarter sleeves. Hy 11.-"Cor. it's
York Fur Dressers. in Emil's Asurene.
Furs Take a Colorful Approach
The fast pace of 1986 dic-
tates a tremendous variety of
colors — both in fabrics and
furs. Fashion authorities pre-
dict that the color perspective
looks to clear, lively colors in
every !Lange.
They vary from pale off-
shade.a of white and beiges to
brillihnt bright shades to zingy
darks.
And the many natural
shade; of American bred mink
fit in perfectly with this fash-
ion forecast, reports the Emba
Mink Breeders Association
In 14 color phases, mink
ranges from pure snowy white
and pale pale rose through
blues. grays, beiges and browns
to deep gunmetal and a demi-
buff which resembles the color
Of wild mink. •
The pales will be at the
height of the fashion picture
this spring These can be com-
plemented with the paler Em-
▪ mutations, such as Tour-
Maline, rare ntural pale beige
mink or the pure white — Jas-
mine — mink
The paler breath-of-spring
variations of the Emba rare
blue-grey Azurene, or Emba
rare blue Cerulean, for in-
stance - - have been used by
leading furriers in spring's fa-
vorite style, the cardigan.
, The clear, blue beige st4d-
'trigs of Morning Light Ertlba
mink are styled into a curving
bolero with a swirled front
that dips around to the back coordinated mirrors and relaxation in furniturefor an easy, yet beautiful way
to look with spring's pale col--
ors.
Bold, bright colors ask for
a more conservative mink.
American ranchers have per-
fected a large variety of shades
within the brown color phases.
which can complement every
woman's wardrobe and per-
sonal coloring.
An extremely fashionable
way to look is achieved with
a long straight stole of Au-
tumn Haze, Emba rare natural
brown mink. Variations called
stewart, orchid, and dawn —
all paler than the standard
brown — are available.
The secret to color selection
when choosing a mink, says
the Emba Association, is to try,
try, try them on all of them.
Lighting Fixtures
Accent Furnishing
Current trends in lighting
fixtures tie in with current
trends in all home furnishings.
"Early American, which has
been consistently popular, is
now appearing in a more so-
phisticated way, with more
formal styles and elegant
adaptations," reports Julius
Friedman, vice president,
Progress Manufacturing Co.
"Some 19th century. designs
of France and England are
much in evidence. The Span-
ish' influence, so strong for
several seasons, is now more
prominent than ever."
Lighting fixtures reflect all
these trends, and thus serve
to accent home furnishings
more effectively.
Among toe new lighting fix-
ture designs for spring '68 are
dramatic crystal chandeliers.
star-cut beveled glass panels
in lanterns and pendants. cast
chandeliers and matching wall
and ceiling fixtures, with rich
Orftber, Or smoke glass globes.
u 4 e -s • es- - •
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Furnishing Bedrooms
Kingsize. Queensize. Super-
size. That's the trend in bed-
ding, as evidenced by the fact
that one third of all mattresses
sold last year were "superslze."
As a result, other bedroom
furniture now is scaled to
match these larger beds.
'The chest-on-chest becomes
the armoire-wardrobe, with a
top section that has cabinet
doors instead of drawers, and
enough space iftside to hang
jackets. Dressers are longer,
exceeding even triple dresser
dimensiona. and have wider.
Layer after layer of latex
foam rubber means comfort
Miss Spring 1968 visits Shirley Florist
on her spring tour of Murray business and industry.:
The loveliest Floral Creations come from 3:
Shirley Florist -
SHIRLEY
FLORIST
Home Scene
Stars Beauty,
Comfort
Early American maple furniture with a satiny finish casts a glow of
warmth in this dining area, and highlighting it all is a versatile pull-
down fixture designed to complement the. table, chairs and side cup-
board. Pulblown comes in antique brass, polished brass Or antique
copper, with opal glass lamp. It's by Progress.
Putting a distinctive fresimem int.,
the home for all ti, see is Easy tsite•
wallpaper. 80 a hallway. Thete•s
hint of spring in the geometric pal-!
tern of fruits used here. By Thomas
Stratum I 41
For a big evening. chiffon enters In
fashion esenung •
%Meant red. sellow 111111 green. Ili
an ilres with F.
hire waist, a bodice 114111/111111 fi
chiffon
Unpatterned Sport Coat
Gains in Popularity
An upsurge in the populari-
ty of unpatterned sport coats
is putting them on a par with
the plaids. checks and stripes.
Fabrics such as hopsacks, den-
ims and silks make simple yet
colorful iarkets for spring
Blazers, still one of the top
staple styles, use all of these
materials in addition to flan-
nel, and now come in a wide
variety of colors, besides the
ever-popular 'deep tilue and
blacks
The general trend in casual
coat colors is from medium to
light. barked up with the rich
new darks, with linings
brought to the fore through
the use .4 paisley printS, sport
prints and bright colors
MEMBER FTD Murray,, 14. 
+ 4.0041. V41.'411104
• Western- fashion craze sees
buckskin tackets and cowboy
shirts 'miring uu with another
41++++++++P.4,41+++++++++++++++++++ filv(wit'f'• stovePiPeraarks
502 N. 4th
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Luxury Deep-Seated
In Furniture Styling
Room to stretch out and get comfortable is the theme of
1966 furniture designs. New upholstered pieces are kingsize.
They are exceptionally-comfortable and luxurious. And they
all look expensive, even if they are not.
Chests, tables and sideboards have been large-sized for some
time, and the upholstered pieces are now catching up. Cushions
have been getting softer, plumper and thicker for several years,
but now they are positively cloud-like.
Cushioning Is Rounded, Sumptuous
One manufacturer has a new cushion design made out of
layer after layer of latex foam rubber. The result is a cushion
nearly a foot thick. A favored feature is that tf!e cushions never
need to be plumped — they tecover their shape instantly.
Dominant furniture styles are: MediterraneJan. and,Spanish,
plump modern designs with pouffy seating and arms, and Co-
lonial designs. A new note is English furniture, mainly from
the 18th century, but reaching back into the 17th century.
No matter the style, cushioning is rounded id sumptuous.
Seats are closer to the floor (and so are tables), Sharp angles
are out, softened corners are in. And contemporary designs
show the influence of many, many other styles.
"Wrapped" Look Is a Surprise
Furniture designers have come up with some surprises. For
1966, they have introduced the "wrapped" look, where the
entire chair is upholstered right down to the floor, even the
legs which would normally be wood.
Furniture is on the move. Casters permit rolling the pieces
around to where they are needed, with greatest ease. Some-
times, the rollers are hidden.
Upholstery fabrics have picked up the use of extra-wide
wale corduroy from clothing fashions. Dressy suede cloth is
popular, and there is a great deal of cut velvet and crushed
velvet being used. Fake fur is used abundantly, not only on
furniture but for decorative pillows and throws.
Quality, Style Improvements Noted
Of particular interest is the steady improvement in the
quality and style of lower and moderately priced furniture.
Manufacturers are including such construction features as coil
springs, latex foam seat cushions and soil-resistant fabrics, at
no extra cost. And virtually every important furniture style is
available in a moderately pried version.
Designers emphasize the Use of several new woods.
Carpets Paint
News Boldly
A whole new world of rugs
and carpets, in store for spring,
features thick furry piles,
sculptured surfaces, bold pat-
terns, new colors and fibers
Some floor coverings look as
if they should really be hung
on the wall, thanks to designs
taken from paintings. The
range extends from the finest
Aubusson types in muted col-
ors to abstract colors in lively
tones. New colors appear as
opposite extremes, with bril-
liant yellows and reds and
winey maroons and earth
tones.
Pattern makes news, as mills
now make patterned wall-to-
wall carpet at moderate prices.
(Formerly, most patterns were
used in area rugs. Some beau-
tiful floral and geometric pat-
terns are available at compar-
atively low prices.
Synthetic fibers such as ray-
on, nylon, acrylic and polypro-
pylene are more common than
ever, They offer excellent col-
ors, wearing properties, stain
and crush resistance.
With such floor coverings,
dealers often recommend the
use of latex foam rubber or
sponge rubber carpet under-
lays, to give them a luxurious
"deep" feeling.
Carpeting is no longer used
exclusively in the living room
and dining room. Special con-
struction carpets are availa-
ble for bedrooms, bathrooms,
kitchens, basements, and even
for patios and outdoor areas,
THEY'RE MATCHING
Crochet look in spring stock-
ings finds its complement in
matching snoods. Large, airy
loops are featured.
FLOCKED FOR EVENING
Velvety flocking adorns eve-
ning hosiery this spring Flow-
er patterns are favored
t0 t0 " 0 ° " ° 0 t' t' t' t' 10 t0 70 ?" t?tTt ;tt :
AFTER RUNNING AROUND
ALL DAY
POSING FOR OUR PHOTOGRAPHER,
OUR-MISS -SPRING 1968
MISS PHYLLIS CUNNINGHAM
ENJOYS RELAXING IN A
LAZY BOY
ENIX INTERIORS HAS LAZY BOYS IN STYLINGS TO SUIT
YOUR TASTE AND DECOR.
ENIX INTERIORS
NORTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER CHESTNUT ST.
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Suits Come Springing In with Soft Look
Why are suits younger than springtime? Colors band together — blue with mauve, limeWith yellow, white with black. Often, a third color scheme chimes in.In suit jackets, light indentation at the waist leads, but easiness is seen particularly onnew short, non-closing jackets. High-rising lines contrast with dropped waistlines; bold pat-terns share honors with solids.
Suit collections have something to flatter everyone, reports the National Board of the Coatand Suit Industry. Despite great diversity, change in silhouettes is so universal that lastspring's suits may well look dated.
One area of general agreement in styling seems to be that the ultra-long jacket is out.Shorter lengths in jackets move importantly forward.Suit shapes trend to silhouettes soft and effortless as a spring breeze. The strict tailoringthat stems from the Courreges influence makes an exit in favor of supple ease. Suit skirtsprove that it's "A" for excellence. as the A-line shape once again demonstrates its enduringfashion stance. Dirndls and
stitched pleats lend variety to
A-lines. Por the younger set,
and their thigh-high skirts, a
bit of flare at the hem adds
ease.
As costumes move into even
greater prominence in faShion,
suits join in. Designers offer
dresses with jackets, or skirts
„ with vests and blouses, as a
• part of spring's suit look.
, Contrast is the current news
in costumes, with less match-
ing, more mixing. Often, three
pieces contrast — but with
fashion's magic, they all add
up to a total look
Fabrics see double, too —
plaids with solid,s, stripes or
checks: checks with stripes.
Hard-finished worsteds, or silk
nd worsteds. do a solo turn in
•• Among the interesting suit
fabrics are twills, gabardines,
ahetlands and boucles. Classic
tattersalls, checks, plaids. co-
verts, serge all show a gentle
surface.
Suit colors are many and
lively: a snow .of white: cons-
pfeidon tones, aquas to deep
peacock green: powder to navy.
Mauvey pinks, highly impor-
tant, shade to raspberry Sun-
ny yellows range to golds
and pimientos Slates.-greiges,
spices provide a fall - from -
neutral look.
DRESSED FOR EVENINt.
Spring evenings find pale,
chiffon togas billed with long,
-soft columns of crepe. The
bare. bare 'little nothing"
. dress understudies for the
kading, low-waisted look, end-
--'the it with a lacy flounce or
, rows of spangles
- There's much more to be
seen on spring evenings with
midriff and back cutouts, hal- This year s spring jewelry.ter tops, bikini backs that bare reports the Jewelry Industrythe ribcage as well Council. comes on the scene
• with the perkiness of the first khainkand pendants in heir-robin. Whimsical Phis. har- loom and antique designs.
: TR .4 VEJ_I NG It ELL
bingers of all the fun to fol- silver jewelry has zoomed
''Big handbags travel well low, take their place up front limo popularity for daytime-Borne spring-summer ideas are in charming animal motifs. wear and is so delicate it addsthe shoulder-strap duffle and All pins are popular though, elegance to evening wear ashatbox bag, both interpreted says the Council Flowers, ever well Always a major factor inIn crocheted straw. fashionable, find themselves the -fine look," golden jewelryin gold and silver, and enamel is lighter and airier for a sea-
Tit
Pared .k.un for -action and paired tsp for attractionare a streamlined "poor bob top with hip huggerslacks. The eater is handed in • new way the --lark•IA.; a ,teetek, belt. Roth by Aileen
Perky As the First Robin,
The slightly fitted +Lapp of the jacket and ihe fragile pa-del 11,41.1, S prI.11are bright new. items on the spring suit Thr licril. a. idlreted lapelcollar, with its fill-in. coordinating scarf add. to il,,. delirate aura offeniininity. is Andrea 1;ayr, in .41/M ra‘iin 1.1. iol
Pants Pair with SllitS
With the prevalence of pantsin sportswear fashions, for IP'
sure or active living, it's in-
evitable that, pants should be-come partners for suits.
The new pants suits, design-ers say, are not intended fortown wear, but rather for cas-ual country hours, or, in theirmore formal versions, for at-home evening wear
Bell bottoms take pea-jackettoppings, while cowboy pantspair with cropped jackets
:1111C:111K-';W: .4111K
• son of sunshine.
Compatible with feminine
fashion is the bulkier. more
colorful jewelry Stones and
beads of glorious color drapeJewelry Provides FashionTouch• long necklaces, many multi-• the season in splendor with
-- . I strandedAs somber winter slips away, daisies with sunny centers ' Earrings swing into springspring comes tripping in with speak cheerily of spring in dramatic lengths. and dropa vacation mood In clothing, earrings this year make theelegance goes soft and airy,
and the bright touch more
than ever. Is the fashion jew-
elry a woman wears
The vacation mood is evenmore evident in sea life themesas delightful fish figures sur-face to the fashion world. Newemphasis on colorful coralcarries out the seashore mood,combined with gold, and bythe long spring-swinging
Mod scene Huge rings, manyadjustable, feature one large
stone, and lots and lots of
bracelets, including the ever
nnpular bangle, complete thefashion picture
Jewelry reminiscent of otherlands brings home the vaca-
tion mood
THEY'RE WATillINi.
Crochet look in spring stock-
ings finds its complement in
matching snoods Large, airy
loops are featured
no==m0 som= mom=••* mimimOw smommI41
I.
SPRING is HERE
NOW is the BEST TIME to go HONDA.
You meet the nicest
People ON A HONDA
Miss Spring on the fabulous HONDA.
THOMAS HONDASALES
601 S 4th Street Phone 153-1822
L"SEE THE ALL NEW SCRAMBLERS"
soiti, glowing pearl.. roped ea-ualit around the peek. create a
*et-feminine look_' Pe•rl-set ringawl ....I n re iii, 11.1111•1•111r01 the
115 101 )4 roil l',-,.,l •s10111111,
Durable Press Success I
Where does permanent press
go next? Proved in wash
slacks, it moved into wool
slacks, and more recently has
made its mark In shirts arid
rainwear,
Currently, experiments are
being made with a view to ap-
plying permanent press to
men's suits. Some boys' suits
are already being marketed
with the durable press fee-
A SPRING AFTERNOON
ture.
Fashion as well as utility is
now a factor in permanent
press. The press retaining
process is applied to dress and
sport shirts in a variety of c0
ors and patterns, and to boWspatterned and plain rainwear.
IT'S PERMANENT
'Permanent press gets in-
creased attention in children's,
spring fashions of ell sorts. 1"
AOC -:11116::.• ;1111K0AIR. :411•041111K ,4111tV111M41K Alk iti‘ik
0
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MISS SPRING OF 1968 EXAMINES THE
TOP QUALITY MEATS IN JIM ADAMS IGA
SPOTLESS SHOWCASE
JIM I G AADAMS
10th & CHESTNUT
:40: :410 4.> 41> 40' 48Y. "41, '411C. ::4b; :4111. AO%
SPRING VALUE
TIME IS HERE
MISS SPRING ENJOYS LOOKING AT THE WIDE SELECTION OF APPLIANCES AT
WARD 8( ELKINS
FTERNOON
as utility is
permanent
s retaining
to dress and
iriety of col-
and to both
In rainwear
ss gets M-
in children's'
ail sorts. •
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SIZE STOCKINGS
THE STOCKING TO BE IN..
New Vibrant Colors That Make the
Colors to Choose From
• Cool Blue
• White Smoke
• Sun-spice
• Navy
• Apple Green
•
BARBEQUE GRILL
24" folding
Fingertip Grid Adjustment
$577
Plastic Freezer CONTAINERS
WITH COVERS
3 Sizes to Choose From
Pint Size _ _ _ _ 12 fos 88*
Pint & Half Size _ 10 for 88'
Quart Size 8 for 88e
Ladies SHELL Blouses
'Miss Nanar stfpes again'
• For Dress or Play
• 1000  Acrylic Fiber
• Sleeveless Knit $1.77
Ladies BLOUSES
• Sleeveless
• Permanent Press
Choice of Solid or Prints
88t`
Ladies
JAMACIAS
• Choice of Solid and
Prints
Sizes 8-18
88t
ladies sizes 8 — 18
MIX &
MATCH
-GROUP
01 i LJJ ui vJI 14 uiJ VA lel
* BIG K COUPON *
Planter's
REDSKIN PEANUTSb
$1.66
With Comm')
fr fr:1
f
PAEIJ 011,11
friq 1-0Ii.fra IrA
3
With Coupon
fr:9 1..1 f 1 [PI [0 fp
.11
Century
CAR SEATS
• Soft Safety for your ( hUl
• Thick Foam Padding
• Leatherlike Upholsters
• Easy to Clean
• Sturdy Steel Frame
$6.88
11)241AAEAL4.1 AulJEMPIJAgh)II
* RIG K COUPON *
SOAKY
FUN BATH
Our Reg. 67° 53c
1. ffa
With Coupon
PIO (r..1 IP' Iro
II
JL'JItiL'iLJ tij tL!il
* BIG K COUPON
ELJJ el IA LL11
RUBBING
ALCOHOL
One Pint 112
frm IP' PI
BABY CARRIER
• Useful As A Car Seat
• Adjustable for Proper Support
• Ideal for Feeding
• Easy to Clean
• Perfect for Home
• Ideal for Busy Mothers 41 le
Adits
$4.44
,
10 PI frA
E-11
fFN u-A ITO PI F F Pinta
BABY
BATH
• Non Slip Rippled Bottom
• Velvet Soft Plastic
• 30-Quart Capacity
2.88
Miss Spring shops at BIG K where she finds top quality
merchandise at a low, low price. Follow Miss Springs' advice
'SHOP BIG K '
Ladies
JAMACIA
SETS
• Stripe Sleeveless Tops
• Solid Color Jamaicas
$3.54
CHIANTI/OLIVE Check
• Turtle Neck Top
• Two .Ply - 100% Combed
Cotton.
• Sleeveless Interlock
• Zip Back
$3.54
i I
.11 t)7) 1.•11 vJI udi r.111 to)11 1.1 LAJ - '
* BIG K COUPON *
THE KNAGK RAZOR
fro' It. 110
by GILLETTE
Reg. Discount '1.17
97(t
With (()upon
ITA rro ro,
@I
Ladies 3pc.
TRAVELER SET
• Matching Sleeveless Top
• Jamaicao
• Skirt
$4.33
BOY
JACKETS
• Single Breasted
• Pocket Tabs
$6.97
BRA HALTERS
Sizes 32-38
• Bone Front
• Elastic Back
• Asst. Prints, Ging
ham, Checks and
Solid Colors
88
BERMUDAS
• No Waist
• Side Zip and Tab
Rm.
$3.54
STYRO CUPS
7-0z. Cups
INSULATES HOT OR COLD
53
PICNIC PLATES
"Thrifty Pak"
1-7‘
100 9-In. Plates
tist, 
6&
Dan-Dee Jumbo 200 Pack
Picnic or Table NAPKINS
Insect Repellent
• Keeps Mosquitoes
Away From You!
• Longest Lasting
Ingredients
1-( °nobly
size
Aerosol
Can
$1.37
Pleated hip stitch
SKIRT
styro—Foam
ICE CHEST
30-Qt. Size
WITH HANDLE
99c
SLACKS
Betted fly front
With Stove Pipe
Leg
$6.33 $6.33
OPEN 9 — 9 MON. thru SAT. OPEN 1 — 6 ON SUNDAY ACRES OF FREE PARKING
LOCATED IN THE NEW BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
SO. 12th ST. MURRAY. KY.
,s.rieht.4.0"sodwoyk!,
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THE BANK Starring In
—OF MURRAY
Thpe icStpurieng
• RERTUCRY.
is PLEASED TO
CONGRATULATE MISS PHYLLIS CUNNINGHAM
on being chosen
MISS SPRING of 1968
Miss Spring is pictured above in the lobby of the Bank of Murray.
Miss Spring says ' Dealing with a full service bank makes it easy
for the customers, because all the services are under one roof.'
THE,
0 it
'
BANK
• f MURRAY
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Main Office 4th & Main Downtown Branch 5th & Poplar
,
licking for 'print, in ga., bright color., i a scallop-print o%erblou.e
fis draniatic•lly changeable f  hood to .ofteneil cowl. collar Blom... by
Ile .maker. Something elsc that "click.," to take four tadi picture. with.
'ui rh.ntuitc bill,.. ii the Kodak In-tamaii, lib, camera.
3:* Sportswear Is
Soft Young
lraveling back through the space age, sportswear fashions
capsule the greats of the past — the look of Garbo, the exotic
IT tones of Gauguin's canvases, the geometry of Mondrian -- and
if* splash them into the soft, young world that's spring '66. Soft-
+ ness and youth reign everywhere: in cut, and especially in
an fabric and color combinations.
PIIIKS Match Tops. •Prettify
tr Costume is the by-word in spring fashions, and sportswear
11. is no exception. Skirts swing under longer jackets, sometimes
,skeveless and supplemented by a little blouse. win.
tank tops, ruffled blouses use such fabrics as linen to combine
'7' with swaying silk skirts. Wildly striped, knitted polo shirts
+ wildly match short, short skirts.
11.•
Member F.D.I.C.
Jackets coordinate with the plaid skirt of a dress or turn
into sweaters atop spring
dresses. And what ,could be
more womanly than coordi-
nating a shocking pink hipster
skirt, belted in wild orange to
a blue bra and orange jacket?
Bells are ringing for action
women in bell-bottomed, hip-
ster trousers: pants that
slightly flare or widely flare
to Garbo proportions. Soft
crepes, heated colors, Tahitian
prints paint bell-bottoms and
maching tops in imitation of
Gauguin and Mondrian, for
boating, lounging or most any-
thing.
Look Youthful
Pants carry the youth mes-
sage for spring: the salty,
British-buttoned sailor bells;
the straight, slightly widened
hem of elephant pants; the
above - and - below - the - knee
railroad "jams," chugging
merrily along in stripes, brass
buckles and contrast stitch-
ing; the ankle-ruffled "Jellies."
Keeping pants non-mascu-
line property are the pprettY,
flowered shirts; stirched
sweaters; deeply V'd pullovers,
stopped at the midriff; and
black vinyl halter tops.
Youthful, wide, knee-length
pants and britches are suited
to smock tops in shocking col-
ors or striped jackets.
, Other pants reflect the look
of the Thirties, with the longer
hunting jacket in white cotton
twill and pique, or the three-
quarter, belted camel-hair
coat.
"Go West-4 means "Go Soft"
in bell-bottomed, hipster
jeans, colored, blooming with
flowers, eased through the leg.
Even leather jeans are painted
in luscious hues for spring, and
the rugged look of suede is
transformed into the gentility
of a full skirt In such hues as
clover, lettuce, raspberry.
For :owpoke."
Maverick cowgirls prefer
shorty skirts riding the hip-
bone, fried in mock leather
and matched to gaiters. The
really feminine and youthful
cowgirl prefers calico for a
low-slung skirt, jacket and
Stetson hat.
Cowpoke shirts wear deli-
cate prairie flower prints, are
softened in voile, yoked,
sleeveless and cut off at the
midriff Lengthened they grow
into soft dresses.
Casual dresses. jumpers be-
speak the little girl look with
lots of tucks, smocking, puffed
sleeves, skimp shaping, short,
short skirts Softening shows
up in billowy, pleated skirts,
cowl-necklines, fabrics such as
crepe and voile.
Bare backs, halter tops,
elongated torsos, tunic shapes
mark the not-so-casual dress.
Really casual dresses include
the "caftan" dress with its big,
.-wide sleeve-, hot prints, skim-
mer shape, and the long. Em-
pire waisted "granny."
In knits for td, It's texture:
the flowering, tweedy textures,
•
A SPRING AFTERNOON
Permanent pres. make, new. in a.
raincoat of polyester-cotton poplin.
It's machine washablr, has zip-out
lining. If. Smiled; Greenwood
fabric.
Patchwork parka, of fabric. modefro". .qUd Ir. 1118(111116, sports gip.
front clii-ing. muff pockets, elastic
cuN, Ji Yi winch Mill..
baby crocheting, novelty open-
work; the zebra stripes: geo-
metries and checkerboards.
MISS SPRING 1968
MISS PHYLLIS CUNNINGHAM
PHYLLIS TRYS ON SOME OF THE MANY SPRING CLOTHES TO CHOSE FROM
AT. . . .
The MADEMOISELLE Shop
EAST SIDE OF SQUARE MURRAY, KY
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Subtle Shaping Marks
_Season's New Coats
'Today's mood Is young and
active — and coats keep pace,
with a diversity of shapes, all
definitely spring '66.
411 "With today's widening ho-
rizons, one coat shape won't
do. Designers present many
silhouettes--because there are
many more women ready to
wear them, and more places
to go." comments the National
Board of the Coat and Suit
Industry.
Spring coat news is in the
swing of the A-line. Close
shoulders and mobility at the
hem emphasize the new mood.
Skinny coats take more soft
nhaping. less strict tailoring.
Back belts, subtle seaming,
indented waistlines and con-
cealed closings are in.
Another new direction is
bias fullness making a surprise
appearance at the hem of a
skinny coat.
Collars are inconspicuous in
size but important in contour.
They include the pillow shape
with soft tie, the little roll and
, ,'he rounded, semi-collarless
Mieckline.
Reversible coats stretch the
wardrobe, and are always
ready to change moods
Waistlines wander. Never
actually there, of course, they
are suggested with high-
placed detail—and conversely,
low-placed accents.
Shorter-than-long coats,
such as those that swing out
like a baby trapeze, make
fashion_ news, particularly
when the fashion beneath is
ensembled. Today's trend finds
the fashionable lady with
many coats to complete the
"costume look."
Sweater coats bow in for
spring, styled with narrow
armholes, body contours.
Colors team up — a black
band. on white, gray on mauve,
off-white on spice. Often, light
or bright lapels shine on a
"basic" color.
Clear tones star, from strong
brights to pale lights. Some
other coat color highlights
are: pure white and flesh
tones; aquas to deep peacock;
mauvey pink to raspberry;
mauvey blue to navy; yellow
to orange. New neutrals with
fresh character are pale grays,
beiges, spices.
Coat fabrics may be refined
and subtle or bold and flip-
pant. Ready for spring are
such favorites as hard-fin-
ished worsteds. gabardines,
twills. shetlands, boucles, clas-
sic tattersalls. checks, plaids.
Coverts. serge
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A SPRING AFTERNOON
MISS SPRING
MISS PHYLLIS CUNNINGHAM
LOOKS GOOD ON I V
ESPECIALLY ON PEOPLES BANK
Dresses Evoke Flapper Era
Illut Show the Spirit of '66
• •
The lowdown on dresses for
spring is lust that — lowered
waistanes, low, low flounces
and pleats, low and bare backs. -
Waistlines have become hip-
lines, evoking fond memories
of the eialver era. But the
spirit of '66 is here, too: it's in
tne action. the Mild, unre-
stricted motion of spring's best
dres-s snapes.
• Sof Loess directs the drama
that s fashion, putting lots of
mobnity in dresses With pleats,
flounces that whirl low from
under blouson tops or narrow
jackets that give the dress a
butt shape.
Waistlines go 'way down for
the flounce in tunic dresses.
But hemlines are 'way up,
above the knee at least.
Spring makes every heart
light and young, and dress
napes pick up the cue: the
by -dress has high-up seam-
ing, smocking, banding. The
trapeze dress of a few seasons
ago is enjoying a favorable
comeback.
The simple skimmer dress
takes its encores for a new
fashion dash or two: scarfs to
soften a neckline into a cow,:
youthful. white collar and
cuffs, leopard embroidery.
The shirtdress now capti-
vates a romantic young such-
nee in T-shirt, undershirt and
atshirt shapes. In whisper-
colors, with full, flounced
ve. the shirtdress becomes
iwressive as a poet's shirt.
While sleeveless dresses still
und, lovely, feminine and
kome is the return engage-
ent of the long, fairy tale
eeve sometimes flounced.
metimes banded at4he cuff_
At a new, longer-thlin-short
ngt h. the sleeve is sometimes
ry wide or opened and wide
The costume look for '66
tilflts center stage as the
'dress with" a jacket, coat
31' sweater top. Costume ro- wardrobe color or contrast.
4110P'
109
9
Aimmer drew in needlepoint wool
IUD •141r anion pinata, it" bill ac.
cent. II) I.arr) Idrirh. To set of
thr dre.• i, •rdlower blue
Linde Stars and diamond.,
ordination involves shape as
well trapeze dress under skin-
ny. high-belted coat, easy,
open Jacket over undershirt
top dress
Simple sheaths look any-
thing but simple under prin-
cess-shaped coats. giant plaid
bathrobe wraps or crepe
sweaters
Colors come in for resound-
ing applause, breaking old
barriers with the "anything
goes" mix method.
Colors can blend with a basic
ft* vring tboo..'. • mown of thr 19th tronlOr% moat.: rrorli
AtelicoO lair reoloroOlrorol ii%rr nil, with pcmu 1. ....10• hand
owl losii for 111).• t.Mpir.• watml. Mat lona fart. mantilla ham,. 118. reor
Witham-nut diamond ringi.iI diamond Ilor el •pra, pin are it..
lady irwrIrjr: Gown fit, "Barbara" ,r Murra I lautheir Nur .
MISS SPRING MISS PHYLLIS
CUNNINGHAM SHOWS UP WELL ON
THE T V SCREEN AT THE PEOPLES
T V DRIVE-IN BANK. THIS IS HOW MISS
CUNNINGHAM APPEARS TO THE TELLER
ON THE CLOSED CIRCUIT T V SCREEN.
BANK
WHERE YOUR MONEY
WORKS FOR YOU
overed or Bared,
visual Dresses
o into Motion
, ,I Bared and pared, or sleeved
d swinging, the casual dressi
e
. s into motion for spring.
- -- _
Slim shift styles are cut with
urve-following ease, for a sit-
/ uette that's at its best on
, move Halter necklines,
• -back styling and cut-out
drift or sleeve details pro-
de an air olcoolness as well
fashion
. Ralancinirthe bared look are
ttiv ered -up. long •sleevert shifts.
;mock -influence appears in
.11,11al dresses with high-rice
vaistlines. colorful border
mitments and long, slim
le.' vex
Other sleeves swing wide and
kimono-like as complements
to tent-type casual dresses,
where pencil stripes and broad
floral stripes mingle for a new
fashion approach to Op art
Still another version of the
casual dress, to be found in
local sportswear departments
and stores, is the T-shirt style
-- inspired by an undershirt
but elongated and adorned
to become a spring-summer
fashion leader.
Variety ranges from simple,
basic T-shirt shifts, highlight-
ed by such touches as tatting
edges in bright, contrasting
colors, to new interpretations
— for instance. authentic "un-
dershirt top" paired with a
Printed dirndl skirl
Cottons and cotton blends
stand out at favorite fabrics. e" e, ev), c•
TV
THIS FACILITY IS THE ONLY ONE
OF ITS KIND IN THIS AREA.
IT IS DESIGNED FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE. DRIVE BY TODAY
AND SEE HOW THE PEOPLES
BANK T V DRIVE-IN BRANCH
CAN BE OF HELP TO YOU.
LIKE MISS SPRING, YOU'LL BE
DELIGHTED WITH ITS EASE OF
TRANSACTING YOUR. BANKING
BY T V
BILL BOYD OF PEOPLES BANK SHOWS MISS CUNNINGHAM
HOW THE T V DRIVE-IN BANK OPERATES.THE SCENE ABOVE
IS THE MAIN BANK AT FIFTH & MAIN STREET.
COME IN. . . WE'LL TAKE CARE OF ALL DETAILS IN TRANSFERRING
YOUR ACCOUNT TO OUR BANK, WITHOUT EMBARRASSMENT TO YOU
PEOPLES ,BANK
MURRAY .
— MEMBER F.D. 1.C.•
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*DIAGRAM HOUSE WIR
Building a house to be serviced by
West Ky. Rural Electric? if so just
bring your house plans to us for
FREE diagraming of wiring and
electrical installations.
-
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WEST KENTUCKY RURAL ELECTRIC
MISS PhylksCunningham
Cooperative Corporation
CONGRATULATES
SPRING 1968
Its Sprig says 'ME BETTER ELECTRICALLY'. Here she views some modern Electric refrigerators.
Below are a few of the services offered by West Ky. Rural Electric to their customers .
•
ING
• PLAN FAR
Want to make your
us for FREE advice and diagrams
*HOME ECONOMIST
Available for consultation on home
economics problems on an individual
basis and as a service to clubs.
M ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS
farm completely modern? Just call on
to make yours an all electric farm.
-4----
FOR A NOMINAL FEE WE WILL INSTALL OUTDOOR MERCURY VAPOR 1.1
THESE HELP MAKE YOUR FARM & HOME MUCH SAFER AT NIGHT AND HELP TO DISCOU
HTS ON YOUR FARM.
RAGE PROWLERS.
West Ky. Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation
Mayfield , Ky.
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